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ABSTRACT 
Linear least squares estimation and regression analyses continue to 
play a major role in orbit determination and related areas. In this report 
we document a library of FORTRAN subroutines that have been developed to 
facilitate analyses of a variety of estimation problems. Our purpose is to 
present an easy to use, multi-purpose set of algorithms that are reasonably 
efficient and which use a minimal amount of computer storage. Subroutine 
inputs, outputs, usage and listings are given, along with examples of how 
these routines can be used. The following outline indicates the scope of 
this report: Section I, introduction with reference to background material; 
Section 11, examples and applications; Section 111, a subroutine directory 
sunnnary; Section IV, the subroutine directory user description with input, 
output and usage explained; and Section V, subroutine FORTRAN listings 
The routines are compact and efficient and are far superior to the normal 
equation and Kalman filter data processing algorithms that are often used 
for least squares analyses. 
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I. Introduction 
Techniques related to least squares parameter estimation play a 
prominent role in orbit determination and related analyses. Numerical 
and algorithmic aspects of least squares computation are documented 
in the excellent reference work by Lawson and Hanson, Ref. [I]. Their 
algorithms, available from the JPL subroutine library, Ref. [ 2 ] ,  are 
very reliable and general. Experience has, however, shown that in 
reasonably well posed problems one can streamline the least squares 
algorithm codes and reduce both storage and computer times. In this 
report, we document a collection of subroutines tilost of which we have 
written that can be used to solve a variety of parameter estimation 
problems. 
The algorithms for the most part involve triangular and/or 
symmetric matrices and to reduce storage requirements these are stored 




Thus, the element from row i and column j of U, i 2 j, is stored in 
vector component ( j - 1 2  + i. We hasten to point out that the engineer, i ,  ! 
with few exceptions, need have no direct contact with the vector sub- 
scripting. By this we mean that the vector subscript ;elated operations 
are internal to the subroutines, vector arrays transmitted from one 
1 
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subrou t ine  t o  another  a r e  compatible,  and v e c t o r  a r r a y s  d isplayed 
r ~ s i n g  t h e  p r ? n t  subrou t ine  TRIMAT appear i n  a t r i a n g u l a r  ma t r ix  format. 
Asldr:  Ti12 r w s l  n c t a b l e  except ion is t h a t  ma t r ix  problems a r e  genera l ly  
--- 
formulated using doubly subsc r ip ted  a r r a y s .  Transforming a double 
subsc r ip ted  synmetric o r  upper t r i a n g u l a r  ma t r ix  A ( * , * )  t o  a vec to r  
stored form, U(.) is q u i t e  simply accomplished i n  FORTRAN v i a  
DO 1 I = l , J  
U(1J) = A(I ,J)  
S i m i l a r l y ,  t ransforming an i n i t i a l  v e c t o r  D(*) of d iagonal  p o s i t i o n s  of 
a vec to r  s t o r e d  form, U(* ) , t s  accomplished us ing 
The conversion on t h e  r i g h t  has  the  modest advantage t h a t  D and U can 
s h a r e  comon s t o r a g e  ( i . e . ,  U can overwr i t e  D ) .  These convers ions  
a r e  too  b r i e f  t o  be  e f f i c i e n t l y  used a s  subrout ines .  It seems t h a t  when 
such convers ions  a r e  needed one can r e a d i l y  inc lude  them a s  jq - l ine  code. 
End of  Aside 
Th i s  package of subrou t ines  i s  des igned, in  t h e  main,for t h e  a n a l y s i s  
of p a r m e t e r  e s t ima t ion  pro5lems. One can,  however, use  i t  t o  s o l v e  problems 
t h a t  involve  process  n o i s e  and t o  map ( t ime propagate)  covar iance  o r  i n f o r -  
mation mat r ix  f a c t o r s .  I n  t h e  case  of mapping t h e  s t o r a g e  savings  assoc ia ted  
wi th  the  use of vector  s t o r e d  t r i a n g u l a r  m a t r i c e s  is,  t o  some e x t e n t ,  l o s t .  
Mathematical background regarding Householder orthogonal trans- 
formations for least squares analyses and U-D matrix factorization 
for cwariance matrix analyses are discussed in references [l] and [ 3 ] .  
Our plan is to illustrate, in Section 11, with examples,how one can 
use the basic algorithms and matrix manipulation to solve a variety 
of important problems. The subroutines which comprise our estimation 
subroutine package are described in Section 111, and detailed input/ 
output descriptions are presented in Section IV. 
Section V contains FORTRAN listings of tht subroutines. There are 
several reasons for including such listings. Making these listings 
available to the engineer analyst allows him to assess algorithm 
complexity for himself; and to appreciate the simplicity of the 
routines he ends otherwise to use as a black box. The routines use 
only FORTRAN Ti' and are therefore reasonably portable (except possibly 
for routines which involve alphanumeric inputs). When estimation problems 
arise to which our package does not directly apply (or which can be made 
to apply by an awkward concatenation of the routines) one may be able to 
modify the codes and widen still further the class of problems that can be 
efficiently solved. 
11. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 0 
Our purpose is t o  i l l u s t r a t e ,  wi th  a number of examples, 
some o f  the problems t h a t  can be solved us ing t h i s  ESP. The examples, i n  
a d d i t i o n ,  se rve  t o  ca ta logue c e r t a i n  es t ima t ion  techniques  t h a t  a r e  q u i t e  
u s e f u l  . 
To begin,  l e t  us ca ta logue t h e  subrou t ines  t h a t  comprise t h e  ESP: 
1 )  A2A1 ( A  t o  A one) Matrix A t o  ma t r ix  A 1  
2) COMBO (combo) Combine R and A namel i s t s  
3) COVRHO (cov rho) Covariance t o  c o r r e l a t i o n  mat r ix ,  RHO 
4) COV2RI (cov t o  RI) Covariance t o  R inverse  
5) COV2UD (cov LO U-D) Covariance t o  U-D covar iance  f a c t o r s  
6) C2C (C t o  C) Permute t h e  rows nd columns of matr ix  C 
7)  INF2R ( in f  t o  R) Information matr ix  t o  ( t r i a n g u l a r )  R f a c t o r  
8) HHPOS'I' 












( rank 1) 
(R colored)  
(r in-con) 
(R1 t o  cov) 
(R t o  A) 
(R t o  RA) 
(rudder)  
(S F U) 
Householder t r i a n g u l a r i z a t i o n  by pos t  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  
Permute t h e  columns of matr ix  A 
M u l t i p l i e s  a r e c t a n g u l a r  PHI matr ix  by the  vec to r  
s t o r e d  U ma t r ix  t h a t  h a s  i m p l i c i t l y  def ined u n i t  
d iagonal  e n t r i e s .  
R(upper t r i a n g u l a r ,  v e c t o r  stored)*A ( rec tangu la r )  
Updated U-D f a c t o r s  of a rank-1 modified mat r ix  
(SRIF) R colored n o i s e  time-update 
R i n v e r s e  along wi th  a cond i t ion  number bounding 
e s t i m a t e  
R i n v e r s e  t o  covariance 
Tr iangu la r  R t o  ( r e c t a n g u l a r  s toued)  matr ix  A 
Trans fe r  t o  t r i a n g u l a r  block of (vec to r  s t o r e d )  R 
t o  a t r i a n g u l a r  (vec to r  s t o r e d )  RA 
(SRIFIR t o  U-D covariance f a c t o r s ,  o r  vice-versa 
Sparse  F matr ix  * v e c t o r  s t o r e d  U ma t r ix  wi th  
i m p l i c i t l y  def ined u n i t  d iagonal  e n t r i e s  
20) TDHHT (T D H H T) Two dimensional  Householder matr ix  t r i a n g u l a r i z a t i o n  
21) THH (T H H) Tr iangu la r  vec to r  s t o r e d  Householder d a t a  process ing 
a lgor i thm 
22) TTHH (T T H H) Orthogonal t r i a n g u l a r i z a t i o n  of two t r i a n g u l a r  
ma t r i ces  
23) TWOMT (two mat) Two dimensional l abe led  d i s p l a y  of  a vec to r  s t o r e d  
t r i a n g u l a r  matri . 
24) TZERO (T zero)  
9 
Zero a  h o r i z o n t a l  segment 06 a vectov 
s t o r e d  t r i a n g u l a r  matr ix  a. 
25) UDCOL (U-D colored)  U-D c o v g i a r w e  f a c t o r  collore$ a d =  %?date 
26) UDMEAS (U-D measdkmely) 8-B covar iance  fgc,or a a s u r e m e n t  vpda* e 
27) UD2COV &-D t o  cov) U-D f g t o i s  t o  covariance 
28) UD2SIG (U-D t o  s i g )  U-D f a c t o f s  t o  sigmas 
29) UTiW (U ? inverse )  bpper t r i a n g u l a r  m a t r i x  i n v e r s e  
30) UTIROW Uppd  c r i angu la?  Qswase,  i n v e r t i n g  only 
the  uppelf 5ows 
31) WGS (W G-S) U-B covar iance  f a c t o r i z a t i o n  o s i n g  a weigtl5e4 a 
Gram-Schmidt r educ t ion  
.e (B 
.eb 
These r o u t i n e s e a r e  descr ibed $n succeedingly more deta'.l i n  s e c t i o n s  f$l. 
I V ,  and V. The examples t o  follow a r e  chosen t o  demonstrate how these  
va r ious  subrou t ines  can be used t o  so lve  o r b i t  de terminat ion and ocher 
parameter e s t ima t ion  problems. I t  i s  important  t o  keep i n  mind t h a t  these  
- -
.I 
examples a r e  not  by any means a l l  i n c l u s i v e ,  and t h a t  th ;  package of @ 
- 
subrou t ines  has  a  wide scope of a p p l i c a b i l i t y .  
a 
11.1 Simple Least Squares 
Given d a t a  i n  the  form of an overdetermined system of l i n e a r  
equat ions  one may want a )  the  l e a s t  squares  so lu t ion ;  b )  the  es t ima te  
e r r o r  covariance,  assuming t h a t  t h e  d a t a  has  n o m a l i z e d  e r r o r s ;  and 
c )  the  sum of squares  of  the  r e s i d u a l s .  The s o l u t i o n  t o  t h i s  problem, 
using the  ESP can be symbol ica l ly  dep ic ted  a s  
THH l [A:z]-[R:z], e  
Remarks: The a r r a y  [A:zl corresponds t o  the  equa t ions  Ax = z-v, vcN(0,I); 
A A * * 
the  a r r a y  [R:z] corresponds t o  t h e  t r i a n g u l a r  d a t a  equat ion Rx z-v, i .& 
VEN(O,I) and e  = I ~ Z - A X ~  1 
a .. UTINV '-1 A [R:z]-[R :XI 
Remark: x = R z 
8"' 8 y he conr-erned w i t h  t h e  i n t e g r i t y  of t h e  computed i n v e r s e  
and t h e  e s t i m a t e .  I f  one u s e s  s g b r o u t i n e  RINcnN i n s t e a d  of UTINV then  
i n  a d d i t i o n  one obtains an e s t i m a t e  ( lower and upper  hounds) f o r  t h e  
c o n d i t i o n  number R. I f  t h i s  c o n d i t i o n  number e s t i m a t e  is l a r g e  t h e  
computed i n v e r s e  and e s t i m a t e  a r e  t o  be regarded  w i t h  s u s p i c i o n .  By 
l a r g e ,  we mean c o n s i d e r a b l e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  machine accuracy  (vi.2. 
15  
on an 1 8  dec imal  d i g i b m a c h i n e  numbers l a r g e r  t han  1 0  ) Note t h a t  t h e  
0 e c o n d i t i o n  numb*: r a t e  is o b t a i n e d  wi th  n e g l i g i b l e  a d d f t i o n a l  compu- 
e'i& 
t a t i o n  and s t g a g e .  
"-1 --T 
Remarks: C = R R = e s t i m a t e  e r r o r  cova r i ance .  Some computat ion ran  
he  avoided i n  RI2COV i f  on ly  some ( o r  a l l )  of t h e  s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n s  
IZ.? Leas t  Squares  With A P r i o r i  
i > r i o r i  i n fo rma t ion  is g iven ,  i t  can be  i.ncluded a s  a d d i t i o n a l  
r'x A a r r a y )  o r  used t o  i n i t i a l i z e  t h e  H a r r a y  i n  s u b r o u t i n e  
1HH ( s e e  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e  argument d e s c r i p t i o n  g iven  . i l  s e c t i o n  I V ) .  One i s  
sometimes i n t e r e s t e d  i n  s e e i n g  how t h e  e s t i m a t e  and /o r  t h c  formal 
s t a t i s t i c s  change co r r e spond ing  t o  t h e  use of d i f f - r e n t  a  p r i o r i  
condi ; ions .  I n  t h i s  c a s e  one should compute [ R : = ]  a s  i n  c a s c  11.1.  and 
then  i n c l u d e  ta le  a  p r i o r i  [ R  : z  ] u s i n g  e i t h e r  s u b r o u t i n e  Ti lH,  o r  
0 0 
s u b r o u t ~ n e  TTHH when t h e  a  p r i o r i  i s  d i a g o n a l  o r  t r i a n g u l a r ,  e . ~ . ,  
-- 
* 
The new r e s u l t  o v e r w r i t e s  t h e  o l d .  
A - 
I t  is o f t e n  good p r a c t i c e  t o  process  t h e  d a t a  and form [R:z] be fo re  
inc lud ing  the  a p r i o r i  e f f e c t s .  When t h i s  is done one can analyze  
. 
the  e f f e c t  of  d i f f e r e n t  a p r i o r i ,  [Ro:z ] without reprocess ing t h e  da ta .  
0 
I f  a p r i o r i  is given i n  the  form of  an information matr ix ,  A ,  
. 
( a s  f o r  example would be the  c a s e  i f  the  problem is  being i n i t  , a l i zed  
* 
with d a t a  processed us ing normal equat ion d a t a  accumulation ) then one 
can o b t a i n  Ro from A us ing  INF2R; 
INFZR A-R 
0 
T -T If t h e r e  were a normal equat ion e s t i m a t e  term. z = A  b ,  then zo=Ro z. 
1 1 . 3  Batch Sequent ia l  Data Process ing  
Prime reasons  f o r  batch sequen t i a l  d a t a  p rocess ing  a r e  t h a t  many 
problems a r e  too l a r g e  t o  f i t  i n  co re ,  a r e  too  expensive i n  terms of core  
c o s t ,  and f o r  c e r t a i n  problems i t  is  d e s i r a b l e  t o  be  a b l e  t o  incorpora te  
new d a t a  a s  i t  becomes a v a i l a b l e .  Subrolltines THH and IJDMEAS a r e  s p e c i a l l y  
designed f o r  t h i s  kind of problem. Both of these  s ~ l b r o u t i n e s  overwri te  
the  a p r i o r i  wi th  the  r e s u l t  which then a c t s  a s  a p r i o r i  f o r  t h e  next 
batch of da ta .  I f  the  d a t a  is s t o r e d  on a f i l e  o r  t ape  a s  A1, z l ,  A2 ,  z2, ... 
then the  s e q u e n t i a l  process  can be represented a s  follows: 
SRIF Processinq** 
a )  I n i t i a l i z e  [R:zl wi th  a p r i o r i  va lues  o r  zero  
b )  Read the  next  [A:z] from the  f i l e  
* T - T T 
i . e . ,  so lv ing  Ax = b-u wi th  normal equa t ions ,  A Axo = A  b; A = A A 
is  t h e  information matr ix .  
* * 
The acronym SRIF r e p r e s e n t s  Square Root Information F i l t e r .  The SRIF is 
discussed a t  l eng th  i n  the  book by Bierman, r e f .  [ 3 ] .  
d)  If t h e r e  is  more d a t a  go back t o  b) 
e) Compute e s t i m a t e s  and/or  covs r i anccs  us ing  Il'rINV and KIZCOV 
( a s  i n  example 11. I ) 
U-D** P rocess ing  
. - A 
a') I n i t i a l i z e  [U-D:xl with a p r i n r i  U-D covar iance  f a c t o t s  and t h e  
i n i t i a l  e s t i m a t e  
b') Read the  next [A: z ]  s c a l a r  measurement from t h e  f i l e  
c') Ill-D:x] UDMEAS " * 
-[U-D: XI 
d') I f  t h e r e  is more d a t a  go back t o  b') 
e")  Compute s tandard d e v i a t i o n s  o r  covar iances  us ing UD2SIG o r  
Note t h a t  subrou t ine  THH is  b e s t  ( m s t  e f f i c i e n t l y )  used with 
d a t a  batches  of s u b s t a n t i a l  s i z e  (say 5 o r  more) and t h a t  UDMEAS processes  
meastlrement v e c t o r s  one component a t  a time. I f  the  dimension of the  
s t a t e  is  smal l  the  c q s t  of us ing  e i t h e r  method i s  genera l ly  n e g l i g i b l e .  
The UDMEAS subrou t ine  is  b e s t  used i n  problems where e s t i m a t e s  a r e  
wanted wi th  g r e a t  frequency o r  where one wishes t o  monitor t h e  e f f e c t s  
o c  each update. I n  a given a p p l i c a t i o n  one might choose t o  process  
d a t a  i n  batches  f o r a  while and dur ing  c r i t i c a l  pe r iods  i t  may be 
* 
The new r e s u l t  overwr i t e s  the  o l d .  
** 
U-D process ing is a numerical ly  s t a b l e  a lgor i thmic  formulat ion of t h e  Kalman 
f i l t e r  measurement update a lgor i thm,  cf  r e fe rence  [3 ] .  The e s t i m a t e  e r r o r  
covar iance  is used i n  its U D U ~  fac to red  form, where U is u n i t  upper t r i a n g u l a r  
and D is diagonal .  
8 
d e s i r a b l e  t o  monitor the  updat ing process  on a po in t  by point  b a s i s .  
I n  c a s e s  such a s  t h i s ,  one M y  use RUDR t o  conver t  a SRIF a r r a y  t o  U-D 
form o r  vice-versa.  
Remarks: Another case  where an R t o  U-D conversion can be u s e f u l  occurs  
-- 
in l a r g e  o r d e r  problems (with say 100 o r  more parameters)  where a f t e r  
d a t a  has  been SRIF processed one wants t o  examine es t ima te  and/or  
covariance s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  the  a p r i o r i  va r i ances  of on ly  a few of the  
v a r i a b l e s .  Here i t  may be  more convenient  t o  update us ing the  UDFIEAS 
subrout ine .  
11.4 Reduced S t a t e  Est imates  and/or  Covariances From a SRIF Array 
Suppose, f o r  example, t h a t  d a t a  has  been processed and t h a t  we have a 
A A 
t r i a n g u l a r  SRIF a r r a y  [R:z] corresponding t o  t h e  14 parameter names, a a r 9  X' 
a x ,  y ,  z ,  vx, vy,  v Z ,  GM, CU41, L041, CU43, LO43 (constant  s p a c e c r a f t  
Y '  
a c c e l e r a t i o n s ,  p o s i t i o n  and v e l o c i t y ,  t a r g e t  body g r a v i t a t i o n a l  c o n s t a n t ,  
and s p i n  a x i s  and longi tude s t a t i o n  l o c a t i o n  e r r o r s ) .  
Let us ask  f i r s t  what would the  computed e r r o r  covariance be of 
a model con ta in ing  only  the  f i r s t  10 v a r i a b l e s ,  i . e . ,  by ignor ing  the  
e f f e c t  of t h e  s t a t i o n  l o c a t i o n  e r r o r s .  One would apply lrTINV and RI2COV 
j u s t  a s  i n  example 11.1, except here  we would use N ( t h e  dimension of 
the  f i l t e r  ) = 10, i n s t e a d  o f  N=14. 
Next, suppose t h a t  we dant the  s o l u t i o n  and assoc ia ted  covar iance  
of t h e  model without the  3 a c c e l e r a t i o n  e r r o r s .  One ESP s o l u t i o n  is t o  
use 
IAKE ORDER OF A 
Remark: One could a l s o  have used subrou t ine  COMBO, wi th  the  des i red  
namel is t  a s  simply ar, a  a  . This  would achieve t h e  same A matr ix  
x'  Y 
form. 
A a, 
Remark: R here  can rep lace  t h e  o r i g i n a l  R and z. 
UTINV RIZCOV [Rl -[R-': xest I -[COV :xest 1 
Remarks: Here, use only N = 1 1 ,  i . e . ,  11 v a r i a b l e s  and t h e  RHS. x is  
e s t  
the 11 s t a t e  e s t i m a t e  based on a model t h a t  does no t  con ta in  a c c e l e r a t i o n  
e r r o r s a  a  o r a .  
r x' Y 
Note how t r i a n g u l a r i z i n g  t h e  rearranged R matr ix  produces t h e  
d e s i r e d  lower dimensional SRIF array;  and t h i s  i s  the  same r e s u l t  one 
would o b t a i n  i f  the  o r i g i n a l  data had been f i t  us ing  t h e  11 s t a t e  model. 
A s  t h e  l a s t  subcase of t h i s  example suppose t h a t  one is only 
i n t e r e s t e d  i n  t h e  SRIF a r r a y  corresponding t o  t h e  p o s i t i o n  and ve loc i ty  
va r iab les .  The d i t f e r e n c e  between t h i s  example and t h e  one above is  
t h a t  he re  we want t o  include t h e  e f f e c t s  due t o  t h e  o t h e r  va r iab les .  
- 
* 
z is o f t e n  given t h e  l a b e l  RHS ( r i g h t  hand s i d e )  
0, 3 might want t h i s  sub-array t o  combine wi th  a pos i t ion -ve loc i ty  SRIF 
i t r a y  obta ined from, say ,  o p t i c a l  d a t a .  One method t o  use would be ,  
INPUT NAMES: OUTPUT NAMES: 
i r , a , a  x , y , z , v x , v  v GM 
x Y' y' z '  x , Y , ~ , v  v s v Z , G M  x' Y 
..U41, L041, CU43, L043, RHS CU41, Lj41, CU43, L043, RHS 
Kemark: The lower t r i a n g l e  s t a r t i n g  w i t h  x is copied i n t o  R 
-- A *  
R2 A [RA:zA]- [A :zA] (Reordering) 
NAMES: GM, CU41, L041, CU43, L043, 
x ,  Y ,  2, vx. vy. vZ,  RHS 
THH * * [A : zA] [ R A  :zA] (Tr iangu la r i z ing)  
- ,. 
R2 RA [R A : z A 1-[R,: zx] ( S h i f t i n g  a r r a y )  
NAMES: x ,  y, z ,  vx, v y' v z '  RHS 
R~milrk: The lower r i g h t  t r i a n g l e  s t a r t i n g  wi th  x is  copied i n t o  Rx.  
-- -.- 
We r o t e  t h a t  one could have e l e c t e d  t o  use COMBO i n  p lace  o f  t h e  first 
R2U usage z 9,' R2A; t h i s  would have involved s l i g h t l y  more s t o r a g e ,  b u t  
a  lesser .umber of  i n p u t s .  The sequence of o p e r a t i o n s  is  in  t h i s  case ,  
A . COMBO [R:z] -[A:z] 
* 
ORIGINAL NAMES DESIRED NAMES: x ,  y ,  z ,  vx, vy,  vz ,  RHS 
* * 
Remark : By us ing  COMBO t h e  columns of [R:z] a r e  ordered corresponding t:, 
--
tb? ~ . m e ~  a a a ,GM,CU41, L041, CU43, and L043, followed by t h e  
r X I  y 
d e s i r e d  names l is t .  
* A 
Remark: The [R:z] as ray t h a t  is output from t h i s  procedure is 
* 
equivalent but  d i f f e r e n t  from the [R:z] array t h a t  we began with. 
Rzmark: A s  before,  the lower r i g h t  t r ia i igle  s t a r t i n g  with x is copied 
-. 
i n t o  Rx. 
To d e l e t e  the l a s t  k parameLers from a SRIF ar ray ,  i t  is not 
necessary t o  use subroutines R2A and THH. The f i r s t  N - k = N columns 
of the a r ray  already correspond t o  a square root information matrix of 
the  reduced system. I f  es t imates  a r e  involved one can simply move the  
z column l e f t  using: 
I i 1 R * + 2 + i - R(N*(N +1)/2 + i), i = 1 ,..., k. 1 
Remark: We mention i n  passing t h a t  i f  one is only i n t e r e s t ed  i n  es t imates  
and/or covariances corresponding t o  the  l a s t  k parameters then one can use 
R2RA t o  transform the  lower r i gh t  t r i ang le  of the SRTF array t o  an upper 
l e f t  t r i a n g l e  a f t e r  which UTINV and RI2COV can be applied. 
11.5 Sens i t i v i t y ,  Per turbat ion,  Computed Covariance and Consider 
Covariance Matrix Computation 
Suppose t ha t  one is given a SRIF ar ray  
i n  which t h e  li v a r i a b l e s  a r e  t o  be considered.  (One can,  of course ,  us ing  
Y 
subrou t ines  R2A and THH reorder  and r e t r i a n g u l a r i z e  an  a r b i t r a r i l y  ar ranged 
SRIF a r r a y  s o  t h a t  a given s e t  of v a r i a b l e s  f a l l  a t  t h e  end.) For va r ious  
reasons  one may choose t o  ignore  t h e  y v a r i a b l e s  i n  t h e  equat ion 
- 1 
and t ake  a s  t h e  e s t i m a t e  x = Rx z . It then fol lows t h a t  
C X 
and from t h i s  one o b t a i n s  
a (x-xc) - 1 
Sen Z = -R R 
a Y x xy 
( s e n s i t i v i t y  of the  e s t i m a t e  e r r o r  t o  the  unmodeled y parameters)  
P e r t  = Sen*Diag(o  (1 ) ,  ..., a (N )) (11.5e) 
Y Y Y 
where a ( l ) , . .  .,a (N ) a r e  a p r i o r i  y parameter u n c e r t a i n t i e s .  
Y Y Y 
(The p e r t u r b a t i o n s  a r e  a measure of how much the  e s t i m a t e  e r r o r  could be 
expected t o  change due t o  the  unmodeled y parameters.)  
- 
- R ; ~  R - ~  + Sen P Sen T 
con x Y 
T 
= P + ( P e r t )  ( P e r t )  i f  P is  diagonal  t 
C Y 
where P is  the  e s t i m a t e  e r r o r  covar iance  of t h e  reduced model. 
C 
An easy way t o  compute P P e r t  and Pcon is  as fol lows:  Use subrou t ine  
c'  
4 R2RA t o  p lace  t h e  y v a r i a b l e  a p r i o r i  [P (0): B0l i n t o  t h e  lower r i g h t  Y 
f -  - - ~ - 
P e r t  = Sen P 4 
Y 
it The a p r i o r i  e s t i m a t e  y of cons ide r  parameters i s  genera l ly  zero .  
0 
c o r n e r  of  (II,Sa), r e p l a c i n g  R and z i.e., 
Y Y 




- - - -  
4 py (0) 
0  
Note t h a t  t h e  lower p o r t i o n  of t h e  mat r ix  is l e f t  una l t e red ,  i . e . ,  t h e  purpose 
of UTIROW is t o  i n v e r t  a t r i a n g u l a r  matrix,  given t h a t  t h e  lower rows have 
a l ready  been inver ted .  From t h i s  a r r a y  one can, us ing  subrou t ine  RIZCOV,  
g e t  both PC and P 
con 
-1 RI2COV [Rx 1 - rPcl computed covar iance  
R I  2 COV [R;' : p e r t ]  - ['con ] cons ide r  covar iance  
Suppose now t h a t  one i s  d e a l i n g  wi th  a U-D f a c t o r e d  Kalman f i l t e r  fo r -  
mulation,  I n  t h i s  case  es t ima te  e r r o r  s e n s i t i v i t i e s  can be s e q u e n t i a l l y  
To have e s t i m a t e s  from the  t r i a n g u l a r  invers ion  r o u t i n e s  one s e t s  a  -1 i n  the  
l a s t  column (below@e r i g h t  hand s i d e ) .  
** 
S t r i c t l y  speaking t h i s  is n o t  what we c a l l  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n  un less  Py(0) is  
diagonal .  
14 
T T 
c a l c u l a t e d  a s  each s c a l a r  measurement (z = a x + a y + 9) is processed.  
X Y 
T Sen - Sen - K (aT + ay) j 1-1 j x  j-1 
where Sen is t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  p r i o r  t o  process ing j -1 t@ ( j - th)  measurement, 
and K is t h e  Kalman g a i n  vec to r .  t 1 
I n  t h i s  formulat ion one computes P i n  a manner analogous t o  t h a t  des- 
con 
c r i b e d  i n  s e c t i o n  11.7; 
- 
Let  El 
- " j  1 ( f i l t e r  U-3 f a c t o r s )  
[ s l ,  ..., s ] = Sen (es t ima te  e r r o r  s e n s i t i v i t i e s )  
n 
Y j 
then r e c u r s i v e l y  compute 
2 RANK 1 - - ck-% , U k ,  St ____) U k + i D k + l  k = 1, ..., n Y 
For t h e  f i n a l  i-6 we have 
con = - DCon = D 
'n + 1  j+1 n +1 uj+l Y 
T 2 2 
I f  P (0) U D U 9 i n s t e a d  of P (0) = Diag (ul,.. ., u ), then i n  t h e  Y Y Y Y  Y n 
Y 
U-D r ecurs ion  one should rep lace  the  Sen columns by those  of Sen *U and 1 
9 1 Y 
aL should be replaced by t h e  correspon:;ing diagonal  elements of D . j Y 
11.6 Combining Various Data S e t s  
I n  t h i s  example we c o l l e c t  s e v e r a l  r e l a t e d  problems involving d a t a  s e t s  
wi th  d i f f e r e n t  parameter lists. 
Suppose t h a t  t h e  parameter namel is t  of  t h e  c u r r e n t  d a t a  does not  
correspond t o  t h a t  of  t h e  a p r i o r i  SRIF a r ray .  I f  t h e  new d a t a  involves  
a permutation o r  a subse t  of t h e  SRIF namel i s t ,  then an a p p l i c a t i o n  of 
'K = g/a where g and a a r e  q u a n t i t i e s  computed i n  subrou t ine  UDMEAS. 
subrou t ine  PERMUT w i l l  c r e a t e  t h e  d e s i r e d  d a t a  rearrangement. I f  t h e  d a t a  
involves  parameters n o t  present  4n t h e  SRIF naraelist  then one could use 
subrou t ine  R2A t o  modify t h e  SRIF a r r a y  t o  inc lude  t h e  +; e s  and then 
--1 
i f  necessary use PERMUT on t h e  d a t a ,  t o  rea r range  i t  compatibly. 
Suppose now t h a t  two d a t a  s e t s  a r e  . t o  be combined and t h a t  each 
con ta ins  parameters p e c u l i a r  t o  i t  (and of course t h e r e  a r e  common para- 
meters) .  For example l e t  d a t a  s e t  1 con ta in  names ABC and d a t a  s e t  2 
con ta in  names DEB. One could handle such a problem by no t ing  t h a t  the  U s t  
ABCDE con ta ins  both  name lists. 'Phus one could use subrout ine  PElUlUT 
h@ 
on each d a t a  set  comparing i t  t o  t h e  wasyer list;----I\BCDE, and then t h e  
r e s u l t s  could  be combined us ing subrout ine  THH. An a l t e r n a t i v e  automated 
method f o r  handl ing t h i s  problem i s  t o  use subrout ine  COMBO wi th  d a t a  
s e t  1 (assuming it is i n  t r i a n g u l a r  form) and namel is t  2. The r e s u l t  
would be d a t a  s e t  1 i n  double subscr ip ted  form and arranged t o  t h e  name- 
list ACDEB (names A and C a r e  p e c u l i a r  t o  d a t a  s e t  1 and a r e  put f i r s t ) .  
Having determined t h e  namel is t  one could apply subrout ine  PERMUT t o  d a t a  
s e t  2 and give  i t  a compatible namel is t  order ing.  
The process of inc reas ing  the  namel is t  s i z e  t o  accommodate new 
v a r i a b l e s  can l ead  t o  problems with  excess ive ly  long namel i s t s ,  i . e . ,  
with high dimension. I f  i t  is known t h a t  a c e r t a i n  set of v a r i a b l e s  
w i l l  no t  occur i n  f u t u r e  d a t a  s e t s  then these  v a r i a b l e s  can be e l iminated 
and t h e  problem dimension reduced, To e l i m i n a t e  a vec to r  y from a SRIF 
a r r a y ,  f i r s t  use subrout ine  R2A t o  put t h e  y names f i r s t  i n  t h e  namel is t ;  
then use subrou t ine  THH t o  r e t r i a n g u l a r i z e  and f i n a l l y  use subrout ine  R2BA 
t o  put t h e  y independent subarray i n  p o s i t i o n  f o r  f u r t h e r  use;  v i z .  
T14e rows [ K  a R :z ] can be  used t o  recover  a y e s t ima te  (and i t s  covariance) 
Y' YX Y 
when an e s t i m a t e  f o r  x (and i t s  covariance) a r e  determined. (See example 
i 3 
11 - 4 ) .  
S t i l l  another  a p p l i c a t i o n  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  combining of d a t a  s e t s  involves  
t h e  combining of SRIF t r i a n g u l a r  d a t a  a r r a y s .  One might encounter such prob- 
lems when combining d a t a  from d i f f e r e n t  m a c e  missions ( t h a t  involve  comon 
parameters)  o r  one might choose t o  process  d a t a  of each type* o r  t r ack ing .  
s t a t i o n  s e p a r a t e l y  and then combine the  r e s u l t i n g  SRIF a r r a y s .  Tr iangu la r  
a r r a y s  can be combi~ied using sub rou t ine  TTHH, assuming t h a t  subrou t ines  
R2A, TflH and ERA have been used previously  t o  formulate a common parameter 
s e t  f o r  each of t h e  sub problems. 
XI. 7 Batch Sequen t i a l  White Noise 
I t  is no t  uncommon t o  have a problem where each d a t a  s e t  con ta ins  a 
s e t  01 parameters t h a t  apply only t o  t h a t  s e t  and not t o  any o t h e r ,  viz.  
the d a t a  is  of t h e  form 
where t h e r e  i s  genera l ly  a p r i o r i  informat ion on the v e c t o r  y vari&@es. j 
Kather than form a concatenated s t a t e  vec to r  composed of x, y l , .  . . , y N  
which might c r e a t e  a problem involving e x h o r b i t a n t  amounts of s t o r a g e  and 
computation we s o l v e  the  problem a s  fo l lows.  Apply subrou t ine  TH11: t o  
[B :A :z 1, with t h e  corresponding R i n i t i a l i z e d  wi th   he y a p r i o r i .  The 1 1  1 1 
r e s u l t i n g  SRIF a r r a y  is of the  form 
* 
v i z .  range,  doppler ,  o p t i c a l ,  e t c .  
Copy the  top N rows i f  one w i l l  l a t e r  want an es t ima te  o r  covariance of 
1 
t h e  y parameters. Apply subrou t ine  TZERO t o  ze ro  t h e  top  N rows and 1 Y1 
* 
using subrou t ine  R2RA s e t  i n  the  y a p r i o r i  . This SRIF a r r a y  i s  now 2 
ready t o  be combined wi th  the  second s e t  of d a t a  [B2:AZ: z2] and the  procedure 
repeated.  
A somewhat analogous s i t u a t i o n  is represented by the  c l a s s  of problems 
t h a t  involve  no i sy  model - :ariat ions,  i . e . ,  the  s t a t e  a t  s t e p  j+l s a t i s f i e s  
where matr ix  G j s  def ined s o  t h a t  w .  i s  independent of x and w EN(O,Q ). 5 J j 3 j 
blodels of t h i s  type  a r e  used t o  r e f l e c t  t h a t  t h e  problem at hand is  not  
truly one of parameter e s t i m a t i o n ,  and t h a t  some (o r  a l l )  of the  components 
vary i n  a random (or  a t  l e a s t  unknown) manner t h a t  is  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  
bounded. To so lve  t h i s  problem i n  a SRIF formulat ion suppose t h a t  a p r i o r i  
f o r  x and w a r e  w r i t t e n  i n  d a t a  equat ion form (cf r e f .  [ 3 ] ) ,  1 j 
where Q1" is a Cholesty f a c t o r  of Q t h a t  i s  ob ta inab le  from COV2RI.  Combining J j 
these  two equat ions  wi th  the  one f o r  x g i v e s  j +l 
- 
* 
In  t h i s  example i t  is assumed t h a t  a l l  of the  Y j  v a r i a b l e s  have t h e  same 
dimension. This  assumption, though not e s s e n t i a l ,  s i m p l i f i e s  our d e s c r i p t i o n  
of the  procedure. 
where Q Ify; = w j  . T . d s  i s  t h e  equat ion t o  be t r i a n g u l a r i r e d  wi th  s u t  rou t ine  
THH, i . e . ,  
D i m  w Dimx 1 
-- 
D i m  w 1 
When t h e  problem is arranged s o  t h a t  Q i s  diagonal  one can reduce s to raga  1 
and computation. I n c i d e n t a l l y ,  t h e  form of t h i s  a lgor i thm al lows one t o  use 
s i n g u l a r  Q matr ices .  j 
When t h e  a p r i o r i  f o r  x and Q a r e  given i n  U-D f ac to red  form, 
j j 
one can o b t a i n  the  U-D f a c t o r s  f o r  x a s  fo l lows:  j + l  
Let qj = u (') D ( ~ )  ( u ( ~ ) ) ~  (use COVZUD i f  necessary)  
- 
Set G = G u ( q )  = [g l,.. ., % ] , D ( ~ )  = Disg(dl , .  . . , d  ) j n W W 
Apply subrou t ine  RANK1 n  t imes ,  w i t h  fiO = 0 , E0 = D W j j 
- - 




Cer ta in  f i l t e r i n g  problems involve dyna:,'c models of t h e  form 
h Giver an es t im3te  f o r  x  1' X ~ '  t he  p red ic ted  e s t i m a t e  f o r  x ~ + ~ ,  denoted 
The U-D f a c t o r s  of  the  e s t i m a t e  err& corresponding t o  t h e  e s t i m a t e  ii 
J + l  
can be ob ta ine?  us ing t h e  w e i g h e d  Gram-Schmidt t r i a n g u l a r i z a t i o n  subrout ine  
- 
[Qj Uj : GI; Diag (D , D ( ~ ) )  j (Gj+l - D,+l) 
Subroutine PHIU can be used t o  cons t ruc t  4+*U . Note t h a t  t h i s  - a t r i x  mul t i -  
e d j 
p l i c a t i o n  updates the  e s t i m a t e  too,  because i t  is placed a s  an addended column 
t o  t h e  U matr ix .  
*.en the  w and a s s o c i a t e d  x terms correspond t o  a  colored n o i s e  model, 
f m p  + w then i t  is  e a s i e r  and more e f f i c i e n t  t o  use  t h e  colored no i se  P j + k  j j ' 
update subrou t ine  LDCOL. Note t h a t  he re  too  t h e  e s t ~ m a t e  is  updated by the  
subrou t ine  c a l c u l a t i o n  because t h e  es t ima te  is s n  addended column of U .  
11.8 Miscellaneous Uses of the  Various ESP Subrout ines  
I n  c e r t a i n  parameter ana lyses  we may want t o  reprocess  a  set  of da ta  
suppress ing d i f f e r e n t  s u b s e t s  of v a r i a b l e s .  I n  t h i s  c a s e  t h e  o r i g i n 1 1  d a t a  
should be l e f t  unalteredoand subrou t i ae  A2A1 used t o  copy A i n t o  A uhich 1' 
then can be modified a s  d i c t a t e d  by t h e  a n a l y s i s .  
Covariance a n a l y s i s  imes a r e  i n i t i a l i z e d  us ing a  covar iance  
matr ix  from a  d i f f e r e n t  problem (or  a  d i f f e r e n t  phase of t h e  sane problem). 
i +! 
I n  such c a s e s  i t  may be necessary t o  permute, d e l e t e  o r  i n s e r t  rows and 
columns i n t o  the  covar iance  matr ix ;  and h a t  can be achieved us ing  sub- 
r o u t i n e  C2C. 
I f  a  p r i o r i  f o r  t h e  problem a t  hand is  given a s  a  covar iance  matrix 
then one can c o a t e  t h e  corresponding SRIF o r  U-D i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  using 
* 
In  s t a t i s t i c a l  n o t a t i o n  t h a t  is commonly used,  one w r i t e s  
subroutinee COV2RI o r  COVZUD. O f  course, i f  the  covariance i s  diagonal 
the  appropriate R and U-D f ac to r s  can be obtained more simply. To 
convert a p r i o r i  given i n  the form of an information matrix t o  a corres- 
ponding SRIF matrix one appl ies  subroutine INF2R. To d isp lay  covariance 
r e s u l t s  corresponding t o  t he  SRIF or  U-D f i l t e r  one can use subroutines 
UTINV, RIZCOV and UD2COV. The vector  s to red  covariance r e s u l t s  can be 
displayed i n  a t r iangular  format using subroutine TWOMAT. 
Parameterestimation does not ,  i n  the main, involve matrix mul t ip l i -  
cation. Certain appl ica t ions ,  such a s  coordinate transformations and t i m e  
propagation a r e  important enough tt warrant inclusion i n  t h e  ESP. For t ha t  
reason w e  have included RA ( t o  post multiply a square root  information 
matrix) and PHIU t o  premultiply a U-covari~nce f ac to r ) .  Certain t i m e  propa- 
gat ian problems involve sparse  t r a n s i t i o n  matrices,  and for  t h i s  w e  have 
included the subroutine SFU. Other spec ia l  matrix products involving tri- 
angular matrices were not included because ue have had no need fo r  other  
products 'to da te ) ,  and they a r e  generally not lengthy o r  complicated t o  
construct .  We i l l u s t r a t a  t h i s  pc in t  by showing how t o  compute z = Rx where 
R i s  a t r iangular  vector s tored matrix and x i s  an N vec tor ,  
II=O 
DO 2 I = Z , N  
SUM=O. @SUM i s  Double Precis ion 
II=II+I @II=(I,I) 
Ike I I  
1 LK=IK+K 
2 z('I)=SUM @z can overwrite x i f  desired 
Note that the I1  and IK incremental recursions are used to circumvent 
the ~ ( N + 1 ) / 2  calculations of IK-K(K-1) /2+I. 
A2Al - (A to Al) 1, -
Reorderr the columns of a rectangular matrix A, rtoring the 
rerult in matrix Al, Column8 can be deleted and new columnr added. 
Zero columnr are inrerted which correrpond to new column name entries. 
Elatricer A and A1 cannot rnare common storage. 
Example 111.1 
B C B P G C H  
5 9 1  5 0 3 9 0 1  
The new namelist (BFGCH) contains P, G and H as new columns and deletes 
the column correrponding to name a. 
Example 111.2 
Suppose one ir given on obeervation data file with regression 
coefficientr corresponding to a state vector with components say, 
XI YS e, VX8 V,,B vt and rtation location errors. Suppose further, 
t t t  that the vector being estimated ha8 components a, ax, a , Y 
X, y, z,  vx, v , v , GM and rtation location errore. A2Al can be used 
Y 
to reorder the matrix of regrerrion coefficientr to correepond to the 
state being estimated, Zero coefficientr are ret in place for the 
accelerationr and GM which are not prerent in the original file, 
'in track and crorr track accelerationr 
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COMBO - (combine R and A namelists) 2 -  -
The upper triangular vector stored matrix R has its columns 
permuted and is copied into matrix A. The n a m s  associated vith R 
are to be combined with a second namelist. 
The namelist for A is arranged so. that R names not contained in 
the second list appear first (left most). These ;re then followed by 
the second list. Names in the second list that do not appear in the 
R namelist have columns of zeros associated with them. 
Example 111.3 
N U 2  list 
- 
a S C D  C B E a F D  
R-Vector stored A-Double subscripted 
A principal application of this subroutine is to the problem of 
combining eqviat ion sets conta intng different variables, and automating 
the process of combining name lists. 
3.  .- COVRHO - (covariance to correlation matrix) 
A vector stored correlation matrix, RHO, is computed from an 
input positive semi-def inite vector stored matri-:, P. Correlations 
corresponding to zero diagonal covariance elements are zero. To ec:tio- 
mize on storage the output RHO matrix can overwrite the input P matrix. 
The principal frclction of correlation matrices is to expose strong 
pairwise component correlations ( IRHO(IJ) ( .LE.l, and near unity in magni- 
tude). It is uometimes erroneously assmed that numerical ill-conditioning 
of the covariance matrix can be determined by inspecting the correlation 
matrix entries. While it is true that RHO is better conditioned than is 
the covariance matrix, it is not true that inspection of RHO is sufficient 
to detect numerical ill-conditioning. For example, it is not at all 
obvious that the following correlation matrix has a ~egative eigenvalue. 
COVZRI - (Covariance to R inverse) 4-  -
An input positive semi-definite vector stored matrix P is replaced 
T by its up?er triangular vector stored Cholesky factor S, P =  SS . The name 
- 1 RI is used because when the input covariance is positive definite, S = R  . 
COVZUD - (Covariance to U-D factors) 5 -  -
An input positive semi-definite vector stored matrix P is replaced 
T by its upper triangular vector stored U-D factors. P = U D U  . 
Reorders the r w s  and columns of a square (double subscripted) 
matrix C and stores the result back in C. Rows and columns of zeros 
are added when new column entries are added. 
Example 111.4 
Names P and Q have been added and name A deleted. An important appli- 
cation of this subroutine is to the rearranging of covariance matrices. 
7.  - INPZR - (Inf onnat ion matrix to R) 
Replaces a vector stored positive eemi-def inite in£ ormat ion matrix 
T T A by its lower triangular Cholesky factor R ; h = R R, The upper tri- 
angular matrix R is in the form utilized by the SRIF algorithms. The 
algorithm is designed to handle singular matrices because it is a 
common practice to omit a priori information on parameters that are 
either poorly known or which will be well determined by the data. 
8. HHPOST - (Householder orthogonal triangularization by post 
multiplication) 
The input, double subscripted, rectangular matrix W(U.N) (M.LE .N) 
is triangularized, and overwritten, by post-multiplying it by an implicitly 
defined orthogonal transformation, i.e. 
This subroutine is used, in the main, to retriangularize a mapped covari- 
ance square root and to include in the effects of process noise (i.e. 
W = [@ *PI'* : B g1/2]) and to compute consider covariance matrix square 
roots (i.e. W = 1/2 [Pcomputed : senf~l'~]). Y 
9. PERMUT 
Reorders the columns of matrix A, storing the result back in A. i 
i 
This routine differs from A2A1 principally in that here the result over- 
writes A. PERMUT is especially useful in applications where storage is 
at a premium or where the problem is of a recursive nature. 
10. PHIU - (PHI (rectangular) * U(unit upper triangular)) 
The matrices PHI and PHIU are double subscripted, and U is vector sub- 
scripted with implicitly defined unit diagonal elements. It is not 
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necessary t o  include t r a i l i n g  columns of zeros i n  t h e  PHI matrix; they 
a r e  accounted f o r  impl ic i t ly .  To economize on s torage  the  output PHIU 
matrix can overwrite the input PHI matrix. For problems involving sparse  
PHI matr ices  i t  is  more e f f i c i e n t  t o  use the sparse  matrix mul t ip l ica t ion  
subroutine,  Sm). When the  l a s t  column of U contains  t he  est imate ,  x, the 
l a s t  column of W represents  the mapped elements of PHI*x. The pr inc ipa l  
T use of t h i s  subroutine i s  the mapping of covariance U f ac to r s ,  where P = U D U  , 
and estimates.  
Square roo t  information matrix mapping involves matrix mu1 t i p l i -  
ca t ion  of the form indicated i n  the  f igure ,  i.e. with the  bottom portion 
of A only Impl ic i t ly  defined a s  a p a r t i a l  i d e n t i t y  matrix. Features of 
t h i s  subroutine art? t h a t  t he  r e su l t i ng  RA matrix can o v e w r i t e  t h e  input 
A, and one can compute RA based on a t rapezoidal  input R matrix ( i . e .  only 
compute pa r t  of R*A) . 
12. - RANK1 - (U-D covariance f ac to r  rank 1 modification) 
Computes updated U-D f a c t c r s  corresponding t o  a rank 1 matrix 
modification; i.e., given U-D, a  s c a l a r  c ,  and vector  v, 6 and D a r e  
computed s o  t ha t  cT = U D U* + r v vT. Both c and v a r e  destroyed during 
the  computation, and the  r e su l t an t  (vector s to red)  U-D a r ray  replaces  
the  o r i g i n a l  one. Uses fo r  t h i s  rout ine include (a)  adding process 
noise e f f e c t s  t o  a U-D factored Kalman f i l t e r ;  (b) computing consider 
covariances (cf Sect ion 11.5) ; (c)  computing "actual" covariance 
f ac to r s  r e su l t i ng  frnu the  use of suboptimal Kalman f i l t e r  gains;  and 
(d) adding measurements t o  a U-D factored information matrix. 
13. RCOLRD - (colored noise inclusion i n t o  the  SRIF) 
Includes colored noise time updating i n t o  the  square root  infor-  
l - 1 
G + 
. :  
mation matrix. It is assumed t h a t  the de te rminis t ic  port ion of the time 
.: . i 
. ! 
' update has been completed, and t h a t  only the  colored noise e f f e c t s  a r e  
, . 
, , : ! 
* :  I being incorporated by t h i s  subroutine. The algorithm used is ~ i e r m a n ' s  
: ' I  
1 
' i  colored noise one-component-at-a-time update, cf r e f .  [3 ] ,  and updates the 
SRIF array corresponding t o  the model [I:] j+l = 19 1 I] [j + F] 
2 j  
M is diagonal and w EN(O,Q). Auxiliary quan t i t i e s ,  useful  f o r  f ixed i n t e r v a l  j 
smoothing, a r e  a lao  generated. 
14. RINCON - (R inverse with condition number bound, CNB) 
Computes the inverse of an upper t r iangular  vector  s tored matrix R 
using back subs t i tu t ion .  To economize on s torage the  output r e s u l t  can . 
overwrite the input matrix. A Frobenius bound (CNB) f o r  the  condition 
number of R is computed too. This bound a c t s  a s  both an upper and a 
lower bound, because CNB/Nrcondition number5CNB. When t h i s  bound is 
within several  orders of magnitude of the machine accuracy the  computed 
inverse is  not t o  be t rus ted ,  ( v i r  i f  CNB2 1015 on an 18 decimal d i g i t  
, machine R is i l l -condit ioned) .  
15. RI2COV - (RI t o  covariance) 
This subroutine computes sigmas (standard deviat ions)  and/or the 
, covariance of a vector s tored  upper t r iangular  square root  covariance 
I 
matrix, RINV (SRIF inverse) .  The r e s u l t ,  s tored i n  COVOUT (covariance 
I output) is a l s o  vector s tored.  To economize on s torage,  COVOUT can over- 
wr i t e  RINV.  
I 2 8 
16. R U  -- (R t o  A) 
The co1uum8 of a vec to r  s t o r e d  upper t r i a n g u l a r  matr ix  R a r e  per- 
muted and v a r i a b l e s  a r e  added and ' ~ r  d e l e t e d .  The r e s u l t  is s t o r e d  i n  
the  double subsc r ip ted  matrix A. I n  o t h e r  r e s p e c t s  t h e  subrou t ine  is 
1 i k e  A2A1. 
Example 111.5 
a B C D E  E F C B  
R is v e c t o r  s t o r e d  as R = (2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30) 
with  namel i s t  (a,B,C,D,E) a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  i t .  Names a and D a r e  
not included i n  mat r ix  A, and a column of z e r o s  corresponding t o  name 
F is added. 
One t r i v i a l ,  b u t  perhaps u s e f u l ,  a p p l i c a t i o n  i s  t o  convert  a 
vec to r  s t o r e d  mat r ix  t o  a double subsc r ip ted  form? R2A is used mast 
o f t e n  when one wants t o  r ea r range  t h e  colmms of a SRIF a r r a y  s o  t h a t  
reduced o r d e r  e s t ima tes ,  s e n s i t i v i t i e s ,  e t c .  can be  obta ined;  o r  s o  t h a t  
d a t a  sets con ta in ing  d i f f e r e n t  parameters can be  combined. 
'see a l s o  t h e  a s i d e  i n  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  
:*i 
1 17. - RZRA - (Triangular block of R t o  t r i angu la r  block of RA) 
1 A t r i angular  port ion of t h e  vector  s tored upper t r iangular  matrix R 
+ ,  is put i n t o  a t r i angu la r  port ion of t h e  vector  otored matrix RA. The 
I i ! names corresponding t o  t h e  relocated block a r e  a l s o  moved. R can coin- 
! { 
cide with RA. 
I 
' 1  . Examples 111.6 
Note t h a t  an upper l e f t  t r i angular  submatrix can s l i d e  t o  any lower 
pos i t ion  along the diagonal, but t h a t  a submatrix moving up must go 
t o  the  upper lef tmost  corner. Upper s h i f t i n g  is used when one is  
in t e r e s t ed  i n  t h a t  subsystem; and the  lower s h i f t i n g  is used, f o r  
example, when in se r t i ng  a p r i o r i  information f o r  consider analyses.  
18. NJD - (SRIF R converted t o  U-D form o r  v ice  versa)  
A vector s tored SRIF ar ray  is replaced by a vector  s tored U-D 
form or  conversely. A point  t o  be noted is  t h a t  when da ta  i s  involved 
the r i g h t  s i de  of the  SRIF da ta  equation transforms t o  t he  est imate  i n  
t he  U-D array.  
19. - (Sparse F * U(Unit upper t r iangular ) )  
[Sparse F] 7 = " 1  
A sparse  F matrix, with only i ts nonzero elements recorded, mu l t i p l i e s  
U which is vector  s to red  with imp l i c i t  un i t  diagonal en t r i e s .  When the  
input  F i s  sparse  t h i s  rou t ine  i s  very e f f i c i e n t  i n  terms of s to rage  and 
computation. When the l a s t  column of U contains  the est imate ,  x, t he  l a s t  
column of FU represen ts  elements of the mapped est imate  F*x. 
20. - TDHHT - (Tvo dimensional Householder Triangular ieat  ion) 
Impl ic i t ly  defined Householder orthogonal transformations a r e  used 
t o  t r i angu la r i ze  an input two dimellsional rectangular  a r ray ,  S ( M , N ) .  
Computation can be reduced i f  S s t a r t s  p a r t i a l l y  t r iangular ;  
v 
JSTART 
Further ,  t he  algorithm implementat ion is such t h a t  (a) maximum t r i an -  
gu la r iza t ion  is achievable 
and finally when an intermediate form is desired 
This subroutine can be used to compress overdetermined linear systems of 
equaaons to triangular form (for use in least squares analyses). The 
'&plication, that we have in mind, of this subroutine, is to the chi .+ 
matrix triangularization of a "mapped" square root information matrix. 
This subroutine overlaps to a large extent the subroutine THH which 
utilizes vector stored, single subscripted, matrices. This latter rou- 
tine when applicable is more efficient. The triangularization is adapted 
from ref. [I]. 
21. - THH - (Triangular HouseZ~older data packing) 
An upper triangular vector stored matrix R is combined with a 
rectangular doubly subscripted matrix A by means of Householder orthogovkt 
transformations. The result overwrites R, and A is destroyed ,n the process. 
This subroutine is a key component of the square root information sequential 
filt,~, cf ref. [3] .  
C @, &..s C 
* 
The elements are not explicitly set to zero. 
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22, TT#EI - (Two t r i u r a u l a r  a r rayr  e r e  combined using Householder 
orthogonal t rurrformationr)  
Thir rubroutine combiner two mingle subrcriptod upper t r iangular  
SRIF array@, R and IU uring Houeeholder orthogonal transformations. The 
reoul t  overwriter R. 
23. TWOMAT - (Two dimensional p r i n t  of a t r iangular  mazrix) 
P r i n t s  a vector  stored upper t r iangular  matrix, using a matrix 
format. 
Example 111.7 
R(10) = (2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,2@) with associated namelist 
(A,B,C,D) is  printed a s  
A B C D  
(fie numbeice a r e  printed a s  7 columns of 8 s ign i f i can t  
f l oa t ing  point d i g i t s  o r  12 columns of 5 s ign i f i can t  f l oa t ing  
point d i g i t s .  ) 
To appreciate  the  importance of t h i s  subroutine compare the vector 
R(10) with the double subscript  representation. 
tThe elements a r e  not e x p l i c i t l y  s e t  to  zero. 
24. C Z E R O  - (Zero a t $ r i z o n t a l  eegment of a v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper 
t r i a n g u l a r  ma t r ix )  
Upper t r i a n g u l a r  vec to r  s t o r e d  mat r ix  R h a s  i t s  rows between ISTART 
and IFINAL s e t  t o  z e p .  
Example 111.8 
To zcro  mws 2 and 3 of R(15) of  example 111.5 
R(15) /2,4.6,8.10.~,11,%,18.20,22,24,26,28.30) is  transformed t o  
R(15) ( 2 , 4 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 1 4 , ~ 2 0 . 2 2 , 0 , 0 , 2 8 , 3 0 )  i . e . ,  
R-vector s t o r e d  R-vector s to red  
25. -- UDCOL - (U-C covar iance  ( a c t o r  colored n o i s e  update)  
This s u b r o ~ i n e  updates t h e  U-D covariance f a c ~ o r s  ~ ~ ~ . r e s p o n d i n g  
t o  t h e  model 
where M is diagonal  and w p N(0.Q) The s p e c i a l  s t r u c t u r e  of t h e  t r a n s i -  
tioqband process  n o i s e  covar iance  mat r i ces  i b  exp lo i t ed ,  c f  Bierman, [ 3 ] .  
26. UDWBAS - (U-D Measurement Update) 
Given the U-D fac tors  of tk a p r l o r i  estirate e r r o r  covariance 
and the measurement, t = Ax + v t h i s  routine computes the updated estimate 
and U-D covariance fac tors ,  the predicted residual ,  the predicted residual  
variance, and the normalized ?khan  gain. This is Bierman's U-D taeasure- 
Bent update algorithm, cf  133. 
27. UD2COV - (U-D fac tors  t o  covariance) 
The input vector s tored U-D amtrix (diagonal D elements a r e  stored 
as the diagonal e n t r i e s  of U) is replaced by t he  covariance P, a l s o  vector 
T 
stored, P = UDU . P can overwrite U t o  e c o n d z e  on storage. 
28. UD2SIG - (U-D fac tors  t o  sigrpas) 
Standard deviations corresponding t o  the diagonal elements of the 
covariance a r e  computed from the U-D factors .  This subroutine, a res t r i c t ed  
version of UD2COV can p r in t  out the result ing sigmas and a t i t l e .  The 
input U-D matrix is unaltered. 
29. UTINV - (' pper t r iangular  matrix inversion) 
An upper t r iangular  vector s tored matrix RIN (R i n )  is inverted 
and the r e su l t ,  vector s tored,  is put i n  ROUT (R out).  ROUT can overwrite 
RIN t o  economize on storage. I f  a r igh t  hand side is included and the  
bottommost t i p  of RIN has a -1 s e t  i n  then ROUT w i l l  have the solut ion i n  
the  place of the r igh t  hand side. 
30. _I_ UTIROW - (Upper t r iangular  inverelon, inver t ing  only t he  upper rows) 
INPUT OUTPUT 
An input vector  s to red  R matrix with i ts lower l e f t  t r i a n g l e  assumed t o  
have been already inverted l a  used t o  construct  the upper rows of the 
matrix inverse of the  r e su l t .  The r e s u l t ,  vec tor  s to red ,  can overwrite 
the  input  t o  econolnizc on storage.  
I f  the columns camprising R represent  consider terms then taking 
xy 
R-I as the i den t i t y  gives  t he  s e n s i t i v i t y  on the upper r i gh t  port ion of 
Y 
the r e s u l t .  I f  R-I = Diag(ay,. . . .a ) then the  upper r i gh t  portion of 
Y n Y 
t he  r e s u l t  represents  the  perturbation. Note t ha t  i f  z ( the r i gh t  hand 
s i d e  of t h e  da ta  equation) is included i n  R then taking the  corres- 
xy 
ponding R - ~  diagn-1 as -1 r e s u l t s  lo  t h e  f i l t e r  es t imate  appearing 
Y 
as the  corresponding column of t he  output array.  When n is zero t h i s  
Y 
subroutine is a lgeb ra i ca l l y  e q u i v a l e n ~  t o  UTINV. The subroutinea d i f f e r  
when a zero diagon.91 is encountered. UTlNV gives the  cor rec t  inverse  
f o r  the  columns t o  the l e f t  of the zero element, whereas UTIROW gives  
t he  co r r ec t  inverse f o r  the rows below the zero element. 
31. - W;S - (Weighted Cram-Schmidt U-D ~pa.rix triangularization) 
An input rectangular (poeribly bquare) matrix W and a diagonal 
weight matrix, D , are transformed to (U-D) form; i.e., 
W 
S D wT = UDU T 
w 
where U is unit upper triangular and D is diagonal. The weights Dw are 
assumed nonnegative, and this characteristic is inherited by the 
resulting D. 
IV .  SUBROUTINE DIRECTORY USER DESCRIPTION 
1- A2Al (A t o  Al) 
Purpose 
To rearrange the columns of a namelist indexed matrix t o  
conform t o  a deeired namelist. 
Argument Defini t ions 
A(IR,LA) Input rectangular matrix 
I A Row dimension of A, U . G B . I R  
Number of rows of A t ha t  a r e  t o  be  
arranged 
Number of columns i n  A; t h i s  a l s o  
represents  the  number of parameter 
names associated with A 
NAMA(LA) Parameter names associated with A 
Al(IR,LAl) Output rectangular matrix 
I A l  Row dimension of A l ,  I A l  .GE.IR 
Number of columns i n  A l ;  t h i s  a l s o  
represents  t h e  number of parameter 
names associated with A 1  
Input list of parameter names t o  be 
associated with the output matrix A 1  
Remarks and Res t r ic t ions  
A 1  cannot overwrite A. This subroutine can be used t o  add 
on columns corresponding t o  new names and/or t o  de l e t e  var iab les  
from an array.  
Functional Description 
The columns of A a r e  copied i n t o  A 1  i n  an order corresponding 
t o  t h e  NAMAl parameter namelist. Columns of zeros a r e  inser ted  
i n  those A 1  columns which do not correspond t o  names i n  t he  input  
parameter namelist NAMA. 
2. COMBO (Combine parameter narneliete) 
Purpose 
To rearrange a vector  s tored t r iangular  matrix and s t o r e  
the  r e s u l t  i n  matr ix A. The d i f fe rence  between t h i s  subroutine 
and R2A i e  t h a t  there the namelist  fo r  A is input ;  here i t  is 
determin-d by combining the  list for  R with a l ist  of desired names. 
[CALL COW0 ( R , L I . N A ~ ~ , L ~ , N ~ , A , ~ A ~ L A S N A M A )  I 
Argument Definitions 
R(Ll*(Ll+l) 1 2 )  Input vector s tored upper t r iangular  matrix 
L1 140. of parameters i n  R (and i n  NAM1) 
NAMl (L1) Names associated with R 
L2 No. of parameters i n  NAM2 
NAM2 (LZ Parameter names tha t  a r e  t o  be combined 
w i t h  R (NAM1 l i s t ) ;  t he se  names may or  
may not be i n  N A N  
Output a r ray  containing the rearranged 
R matrix L1.LE.U 
Row dimension of A 
No. of parameter names i n  NAMA, and the 
column dimension of A. tA- Ll+L2 - 
No. names cotmnon t o  NAMl and NAM2; LA 
i s  computed and output 
Parameter names associated with t h e  out- 
put A matrix ; cons is t s  of names i n  NAMl 
which a r e  not in NAM2, followed by HAM2 
Remarks and Res t r ic t ions  
- 
The colurnn dimension of A is a r e s u l t  of t h i s  subroutine. 
To avoid having A overwrite neighboring ar rays  one can bound the 
column dimension of A by Ll+L2.  
Functional Description 
F i r s t  the  NAMl and N M O  lists a r e  compared and the names 
appearing i n  NAMl only have t h e i r  corresponding R column en t r i e s  
s tored i n  A (e.g. i f  NANl(2) and NMl(6) a r e  the only names not 
appearing i n  the  NAM2 list then columns 2 and 6 of R a re  copied 
in to  columns 1 and 2 of A). The remaining colmns of A are  
labeled with NAM2. The A namelist is recorded i n  NAM4. The 
NAMl list is compared with NAM2 and matching names have t h e i r  R 
column en t r i e s  copied in to  the appropriate columns of A. N A N  
en t r i e s  not appearing i n  NAMl have columns of zero placed i n  P .  
3. C O W 0  (Covariance t o  co r r e l a t i on  matrix,  RHQ) 
Purpose 
To compute t he  co r r e l a t i on  matrix RHO from an input covariance 
matr ix  COV. Both matr ices  a r e  upper t r i angu la r ,  vector  s to red  and 
t h e  output can overwrite the input.  
CALL COVRHO (COV , Y ,RHO, V) 
Argument Def in i t ions  
COV(N*(N+l) /2) Input vector  s to red  pos i t i ve  semi-defin'te 
covariance matrix 
N Model dimension, N.GE.l 
RHO (N* (W1) / 2) Output vector  s to red  co r r e l a t i on  matrix 
V (N) Work vector  
Remarks 
No t e s t  f o r  non-negativity of the  input matrix is made. 
Correlat ions corresponding t o  negat ive o r  zero diagonal e n t r i e s  
a r e  s e t  t o  zero, a s  is  the  diagonal output entry.  
Functional Description 
V(I) = 1 / J G )  i f  COV(1,I):GT.O and 0 .  otherwise 
The subroutine employs, however, vector s tored COV and RHO matrices.  
4. COVZRI (Covariance t o  Cholesky Square Root, RI) 
Purpose 
To c o n s t r u c t  t h e  upper t r i a n g u l a r  Cholesky f a c t o r  of a p o s i t i v e  
semi-def in i te  matr ix .  Both t h e  inpu t  covar iance  and t h e  output  
I Cholesky f a c t o r  (square  roo t )  are vec to r  s t o r e d .  ' T h e  output  
: i 
! 
overwr i t e s  t h e  inpu t .  Covariance ( i n p u t )  = (CF)*(CF)**T 
I 
' 1 (output  CF = Rinverse) .  I f  t h e  inpu t  covar iance  is s i n g u l a r ,  the  
ou tpu t  f a c t o r  has  ze ro  columns. 
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
CF (N* (W1) 1 2 )  Contains t h e  inpu t  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  
covar iance  mat r ix  (assumed p o s i t i v e  
d e f i n i t e )  and on output  i t  c o n t a i n s  
t h e  upper t r i a n g u l a r  Cholesky f a c t o r  
N Dimension of t h e  m a t r i c e s  involved,  N.GE.2 
Remarks and R e s t r i c t  i o n s  
No check is made t h a t  t h e  inpu t  matrix is p o s i t i v e  semi-def in i te .  
S ingu la r  f a c t o r s  (with ze ro  columns) a r e  obta ined i f  t h e  inpu t  i s  
(a)  i n  f a c t  s i n g u l a r ,  (b) i l l - cond i t ioned ,  o r  ( c )  i n  f a c t  i n d e f i n i t e ;  
and t h e  l a t t e r  two s i t u a t i o n s  a r e  cause f o r  alarm. Case ( c )  and 
poss ib ly  (b) can be i d e n t i f i e d  by us ing RIZCOV t o  r e c o n s t r u c t  t h e  
inpu t  matr ix .  
Funct ional  Desc r ip t ion  
An upper t r i a n g u l a r  Cholesky reduc t ion  of t h e  inpu t  matr ix  is  
implemented u s i n ~  a geometric a lgor i thm descr ibed i n  Ref. [ 3 ] .  
A t  each s t e p  of t h e  reduc t ion  diagonal t e s t i n g  is used and nega t ive  
terms a r e  s e t  t o  zero .  
5. COVZUD (Covariance t o  UD fac tors )  
Purpose 
To obta in  t h e  U-D f ac to r s  of a poqi t ive  semi-definite matrix. 
The input  vector  s to red  matrix is o v e w r i t t e n  by the output U-D 
f ac to r s  which a r e  a l s o  vector  s tored.  
Argument Defini t ions 
U(N* (N+1) 12) Contains the input vector s to red  covari- 
ance matr ix;  on output i t  contains  the  
vector s to red  U-D covariance f ac to r s .  
N Matrix dimension, N.GE.2 
Remarks and Res t r i c t  ions 
No checks a r e  made i n  t h i s  rou t ine  t o  test tha t  the  input U matrix 
is  pos i t i ve  semi-def i n i t e .  Singular r e s u l t s  (with zero columns) a r e  
obtained i f  the  input  is (a) i n  f a c t  s ingular ,  (b) i l l -condi t ioned,  
o r  (c) i n  f a c t  i n d e f i n i t e ;  and t h e  l a t t e r  two s i t u a t i o n s  a r e  cause f o r  
alarm. Case (c) and possibly case (b) can be i d e n t i f i e d  by using UD2- 
COV t o  reconstruct  the input matrix.  Note t h a t  although inde f in i t e  
matrices have U-D f ac to r i za t i ons ,  the  algorithm here appl ies  only t o  
matrices with non-negative eigenvalues. 
Functional Description 
An upper t r iangular  U-D Cholesky f ac to r i za t i on  of the input  matrix 
is implemented using a geometric algorithm described i n  Ref. [ 3 ] .  
U(input) - U*D*U~ , U-D overwrites the  input U 
a t  each s t e p  of t he  reduction diagonal t e s t i n g  i s  used t o  zero negative 
terms. 
Purpose 
To rearrange the  rows and columns of C, from NAMl order  t o  NAM2 
o rd t r .  Zero rows and columns are associated with output defined names 
tha t  a r e  not contained i n  NAKl. 
Argument Defini t ions 
C (L1 ,L1) Input matrix 
NAMl (L) 
Row dimension of C 
1C.CE.L = MAX(Ll,L2) 
No. of parameter names associated with 
the  input C 
Parameter names associated with C on input.  
(Only the  f i r s t  L1 e n t r i e s  apply t o  the 
input  C) 
No. of parameter names associated with the  
output C 0 
!?AH (L2) Parameter names associated with the  output C 
Remarks and Res t r i c t  ions 
The NAM2 l ist  need not  contain a l l  the o r i g i n a l  NAMl names and 
L l  can be  .a. or .LE. LZ. The NAMl l is t  is  used fo r  s c r a t ch  and 
appears permuted on output.  I f  L2.GT.Ll the user must be sure  tha t  
NAMl  has L2 e n t r i e s  ava i lab le  f o r  sc ra tch  purposes. 
Functional Description 
The rows and columns of C and NAMl a r e  permuted pairwise t o  get  
the names common t o  NAMl and NAMZ t o  coaleacc;. Then the remaining rows 
and columns of C(L2,L2) a r e  set t o  zero. 
7. IMPOST (Householder Post Multiplication Triangularizat ion) 
Purpose 
To employ Householder orthogonal transformations to triangularize 
This algorithm is employed in various covariance square root updates. 
r 
CALL HHPOST (S ,W ,MROW ,NROW ,NCOL ,V) 
Argument Definitions 
S(NROW(NROW+1)/2) Output upper triangular vector stored 
square root matrix 
W (NROW ,NCOL) Input rectangular square root covariance 
matrix (W is destroyed by computations) 
MROW Maximum row dimension of W 
NROW Number of rows of W to be triangularized 
and the dimension of S (NROW.GE.2) 
NCOL Number of column of W (NCOL.GE.NROW) 
v (NCOL) Work vector 
17unctional Description 
Elementary Householder transformations are applied to the rows of W 
in much the same way as they are applied to obtaid subroutine TH9. The 
orthogonolization process is discussed at length in the books by Lawson 
and Hanson [l] and Bierman [ 3 1 . 
8. INFZR (Information matrix to R) 
Purpose 
To compute a lower triangular Cholesky factorization of an 
input positive semi-definite matrix. The result transposed, is 
vector stored; this is the form of an upper triangular SRIF matrix. 
Argument Definitions 
it (N* ( N+l) / 2) Input vector stored positive semi- 
definite (information) matrix; on output 
it represents the trans. osed lower 
triangular Cholesky factor (i.e. the SRIF 
R matrix) 
N Matrix dimension, N.GE.2 
Remarks and Resrrictions 
No checks are made on the input matrix to guard against negative 
eigenvalues of the input, or to detect ill-conditioning. Singular 
output matrices have one or more raws of zeros. 
Functional Description 
A Cholesky type lower triangular factorization of the input matrix 
is implemented using the geometric formulation described in Ref. [ 31 .  
At each step of the factorization diagonal testing is used to zero columns 
corresponding to negative entries. The regult is vector stored in the 
@ 
form of a square root infornation matrix as it would be used for SRIP 
analyses. 
9.  PERMUT (Permute A) 
Purpose 
To rea r range  the  columns of a narnelist indexed m a t r i x  t o  conform o 
t o  a d e s i r e d  namel i s t .  Ttre r e s u l t i n g  matr ix  is t o  overwri te  thc  i n p u t .  
Argument Definit- 
l(1R.L) Input r ec tangu la r  ma t r ix ,  L = max(L1 ,L2) e 
I A Row dimension of A, IA.GE.IR 
NAM1 (L) 
, Number of rows of A t h a t  a r e  t o  be 
rearranged 
Number of parameter names a s s o c i a t e d  witb '  
t h e  inpu t  A ma t r ix  
Parameter names a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  A on input  
(only t h e  f i r s t  L1 e n t r i e s  apply t o  t h e  
inpu t  A) 
Number of parameter names a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  
t h e  output  A matr ix  
NAM2 Parameter names a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  the  output  A 
Remarks and R e s t r i c t i o n s  
This  subrou t ine  is  s i m i l a r  t o  A2A1; bu t  because the  output  matr ix  
i n  t h i s  c a s e  overwr i t e s  the  inpu t  t h e r e  a r e  s e x ~ e r a l  d i f f e r e n c e s .  The 
YAM1 v e c ~ o r  is used f o r  s c r a t c h ,  and on output  i t  con ta ins  a permuta- 
t i o n  of the inpu t  NAMl l is t .  The user  must a l l o c a t e  L = max(Ll,L2) 
elements of s t o r a g e  t o  NAM1. The e x t r a  e n t r i e s ,  when L 2 > L 1 ,  a r e  
used f o r  s c r a t c h .  
Funct ional  Descr ip t ion 
The columns of  A a r e  rearranged,  a p a i r  a t  a  t ime,  t o  match t h e  
NAM2 parameter namel is t .  The NAMl  e n t r i e s  a r e  permuted a long with t h e  
columns, and t h i s  i s  why dim (NAM1) must be l a r g e r  than L1 (when L2>Ll).  
Columns of zeroes  a r e  i n s e r t e d  i n  A which correspond t o  output  names 
t h a t  do not  appear i n  NAM1.  
a 10.  PHLU (PHI-tectangulaWU-&i& u p p e m t r i a n g u l a r j  
Purpose 
To m u l t i p l y  a r e c t a n g u a a r  two d i m e n s h n a l  m a t r i x  PHI by a  u n ~ t  
ubper  t r i a n g u l a r  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  m a n i x  U, and s k r e  t h e  r e s u l t  i n  
6 
PHIU. The P!'T:' ; l n t r i x  can o v e r w r i t e  PHI Oo economize on s t o r a g e .  
. - - - - - - - - - 
CALI, PHIU (PHI ,14k'iPMI ,$RPH2, JCPH'I ,U , N , P H I U  ,MPHIU) 
Armment De f i n i  t i o n s  
YRZ (IRPHI, JCPHI) 
IRPHI 
JCPH L 
PHIU (IRPHI  , N )  
Row dimensiom oT PHI 
 umber of Pnws of  PHI 
nuwheb c5 columns & PHI 
u n i t  upper  t r i a n g u l a r  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  m a t r i x  
U-matrhr d imens t ion ,  JCPH1.LE.N 
o u t p u t  r e s u l t  PHT*U,PRIU can o v e r w r i t e  PHI  
t w  dimension of PHIU 
Remarks and Resr r ic t io-ns  
- 
I f  JCPHT.LT.N it i s  assumed t h a t  aherr a r e  i m p l i c i t l y  de f ined  
t r a i l i n g  c o l a m ~ s  of zeros  i n  PHI. The u n i t  d i a g o n a l  e n t r i e s  of L! 
a r e  i m p l i c i t ,  i.e. t h e  r l iagonal  U an tQies  a r e  n o t  e x ? l i c i t l y  used .  
4' , 
Func t iona l  De ,scr ip t ion  
PHIU = PtlI*U 
Purpose 
To pos t  mul t ip ly  a  vec to r  s t o r e d  t r i a n g u l a r  ma t r ix ,  R ,  by a  
r ec tangu la r  ma t r ix  A,  and i f  d e s i r e d  t o  s t o r e  t h e  r e s u l t  i n  A. 
I CALL RA(R,N,A,MAXA,IA,JA,RA,MAXRA,IRA> 
- 
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
R(N*(N+l) 1 2 )  upper t r i a n g u l a r ,  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  inpu t  
N o rde r  of R 
A (IA, JA) Input  r e c t a n g u l a r  r i g h t  m u l t i p l i e r  m a t r i x  
MAXA Row dimension of  inpu t  A matr ix  
I A Number of  rows of  A t h a t  a r e  inpu t  
J A Number O L  columns of A 
RA(IRA, JA) Output r e s u l t i n g  rec tangu la r  ma t r ix  
RA can o v e r v r i t e  A 
MAXRA Row dimension of  RA 
IRA Number of rows i n  t h e  output  r e s u l t  
(IRA .LE .MAXRA) 
Functional  Descr ip t ion 
The f i r s t  I R A  rows of t h e  product R*A a r e  computed us ing t h e  
vec to r  s t a r e d  inpu t  matr ix  R, and t h e  output  can,  i f  d e s i r e d ,  
overwri te  t h e  inpu t  A matr ix .  When N.GT.IA ( i . e .  t h e r e  a r e  more 
columns of R tban rows of A) then i t  i s  assumed t h a t  t h e  bottom 
N-IA rows cf A a r e  i m p l i c i t l y  def ined a s  a  p a r t i a l  i d e n t i t y  matr ix ,  i . e .  
12 .  RANK1 (S tab le  U-D rank one update) 
Purpose 
T T To compute t h e  (updated) U-D f a c t o r s  of UDU + CW . 
CALL RANKl(UIN,UOUT,N,C,V) 
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
UIN(N* (N+l)/ 2) Input  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  p o s i t i v e  semi- 
d e f i n i t e  U-D a r r a y  (wi th  t h e  D e n t r i e s  
s t o r e d  on t h e  d iagona l  of U) 
IlOUT(N* (W1) 1 2 )  Output v e c t o r  s t o r e d  p o s i t i v e  (poss ib ly )  
semi-def i n i t e  U-D r e s u l t ,  UOUT-UIN is 
allowed. 
N Matrix dimension, N.GE.2 
Input  s c a l a r ,  which should be  non-negative. 
C is des t royed by t h e  a lgor i thm.  
Input v e c t o r  f o r  t h e  rank one modif ica t ion.  
V is des t royed by t h e  a lgor i thm.  
Remarks and R e s t r i c t i o n s  
If C nega t ive  is used t h e  a lgor i thm is numerically u n s t a b l e ,  
and t h e  r e s u l t  may be numerical ly  u n r e l i a b l e .  S ingu la r  U m a t r i c e s  
a r e  al lowed, and t h e s e  can r e s u l t  i n  s i n g u l a r  output  U Mat r i ces .  
The code swi tches  from a  1-multiply t o  a 2-multiply mode a t  a  kcy 
p l a c e ,  based upon a  1 /16 comparison of inpu t  t o  output  D va lues .  
Also, t h e r e  is  p rov i s ion  made t o  supply a machine accuracy e p s i l o n  
when s i n g l e  p r e c i s i o n  is s p e c i f i e d .  
Funct ional  Desc r ip t ion  
Th i s  rank one modi f i ca t ion  is  based o .  a  r e s u l t  published by 
Agee and Turner (1972), White Sands M i s s i l e  Range Tech. Report 
No. 38 and improved on us ing  a numerical. s t a b i l i z a t i o n  idea  due 
t o  Gentlemen (1973). The a lgor i thm is der ived i n  t h e  chap te r ,  
T 
"UDU Covariance Factorization For Kalman Filtering," C. L. Thornton, 
G. J. Bierman, Vol. XVI of Advances in Control of Dynamic Systems, 
Academic Press, to appear 19 79. 
13. RCOLRD (Colored noise time update of the  SRIF R matrix) 
Purpose 
To include colored noise  time updating i n t o  the  square root  
information matrix. It is  assumed t h a t  the  de te rmin is t ic  port ion 
of t he  time update has been completed, and tha t  only the  colored 
noise  e f f e c t s  a r e  being incorporated by t h i s  subroutine.  
CALL RCOLRD(S,MAXS,IRS,JCS,~STRT,NP,~,RW,ZW,~,~G~TAR) 
Argument Def in i t ions  








nput rectangular  port ion of t he  square 
oot  information matrix corresponding t o  
he nonconstant paramters. It is assumed 
ha t  es t imates  a r e  included, i . e .  the  l a s t  
olumn represents  the  " r igh t  hand sidel',Z, 
but see  JCS descr ip t ion) .  S a l s o  houses the 
ime updated a r ray ,  and i f  there  is smoothing 








Row dimension of S. If smoothing ca lcu la t ions  
a r e  t o  be included then MAXS.GE.IRS+NP. 
The number of rows of S ,  i.e. the  number of 
nonconstant parameters (including colored 
noise var iab les ) .  IRS.GE.2 
The number of columns of S. I f  t he  vector  
ZnJ is  zero, then the  r i g h t  hand s i d e  of 
transformed est imates  need not be included. 
Location of the  f i r s t  colored process noise  
var iab le .  
The number of colored noise  va r i ab l e s  
contiguous t o  and following the f i r s t .  
Vector of exponential  colored noise  mu l t i p l i e r s  
(EM = exp (-DTITAU)) 
Vector of pos i t i ve  rec iproca l  colored procesp 
noise standard devia t ions ,  i .e. 
zW(Np) Vector of normalized process noise  a p r i o r i  
estimates. ZW is general ly  zero. 
V ( I W  Work vector .  
SGSTAR (NP) Vector of smoothing coe f f i c i en t s .  Needed 
only i f  smoothing is t o  be done. 
Remarks and Res t r i c t i ons  
There a r e  t h r ee  l i n e s  of code associated with smoothing, and 
these  a r e  cwmented out  of the  nominal case.  Therefore, i f  smoothing 
is cc~ntemplated t h e  conments must be removed. The vec tor  SGSTAR is 
involv3d only with smoothing. Last note: f o r  smoothing, be su re  
t h a t  S has NP e x t r a  rovs t o  house t he  smoothing coe f f i c i en t s .  
The ZW vector  is general ly  zero. I f  ZW = 0 one has the  opt ion 
of doing covariance only analyses and the  l a s t  column of S ( the  
r i g h t  hand s ide  of normalized est imates)  can be omitted. 
Because of the l a rge  number of arguments appearing i n  t h i s  
subroutine,  and because almost a l l  of them are constant ( i . e .  with 
succeeding c a l l s  only S, and possible  EM, RW, ZW and SGSTAR change) 
f o r  a given problem, i t  is suggested t h a t  OW a )  introduce COMMON, 
b) use t h i s  a s  an i n t e r n a l  subroutine,  o r  c )  w r i t e  fn- l ine code. 
Functional Description 
The model is 
where M is diagonal,  with NP non-negative e n t r i e s  and w is a white j 
-1 -T 
noise  process with w €N(;, Q) , Q - Rw Rw j . The algorithm is  based 
on Bierman's one component-at-a-time SRIF time update which economizes 
on storage and computation (see Bierman-Factorization Methods for 
Discrete Sequential Estimation, Academic Press 1977). 
When smoothing is contemplated, there is output a vector a*(NP) 
and a matrix S*(MP,N+l); S* occupies the bottom 9P rows of the 
output S matrix. Smoothed estimates of the p terms can be obtained 
from the a* and S* terms as follows: 
Let X* be the previously computed estimates of the N filter 
par aeters, then for J = NP, NP-1, ...I recursively compute 
Note that the symbol ":=I1 means is replaced by, so that the old 
values of X*, on the right side, are over-written by the new 
smoothed colored noise estimates. Smoothed covariances can be 
obtained from the S* and a* terms as well, but we do not go into 
detail here; the reader is directed to chapter 10 of the Bieman 
reference. 
14. RINCON (R inverse with condition number bound) 
Purpose 
To compute the inverse of an upper triangular vector stored 
triangular matrix, and an estimate of its condition number. 
Argument Definitions 
RIN (N* (N+l) 1 2 )  Input vector stored upper triangular matrix 
N Matrix dimension, N.GE.2 
ROUT(N*(Wl) /2 )  Output vector stored matrix inverse 
(RIN = ROUT is permitted) 
CNB Condition number bound. If u is the 
condition number of RIN, then 
CNB/N.LE.u.LE CNB 
Remarks and Restrictions 
The condition number bound, CNB serves as an estimate of the actual 
condition number. When it is large the problem is ill-conditioned. 
Functiollal Description 
The matrix inversion is carried out using a triangular back 
substitution. If any diagonal element of the input R matrix is 
zero the condition number computatim is aborted. When the first 
zero occurs at diagonal k the matrix inversion is carried out only 




where NTOT = N*(Hel)/2 is the number of element8 in the vector stored 
triangular matrix. The condition number bound, CNB, is given by 
-1 112 CNB = (F.NORX R * F.NORN R ) 
F.NORM is the 6robenius norm, squared. The inequality 
CNB/N I condition number R 5 CNB 
- is a simple consequence of tlt Frobenius norm inequalities given in 
Lawson-Hanson "Solving Least Squares, " page 234. 
15. RIZCOV (RI Triangular t o  covariance) 
Purpose 
To compute the  standard devia t ions ,  and i f  desired,  t he  
covariance matr ix  of a vector  s to red  upper t r iangular  square roo t  
covariance matrix. The output covariance matrix,  a l s o  vec+3r 




Argument Defini t ions 
RINV (N* (N+l) / 2 Input vector  s to red  upper t r i angu la r  
covariance square roo t  (RINV=Rinverse 
i s  the  inverse of t he  SRIF matrix).  
N Dimension of the  RINV matrix 
SIG (N) Output vector  of standard devia t ions  
COVOUT(N*(N+1)/2) Output vector  s to red  covariance matrix 
(COVOUT = RINV is  allowed) 
.GT.O Comp~ttes the  covariance and sigmas 
corresponding t o  the  f i r s t  KROW var iab les  
of t he  RINV matr ix  
Computes only the  sigmas of the  f i r s t  
(KROW) va r i ab l e s  of the  RINV matrix.  
1 .EQ.0 No covariance, but a l l  sigmas (e.g. use 
a l l  N rows of RINV) 
KCOL Number of columns of COVOUT thaL a r e  
computed, I f  ICCOL.LE.0, then KCOL = KROW. 
Remarks and Res t r ic t ions  
Replacing N by ~ K R O W  1 corresponds t o  computing the covariance 
of a lower dimensional system. 
Functional Description 
COVOUT=RINV*RINV**T 
16. R2A (R t o  A) 
Purpose 
To place the upper t r i angu la r  vector  s to red  matrix R i n t o  t he  
matr ix  A and t o  arrange t h e  columns t o  match t h e  desired NAMA para- 
meter list. Names i n  t he  NAMA l i s t  thh t  do not correspond t o  any 
name i n  NAMR have zero e n t r i e s  i n  the  corresponding A coluums. 
CALL R~A(R,LH,NANR,A,IA,LA,NAMA) 
Argument Defini t ions 
R (LR* (LR+l) / 2) Input upper t r i angu la r  vector  s to red  a r r ay  
LR No. of parameters associated with R 
Parameter names aesocfated with R 
Matrix t o  house t he  rearranged R matrix 
Row dimension of A, 1A.GE.LR. 
No. of parameter names associated with the 
output A matrix.  
NAMA (LA) Parameter names fo r  the  output A matrix.  
Functional Description 
The matrix A is s e t  t o  zero and then t h e  columns of R a r e  copied 
i n t o  A. 
1 7 .  R2RA (Permute a  subpor t ion R of a  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  t r i a n g u l a r  matr ix)  A 
Purpose 
To copy t h e  upper l e f t  (lower r i g h t )  por t ion  of a  v e c t o r  s to red  
upper t r i a n g u l a r  ma t r ix  R i n t o  t h e  lower r i g h t  (upper l e f t )  por t ion  of  
a 
a v e c t o r  s t o r e d  t r i a n g u l a r  m a t r i x  RA. 
CALL R~RA(R,NR,NH,RA,NRA,NAMA) 
Argument Definit ions_ 
R(NR*(NR+l) / 2 )  Input  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper t r i a n g u l a r  ma t r ix  
NR Dimension of v e c t o r  s t o r e d  R matr ix t  
NAM (NR) Names a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  R .  
RA(NRA*(NRA+1)/2) Output v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper t r i a n g u l a r  matr ix  
NRA I f  NRA=O on i n p u t ,  then NAMA(1) should have 
the  f i r s t  name of t h e  output  namel is t .  I n  
t h i s  c a s e  the  number of names i n  NAMA, N U ,  
w i l l  be computed. The lower r i g h t  block of 
R w i l l  be the  upper l e f t  block o f  RA. 
I f  NRA=last  name of t h e  upper l e f t  block 
t h a t  is t o  be moved then t h i s  upper block 
is t o  be moved t o  t h e  lower r i g h t  corner  
of  RA. When used i n  t h i s  mode NRA=NR on 
t ou tpu t .  
D 
NAMA (NU) Names a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  RA. Sote  t h a t  NRA 
used he re  denotes t h e  output  value  of NRA. 
Remarks an3 R e s t r i c t i o n s  
RA and NAMA can overwr i t e  R and NAM. The meaning of the  NRA= 0  
op t ion  is c l a r i f i e d  by t h e  fo l lowing example: 
A B C D E  C D E  INPUT -- 
NR " 5 
NAM = ' A ' , ' B ' ,  ' C ' , ' D ' , ' E '  
NRA = 0 




NAMA = ' C ' ,  'D', 'E' 
R 
+ s e e  t h e  concluding paragraph of Remarks and R e s t r i c t  ions  
When NRA 0 and NAMA(1) = 'C' we are asking t h a t  t h e  lower t r i a n g u b t  
, 
p o r t i a n  of R ,  beginning a t  t h e  column labe led  C ,  be  moved t o  form $he 
A f i r s t  ( i n  t h i s  c a s e  3) columns of  RA. I n c i d e n t l y ,  RA could have 
a d d i t i o n a l  columns; t h e s e  columns and t h e i r  names would be  unaMered 
. , 
I by t h e  subrout ine .  
The meaning of t h e  o t h e r  NRA opt ion  is i l l u s t r a t e d  by t h e  fo l lowing 
example ; 
INPUT 
A B C I D  E 
-
NR = 5 
I NAM = 1 ~ 1 , 1 ~ ' , 1 ~ ' , 1 ~ ' , 1 ~ '  
NRA = 'C '  
R 
OUTPUT 
. I 12 118 26 NRA = 5 
- _ _ - - -  NAMA(3-5) ' A ' ,  ' B ' ,  'c '  
20 28 6 re RA 1 
R R 
l a e n  Y9A = ' C '  we a r e  ask ing  t h a t  t$upper l e f t  b lock of  R ,  up t o  t h e  
I 
column labe led  C,  be moved t o  theflower r i g h t  por i ton  of RA and the cor- 
f' 
responding names be moved tooC I f  RA overwr i t e s  R ,  a s  i n  t h e  example, 
?' 
then t h e  f i r s t  two rows d k remain unchanged and s i n c e  NAMA o v e w r i t e s  
NAN, t h e  l a b e l s  of t h e  f i r s t  two columns remain una l t e red .  
The remark t h a t  NRA-NR on ou tpu t  means, i n  t h i s  example, t h a t  t h e  
c o l u ~ m  w i t h  name C i n  R is  moved over  t o  column 5. I f  one wanted t o  
s l i d e  t h e  upper l e f t  t r i a n g l e  corresponding t o  names ABC of R t o  columns 
7-9 o f  an RA mat r ix  (of unspec i f i ed  dimension, L 9 ) ,  then one should s e t  
! NR=9 i n  t h e  subrou t ine  c a l l .  Thus NR, when used i n  t h i s  s l i d i n g  down 
1 t h e  d iagona l  mode, does n o t  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  dimension of R; b u t  i n d i c a t e s  
18. KUDR (R t o  U-D or U-D t o  H) 
Purpose  Q 
To t r a n s f o r m  an upper  t r i a n g u l a r  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  SKIF a r r a y  t o  U-D 
form o r  v i c e  v e r s a .  
CALL KUDR(R1N , N ,  ROUT, IS )  
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
K I N  (NBAR* (NBAR+l) 12)  Ir.put upper  t r i a n g u l a r  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  SRIF 
o r  U-D a r r a y ;  NBAR = ABS(N) + 1 
ROUT(NBAR*(NBAR+~)/~) Output  upper  t r i a n g u l a r  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  
U-D o r  SRIF a r r a y  (RIN = ROUT is  
p e r m i t t e d )  
Scb rou t ine  used:  RINCON 
Func t iona l  D e s c r i p t i o n  
Ma t r ix  dimension,  N .GT,O r e p r e s e n t s  en 
R t o  U-D conve r s ion  and N.LT.0 r e p r e s e n t s  
a U-D t o  R conve r s ion .  ABS(N) .  C E .  :, 
I f  IS  = 0 t h e  i n p u t  a r r a y  is assumed n o t  
t o  c o n t a i n  a  r i g h t  s i d e  (o r  an e s t i m a t e ) ,  
and I S  = 1 means an a p p r o p r i a t e  a d d i t i o n a l  
column is  inc luded .  I n  t h e  IS  = 0 c a s e  
t h e  l a s t  column of  RIh is  ig3ored  and 
NBAR = AbS(N) is used.  
Consider  t h e  N'O c a se .  RIN=R is t ransformed t o  ROUT = R i n v e r s e  
u s i n g  s u b r o u t i n e  RINCON w i t h  J imension N+ IS .  If I S -  1 the s u b r o u t i n e  
s e t s  RIN((N+l) (N+2)) 12) = -1, s o  t h a t  t h e  N + L s t  column of ROUT w i l l  be  
- 1 
t h e  S e s t i m a t e  fo l lowed by -1. R = UD1j2 s o  t h a t  t h e  d i a g o n a l s  
a r e  s q u a r e  r o o t  s c a l e d  U columns. ThLs i n f o r m a t i o n  is  used t o  con- 
s t r u c t  t h e  U-D a r r a y  which i s  w r i t t e n  i n  ROUT. 
If N < O  t h e  i n p u t  is assumed t o  be  a U-D a r r a y .  T h i s  a r r a y  is 
conve r t ed  t o  ROUT= UD"* and then  u s i n g  RINCON. R  i s  computed and s t o r e d  
i n  ROUT. I f  I S - 1  t h e  U-D m a t r i x  is assumed augmented by X ( e s t l a a t e ) ,  
and on o u t p u t  t h e  r i g h t  s i d e  terln of t h e  SRiF a r r a y  is  o b t a i n e d .  When 
I S =  1, t h e  i n i t i a l  v a l u e  of RIN((N+l)(N+2)/2) i s  r e s t ~ r e d  b e f o r e  e x i t i n g  
t h e  s u b r o u t i n e .  
19. SFU (Sparae 1' * uni'l upper t q i M g J r  U) 
Purpose  
To e f f i c i e n t i s  form the produce E*U s o  + h a t  o n l y  t h e  nonzero 
e l emen t s  of  F are employed 2nd s o  t h n t a h c  s t r u c b u r e  o f  t h e  U 
m a t r i x  is u t i l i z e d  (upper  triangular w i t h  l l p l i c i t  u n i t  4 iag -  
anal When F is s p a r s e  t h e r e  a r e  s i g n i f i c a n t  s a v i n g s  
l:&!or:ge and cornoutaton. So t  t h a t  s i n c e  we dea l  on ly  w i t h  
t h e  noqzero e l emen t s  of F we a r e  saved t% t ime a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  
computing unnecessary  F m a t r i x  e lement  a d d r e s s e s .  
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
FEL (NF) Values of t f ~ e  non-zero e l emen t s  of t h e  F m a t r i x  
IROW (NF) Rov i n d i c e s  of the F e l e m e n t s  
J C ~ L  (NF) Column i n d i c e s  of t h e  P e l emen t s  
FIIROI*'(K!, J C O I . t Y ) )  = FEL(K) 
K F The number of nun-zero e lemenrs  of  t h e  F m a t r i x  
u (N*(P+~  112) Cpper t r i a n g u l a r ,  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  m a t r i x  w i th  
i m p l i c i t y  de f ined  u n i t  d i agona l  e lements .  Note 
t h a t  U ( J J ) * t e r m s  are  n o t ,  i n  f a c t ,  u n i t y .  
FLI(IFU,&') The o u t p u t  r e su l t  
FlAX FL' - Row dimension of  t h e  FU n a t t i x  
JFU Number of rows in FU. TFU.tE.FfAXFU, and IFU.GE. 
Max (IROW(K), K=1, ..., NF); i . e .  FU must have a t  
l e a s t  a s  many t o v s  as  does  F. A d d i t i o n a l  rows c ~ f  
FL could cor respond t o  z e r o  rovs  of  F. 
JoZAGIN)  Diagonal  clement i n d i c e s  of  a v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper  
t r i a n g u l a r  matrlr, L . r .  JDIAG(Y)=K*(R+I) /2=JDXAG(K-1)+1. 
Example: 
F(3.12) with:  F ( 1 , l )  = .9, F(2,2) = -8 ,  F(3,3) = 1.1, 
F(1,7) = l . 7 ,  F(2,8) =-2.8 and F ( 3 , l l )  = 3.11. 
In t h i s  case  F has  NF = 6 (nonzero elements);  and one may 
take  
IROW(1) = 1 JCOL(1) = 1 FEL(1) = .9 
IROW(2) = 2 JCOL(2) = 2 FEL(2) = .8 
IROW(3) = 3 JCOL(3) = 3 FEL(3) = 1.1 
IROW(4) = 1 JCOL(4) = 7 FEL(4) = 1.7 
IROW(5) = 2 JCOL(5) = 8 FEL (5) =-2.8 
IROW(b) = 3 JCOL(6) = 11 FEL(6) = 3.11 
Connents regarding increased e f f f c i e n c y  a r e  included i n  t h e  code. 




where e is  the  i - th  u n i t  vec to r .  Then i 
The ct-de is based on t h i s  equation.  
20. TDHHT (Two dimensional Householder triangularization) 
Purpose 
To transform a two dimensional rectangular matrix to a 
triangular, or partially triangular form by Householder orthogonal 
matrix pre-tnultiplication. This subroutine ,.an be used to compress 
overdetermined linear systems to triangular (double subscripted 
form) in much the same way as does the subroutine THH (which outputs 
a vector subscripted triangular result) . For recursive applications 
THH is computationally more efficient and requires less storage. 
The ch~ei application, that we have in mind, for this subroutine 
is to the matrix triangularization of "mapped" square root 
information matrices of the form S(m,n) with m less than n. 
CALL TDHHT (S ,MAXS , IRS , JCS , JSTART , JSTOP, V) 
Argument Dsfinitions 
S (IRS, JCS) Input (possibly partially) triangular 
matrix. The output (possibly partially) 
triangular result overwrites the input. 
MAXS Row dimension of S matrix 
IRS Numhrtr of rows in S (IRS.LE.MAXS), and 
IRS.GE.2. 
JCS Number of columns in S 
JSTART 
JSTOP 
Index of first column to be triangularized. 
If JSTART.LT.1. then it is assumed that the 
triangularization starts at column 1. 
'--dex of last column to be triangularizrd. 
When JSTOP is not between max(1,JSTART) 
and JCS then the triangularization is 
carried out as far as possible (i.e. to IRS 
if S has less rows than columns, rr to JCS 
if it has more rows than columne, . 
Work vector 
Rcmarks and Restrictions 
The indices JSTART and JSTOP are input for efficiency purposes. 
When it is known that the input matrix is partially triangular one 
can by-pass the corresponding (initial) Householder reduction steps. 
Further, for certain applications it is not necessary to totally 
triangularize the input array. For example if S(m,n) and m is 
less than n, the system is in triangular form after only m elementary 
Householder reduction steps, i.e 







The dotted portion of the matrix and the block of zeros are not 
employed at all in the computations. The input matrix is trans- 
formed to (possibly partially) triangular form by premulti,~lication 
by a sequence of elementary Householder orthogonal transformations. 
JCS 
The method is described ful ly  in the books by Lawson and Hanson - 
Solving Least Squares Problems, and in Blerman - Factorization 
Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation. 
TIIH (Triangular Householder Orthogonalizat ion) 
Purpose 
To conpute (R:z] such t h a t  
This is  the key algorithm used i n  the  square root  information batch 
sequent ia l  f i l t e r .  
CALL THH(R,N,A, IA,M,RSOS ,NSTRT) 
Argument Def in i t ions  
RSOS 
Input upper t r i angu la r  vector  s to red  
square roo t  information matrix. I f  
es t imates  a r e  involved RSOS.GE.0 and R 
is  augmented with the r i g h t  hand s ide  
(s tored i n  the l a s t  N loca t ions  of d ) ,  
I f  RSOS .LT.O only the f i r s t  iu'*(N+l) 12 
loca t ions  of R a re  used. The r e s u l t  
of the  subrout ine overwrites the input R 
Number of parameters 
Input measurement matrix. The N + l s  t 
column is  only used i f  RSOS.GE.0, i n  
which case i t  represents  t h s  r i g h t  s i d e  
of t he  equation u + AX = z. A is 
destroyed by the algorithm, but i t  i s  
not  e x p l i c i t l y  s e t  t o  zero. 
Row dimension of A 
The number of raws of A t h a t  a r e  t o  be 
combined with R (M.LE. IA) 
Accumulated r e s idua l  roo t  sum of squares 
corresponding t o  the  data  processed 
p r i o r  t o  t h i s  time. On e x i t  RSOS repre- 
s en t s  the updated root  sum of squares 
of the  .-esiduals 2 112 [ l l i - i e s t l l  1. 
suwed over the  o ld  and new data .  It  
a l s o  includes the a p r i o r i  term 
11 R~ Xest - zo 11 2. Because RSOS cannot 
be used i f  da ta ,  z, is not included 
w e  use RSOS.LT.0 t o  ind ica te  when da ta  
i s  not included. 
NSTART F i r s t  column of t he  input  A matrix 
tha t  has a nonzero entry.  In  c e r t a i n  
problems, espec ia l ly  those involving 
the  inclusion of a p r i o r i  s t a t i s t i c s ,  
i t  is known t h a t  the  f i r s t  NSTRT-1 
columns of A a l l  have zero e n t r i e s .  
This knowledge can be used t o  reduce 
computation. I f  nothing is known 
about A, then NSTRT.LE.l gives  a 
defau l t  valuc of 1, i.e.  i t  is assumed 
t h a t  A may have nonzero e n t r i e s  i n  the  
very f i r s t  c o l m .  
Remarks and R e s t r i c t  ions 
It is t r i v i a l  t o  arrange the  code s o  t ha t  R output need not  over- 
w r i t e  t he  input  R. This was not done because, i n  t h e  au thor ' s  opinion, 
there  a r e  too few times when one des i r e s  t o  have ROUT + RIN.  
Functional Description 
Assume f o r  s impl ic i ty  t ha t  NSTRT= 1. Then a t  s t e p  j , j = 1,. . . ,N 
(or N+1 i f  da ta  is present)  the algorithm imp l i c i t l y  determines an 
elementary Householder orthogonal transformation which updates row j 
of R and a l l  t he  coluams of A t o  the  r i g h t  of the  j t h .  A t  t h3  
completion of t h i s  s t e p  column j of A i s  i n  thsory zero, but i t  is 
not e x p l i c i t l y  s e t  t o  zero. The orthogonalization process is discussed 
a t  length i n  the  books by Lawson and Hanson - Solving Least Squares 
Problems and Bierman-Factorization Methods f o r  Discrete  Sequential  
Estimation. 
22. TI-HH (Two t r i angu la r  matr ix  Homeholder reduction) 
Purpose 
To combine two vec tor  s to r ed  upper t r i angu la r  matrices,  R and KA 
by applying Householder orthogonal transformations.  The r e s u l t  over- 
wr i tes  R. 
[A] E% [A] 
Y \Qi 
.-- / CALL TTHH (R, RA.N) 1 
Argument Def in i t ions  
R(N*(N+~) 1 2 )  Input vector  s to r ed  upper t r i angu la r  
matr ix ,  which a l s o  houses the  r e s u l t  
Second input  vector  s to r ed  upper 
t r i angu la r  matrix.  This matrix is  
destroyed by the computation. 
Matrix dimension 
N l e s s  than zero is used t o  i nd i ca t e  
t h a t  R and RA have r i g h t  sides 
( I N I + ~  co lums)  and have dimension 
I ~ I * ( l ~ 1 + 3 ) / 2 ) .  
Remarks & ~ d  Res t r i c t i ons  
RA is theo re t i ca l l y  zero on output,  but is  not s e t  t o  zero. 
23. TWOXAT (Triangular matrix p r i n t )  
Purpose 
To d isp lay  a  vector upper t r i angu la r  matr ix  i n  a  two 
dimensional t r i angular  format. Precis ion output corresponds t o  a  
7 column 8 d i g i t ,  double precis ion format. Compact output corres- 
ponds t o  a  12 column, 5 d i g i t  s i ng l e  prec is ion  format. 
CALL TWOMAT (A ,N , LEN ,CAR, T M T  ,NCHAR ,NAMES) 
.- 
Argument Def in i t ions  
A(N*N+l) /2) Vector s tored  upper t r iangular  matrix (DP) 
N Dimension of A 
LEN Column format (7  o r  12 columns). When LEN 
is d i f f e r e n t  from 7 o r  12 the  p r i n t  de fau l t s  
t o  12 columns. 
Parameter rimes (alphanumeric) associated 
with A.  When NAMES is f a l s e ,  CAR is not 
used. 
TEXT (NCHAR) An ar ray  of f i e l d  d a t a  charac te rs  t o  be 
pr inted a s  a  t i t l e  preceding the  matrix 
NCHAR 
NAMES 
Number of charac te rs  (including spaces) t ha t  
a r e  t o  be pr inted i n  t e x t (  ) 
AAS(NCHAR).LE.114. If NCIIAR i s  negat ive there  is  
no page e j e c t  before pr in t ing .  NCHAR pos i t i ve  
r e s u l t s  i n  a  page e j e c t  so t h a t  t he  p r i n t  
s t a r t s  on a  f r e s h  page. 
A l og i ca l  f l ag .  I f  t r ue  then the  names of 
the parameters a r e  used a s  l a b e l s  f o r  t he  
rows and columns. I f  f a l s e  t he  output l a b e l s  
de fau l t  t o  numerical values.  
Remarks and Res t r ic i ions  
Using NCHAR nonnegative, and s t a r t i n g  the p r in t  a t  the  top of a 
new page makes i t  e a s i e r  t o  l oca t e  the pr inted r e s u l t  and is  
espec ia l ly  recommended when dealing with large dimensioned arrays. 
Page economy can, however, be achieved using the NCHAR negative 
option. In th is  case the print begins on the next l i n e .  The 
alphanumerics i n  t h i s  routine make i t  machine dependent; i t  is  
arranged for implementation on a UNIVAC 1108. 
2 4 ,  TZERO (Tr iangu la r  ma t r ix  zero)  
Purpose 
To zero out  rows l S ( 1 s t a r t )  t o  l F ( J f i n a 1 )  of the  vec to r  s t o r e d  
upper t r i a n g u l a r  m a t r i x  R. 
FGZ(Ks,IFIS,IF)~ 
Argument D e f i n i t i o n  
R(N* (N+l) / 2 )  Input  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper t r i a n g u l a r  
ma t r ix  
N Row dimension of v e c t o r  s t o r e d  matr ix  
IS  F i r s t  row of R t h a t  is t o  be  s e t  t o  ze ro  
I F  Last row of R t h a t  i s  t o  be s e t  t o  z e r o  
Funct ional  Desc r ip t ion  
-\yj :: 
R(input)  R( output)  
UDCOL (U-D covar iance  f a c t o r  colored n o i s e  t ime update) 
Purpose 
To time update t h e  U-D covar iance  f a c t o r s  s o  as t o  inc lude  
t h e  e f f e c t s  of colorzd n o i s e  v a r i a b l e s .  
CALL UDCOL (U , N , KS , NCOLOR , V , EM, Q) 
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
U(N* /2 )  Inpu t  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  U-D covar iance  f a c t o r s .  
The updated r e s u l t  r e s i d e s  h e r e  on ou tpu t .  
NCOLOR 
F i l t e r  m a t r i x  dimension. I f  t h e  l a s t  column 
of U houses t h e  f i l t e r  e s t i m a t e s ,  then 
N = number f i l t e r  v a r i a b l e s  + 1. 
Location of t h e  f i r s t  colored n o i s e  v a r i a b l e  
(KS.GE.1.AND.KS.LE.N) 
The number of colored n o i s e  v a r i a b l e s  
contiguous t o  t h e  f i r s t ,  'ncluding t h e  
f i r s t  . (NCOLOR. GE. 1 )  
V (KS-l+NCOLOR) Work v e c t o r  ( (KS-~+NCOLOR) .LE . N )  
EM (NCOLOR) Inpu t  v e c t o r  of colored n o i s e  mapping terms 
(una l t e red  by program) 
Q (NCOLOR) Inpu t  v e c t o r  of  process  n o i s e  va r i ances  
(una l t e red  by program) 
Remarks and Re8 t r i c t  i o n s  
When e s t i m a t e s  a r e  involved they a r e  appended a s  an  a d d i t i o n a l  
column t o  t h e  U-D matr ix .  When t h e  subrou t ine  !s app l i ed  t o  t h e  
augmented mat r ix  t h e  e s t i m a t e s  are c o r r e c t l y  updated.  When t h e  
colored no i se  t ens  aL.e not  cont iguously  loca ted  one can f i l l  i n  
t h e  gaps w i t h  u n i t  EM terms and corresponding ze ro  Q elements.  
It is p r e f e r a b l e ,  however, t o  apply  the  subrou t ine  repea ted ly  t o  
t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  contiguous groups. 
Functional Description 
The model equation corresponding to the timf update of this 
subroutine is 
where M is diagonal, with NP terms, and w EN(0,Q) where Q is j 
diagonal with NP terms. The output U-D array associated with this 
time update equation satisfies 
T T T UDU (output) $ LJDU 4 + BQJ3 T 
where 0 ~ n d  B are as above. The algorithm for obtaining U-D 
(output) is the Bierman-Thornton one-component-at-a-time update 
described in Bierman - Factorization Methods for Discrete 
Sequential Est hat ion", Academic Press (1977) , pp 147-148. 
26. UDMEAS (U-D measurement update)  
r-urpose 
Kalman f i l t e r  measurement updating us ing Bierman's U-D measure- 
ment update  a lgor i thm,  c ;  1975 CONF. DEC. CONTROL paper.  A s c a l a r  
T 
measurement z = A x + v i s  ~ r o c e s s e d ,  t h e  covar iance  U-D f a c t o r s  
and es t ima te  (when included) a r e  updated,  and t h e  Kalman ga in  and 
innovat ions  va r i ance  a r e  computed. 
CALL UIIMEAS(U,N,R,A,F,G,AI.PP!) 
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
INPUTS 
U (N* (N+l) 12) Upper t r i a n g u l a r  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  inpu t  matr ix .  
D elements a r e  s t o r e d  on the  d iagonal .  The 
U v e c t o r  corresponds t o  an a  p r i o r i  covar iance .  
I f  s t a t e  e s t i m a t e s  a r e  involved t h e  l a s t  column 
of U con ta ins  X .  I n  t h i s  case  D i m  U = (N+l)*(N+2)/2 
and on output  (U (N+l)*(N+2) 12 = z-A**T*X (a  p r i o r i  e s t )  . 
N Dimension of s t a t e  v e c t o r ,  N.GE.2 






Vector of Measurement c o e f f i c i e n t s ;  i f  a a t a  
then A(N+l) = z 
Input  work v e c t o r .  To economize on s t o r a g e  1 
can overwri te  A 
I f  ALPHA.LT.zero no esLimates a r e  computed 
(and X and z need not be included) .  
Updirted vec to r  s t o r e d  U-D f a c t o r s .  When 
A.LPHA ( inpu t )  is nonnegative the  (N+l)st  
column con ta ins  t h e  updated e s t i m a t e  and 
the  p red ic ted  r e s i d u a l .  
Innovations va r i ance  of t h e  measurement 
r e s i d u a l .  
Contains U**T*A(input) and when AIAPHA(input) 
is nonnegative F(N+l) =(z-A**T*X(a p r i o r i  est))/ALPHA. 
7 5 
Remarks and Restrictions 
O n e  can use this a':orithm vith R negative to delete a 
previously processed data point. One sho~ld, however, note that 
Salo delet,,-2 is numerically mnstable md sometimes introduces 
numerical errors. 
The algorithms holds for R = 0 (a petfect measurement) and 
the code has been arranged to include this case. Such situations 
arise when there arc linear constraints ~ n d  in the generation of 
certain error "budgets". 
Functional Descriptjon 
fhn algonithm updates the columns of t h o  U-D matrix, from 
left to r i g h t , ,  using ~iermn's aigorithm, see Bierman's 
*I Factorrtzation Eiethods for Discrete Sequential Estimation ," 
Acrcleric Press (1977) pp 76-81 and 100-101. 
27. UDZCOV !U-D f ac to r  t o  covariance) 
Purpose 
Tc obtain a covariance from its U-D factor izat ion.  Both matrices 
a r e  vector  s tored  and the output covariance can overwrite the input 
T 
U-D array. U-D ani P a re  r e l a t ed  v i a  P = UDU . 
Argument Definitions 
UIN (N* (lJ+l) 12 )  Input vector  s tored  U-D f ac to r s ,  with D 
e n t r i e s  s t c r ed  on the diagonal. 
POUT (N* (N+l) /2) 3utput vector s tored  covariance matrix 
(POUT = U I N  i s  permitted). 
N Dimension of the matrices involved (N.GE.~) 
28. IrD2SIG (U-D f a c t o r s  t o  sigmas) 
Purpose 
To compute va r iances  from t h e  U-D f a c t o r s  of a matr ix .  
I CALL UI)PSIG(U ,il,SIG ,TEXT,NCT) i 
--  
Argument Def in i t ions  
Input  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  a r r a y  con ta in ing  
t h e  U-D f a c t o r s .  The D (diagonal)  
elements a r e  s t o r e d  on t h e  diagonal  
of U. 
N Dimension of t h e  U ma t r ix  (N.GE-2) 
Sf G (N) Output vec to r  of s t andard  d e v i a t i o n s  
TEXT ( ) 
NCT 
Output l a b e l  of f i e l d  d a t a  c h a r a c t e r r ,  
which precedes t h e  p r i n t e d  v e c t o r  of 
s tandard dev ia t ions .  
Number of c h a r a c t e r s  of t e x t ,  
O.LE.NCT.LE.126. If NCT = 0 ,  no 
sigmas a r e  p r i n t e d ,  i . e .  no th ing  is 
pr in ted .  
Remarks and R e s t r i c t  ions  
-- 
The u s e r  is cautioned t h a t  t h e  t e x t  r e l a t e d  por t ion  of t h i s  subrout ine  
may not  be compatible wi th  o t h e r  computers. The changes t h a t  may be 
involved a r e ,  however, very  modest. 
Funct ional  Descr ipt ion 
I f  U and l~ are represented as doubly subscr ip ted  mat r i ces  then 
It NCT.GT.0 a t i t l e  is p r i n t e d ,  followed by t h e  sigmas. 
29. UTIhV (Upper t r i angu la r  matrix inverse) 
Purpose 
To inve r t  s n  uppgtr t r i angu la r  vector  s to red  matrix and s t o r e  
t he  r e s u l t  i n  v . t o r  form. Th- algorithm is 8.0 arranged tha t  t he  
r e s u l t  can o v e m  t e  t he  input.  
CALL UTINV (RIN ,N ,ROUT 
Argument Def in i t ions  
RIN(N* (-1) /2) Input vector  s to red  upper t r i angu la r  
matr ix  
N Matrix dimension 
ROUT(N*(N+1)/2) Output vector  s to red  upper t r i angu la r  
matr ix  inverse (ROUT = R I N  is permitted) 
Remarks and Res t r i c t i ons  
I11 conditioning is not  t e s t ed ,  but f o r  nonsingular systems the  
r e s u l t  is a s  accurate  a s  is the  f u l l  rank Euclidean scaled 
s ingular  value decompostiion inverse.  S ingular i ty  occurs i f  a 
diagonal !.s zero. The subroutine terminates when i t  reaches a  
zero diagonal. The columns t o  t he  l e f t  of t he  zero diagonal a r e ,  
however, inverted and the r e s u l t  s to red  i n  ROUT. 
This rou t ine  can a l s o  be used t o  prcduce the  so lu t ion  t o  RX = Z.  
Place Z i n  column N+l(viz. RIN(N*(N+1)/2+1) = Z(1), e t c . ) ,  def ine  
RIN((N+l)(N+2:/2) = -1 and c a l l  the  subroutine using N + l  ins tead 
of N. On r e tu rn  the  f i r s t  N e n t r i e s  of column N+1 contain t he  
so lu t ion  (e.&. RaUT(N*(N+l)/2+1) = X(1), e t c . ) .  When only the  
est imate  is needed, then i t  i s  more e f f i c i e n t  t o  use the  code 
described i n  sec t ion  t o  11.8 t o  ob ta in  X,  d i r e c t l y .  
Because matrix inversion is numerically sens i t ive  we recomnend 
using t h i s  subroutine only in  double precision. 
Functional Description 
The matrix inversion is accomplished using the standard back 
substitution method for inverting triangular matrices, c f .  the book 
refzrences by Lawson and Hanson, (11 or Bierman [ 3 ] .  
30. UTIKOW (Upper t r i a n g u l a r  i n v e r s e ,  i n v e r t i n g  only the  upper rows) 
Purpose 
To compute the  i n v e r s e  of a  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper t r i a n g u l a r  
matr ix ,  when t h e  lower r i g h t  c o m e r  t r i a n g u l a r  inverse  is given.  
CALL UTIROIJ(RIN,N,ROUT,NRY) 
& 
Argument D e f i n i t i o n s  
RIN (N* (N+l) 12) Input  v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper t r i a n g u l a r  
matr ix .  Only the  f i r s t  N - NRY rows 
a r e  a l t e r e d  by t h e  algori thm. 
N Matrix dimension. 
ROUT (N* (N+l) 12) Output v e c t o r  s t o r e d  upper t r i a n g u l a r  
m a t r i x  Inverse .  On inpu t  t h e  lower 
NRY dimensional  r i g h t  c o m e r  con ta ins  
t h e  g iven (knawn) inverse .  This  lower 
r i g h t  corner  ma t r ix  is l e f t  unchanged. 
(ROUT = RI'.V is permit ted . )  
NRY Number of rows, s t a r t i n g  a t  t h e  bottom, 
t h a t  a r e  assumed a l ready  i n v e r t e d .  
Remarks and R e s t r i c t i o n s  
The purpose of t h i s  subrou t ine  is t o  complete t h e  computation 
of an  upper t r i a n g u i a r  ma t r ix  inverse ,  given t h a t  t h e  lower r i g h t  
c o m e r  has  a l ready  been fnvert.ed. P a r t  of t h e  i n p u t ,  t h e  rows t o  
be inver ted ,  a r e  i n s e r t e d  v i a  t h e  m a t r i x  RXN. The p o r t i o n  of t h e  
mat r ix  t h a t  has  a l r e a d y  been inver ted  is en te red  v i a  the  matr ix  ROUT. 
It may seem odd t h a t  p a r t  of t h e  inpu t  ma t r ix  is put i n t .  R I N  and 
p a r t  i n t o  ROUT. The reasoning behind t h i s  d e c i s i o n  is t h a t  RIN 
r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  inpu t  m a t r i x  t o  be inver ted  !it j u s t  happens t h a t  
we do no t  make use  of t h e  lower r i g h t  t r i a n g u l a r  e n c r i c s ) ;  ROUT 
r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  invers ion  r e s o l t ,  and t h e r e f o r e  t h a t  por ' ion  of t h e  
i n v e r s i o n  t h a t  is given 3hould be en te red  i n  t h i s  a r r a y .  
I11 conditioning is not t e s t ed ,  but f o r  nonsingular systems the 
r e s u l t  is accurate.  S ingular i ty  h a l t s  the  algorithm i f  any of the  
f i r s t  N-NRY diagonal elements is zero. I f  the  f i r s t  zero encountered 
moving up the  diagonal ( s t a r t i n g  a t  N-NRY) is a t  diagonal j then the  
rows below t h i s  element w i l l  be co r r ec t l y  represented I n  ROUT. 
To generate es t imates  do the following: put N+1 i n t o  t hema t r ix  
dimension argument; i n  t he  f i r s t  13-NRY rows of the  l a s t  column of 
R I N  put the  r i g h t  hand s i d e  elements of the  equation Rxx + R y = z 
XY X 
( i . e .  , Rx, R and zx make up the  f i r s t  N-NRY rows of RIN) ; i n  t he  
xy' 
next NRY e n t r i e s  of ROUT, beginning i n  the  (N-NRY+l)st element, put 
-1 
Yes t ( i . e . ,  R and y make up rows N-NRY+l, ..., N of ROUT); and Y e s t  
ROUT ((N+l) (N+2) 12) = -1. On out-ut , the  last column of ROLT w i l l  
contain x 
e s t '  ',st 
and -1. 
When NRY = 0 t h i s  algorithm i s  equivalent t o  subroutine UTINV, 
F u n c t i o ~ a l  Description 
The matr ix  inversion is accomplished using the  standard back 
subs t i t u t i on  method. The computations a r e  arranged row-wise, s t a r t i n g  
a t  t he  b o t t o ~  (from row N-NRY, s ince  i t  is assumed t h a t  t he  l a s t  NRY 
rows have already been inverted) .  
i 
1 31. WGS (Weighted CrawSchmidt matrix triangularization) 
! 
I Purpose 
To compute a vector stored U-D array from an input rectangular 
T 
matrix W, and a diagonal matrix Dw so that W D wT = UDU . 
W 
Argument Definitions 
Input rectangular matrix, destroyed by 
the computations 
Row dimension of input W matrix, 
IMAXW.GE.IW 
IW Number of rows of W matrix, dimension of U 
JW Number of columns of 11 matrix 
Diagonal Saput matrix; the entries are 
assumed to be nonnegative. This vector 
is unaltered by the computations 
U(IW*(IWI)/~) Vector stored output U-D array 
V (JW) Work vector in :he computation 
Remar;.; and Restrictions 
The algorithm is not numerically stable when negative DW weights' 
are used; negative weights are, however, allowed. If JW is less than 
IW (more rows than columns), the output U-D array is singular; with 
IW-JW zero diagonal entries in the output U array. 
Functional Description 
A D -orthogonal set of row vectors, 41, 42,..., gIW, are con- 
W 
structed from the input rqws of the W matrix, i.e., W = U 4, , gDw$ = D. 
The construction is accomplished using the modified Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonal construction (see refs. [I] or [ 3 ] ) .  This algorithm is 
reputed to have excellent numerical properties. Note that the I$ 
veccors are not of interest in this routine, and they are overwritten; 
The V vector used in the program houses vector IW-j+l of 4 at step j of 
algorithm. The fact that the computed 4 vectors may not be D orthogonal 
i, of no import in regard to the U and D computed results. 
References 
[l] Lawson, C .  L .  Hanson, R .  J . ,  Solving Least Squares Problems, 
Prentice Hal l ,  EnglewooJ C l i f f s ,  N .  J .  (1974). 
[2]  JPL FORIRAN V Subprogram Directory,  JPL Internal Dccument 1845-23, 
Rev. A . ,  Feb. 1 ,  1975. 
[3]  Bierman, G .  J . ,  Factorization Methods for  Discrete  Sequential 
Estimation, Academic Press ,  New York (1977) . 
V. FORTRAN Subroutine Lie tinge 
The subroutines use only FORTRAN I V ,  and are  therefore essent ia l ly  
portable. The one notable exception is subroutine TWOMAT, which p r in t s  
t r iangular ,  vector scored matrices. It employs FORTRAN V FORMAT s ta te-  
ments and s i x  character UNIVAC alphanumeric wordlength, and thus i s  UNIVAC 
dependent. Subroutine UDZSIG also  involves t ex t ,  a d  i t  too is  therefore 
t o  some extent  machihe dependent. Coarment statements appear occasionally 
t n  the  r igh t  of the FORTRAN code, and a r e  preceded by a "@" symbol. The 
subroutine user can, i f  necessary, t ransfer  o r  remove such program 
commentary. 
A l l  of the subroutines employ "implicit  double precision" statements. 
They are ,  however, constructed so a s  t o  operate i n  s ingle  pi-ecision, and 
the  user has only t o  omit o r  coament out the implici t  statements. I f  the 
subroutines a r e  t o  be used i n  double precision on a machine that  does not 
have the implici t  FORTRAN option one should exp l i c i t ly  declare a l l  of the 
non-integer variable names appearing i n  the programs a s  double precision 
variables. 
I f  these subroutines a re  t o  be used i n  prod-action code and computa- 
t ional  efficiency is of major concern one should replace the  somewhat 
lengthy subroutine argument lists by introducing COMEc3N, and including 
those terms i n  the COMMON t ha t  a r e  redundantly computed with each sub- 
routine c a l l .  
SUBROUTINE AZAl ~ A e I A e I R e L A t N A P A e A l t 1 b l e L A l e ~ ~ ~ f l l )  
C 
c SUBROUTINE TO REARRANGE THF Cbll~MNq OF A(1ReLA)e I N  NAMA nRneR 
C AND PUT THE RESULT I N  A l ( I P t L A 1 1  I?J PIAM41 0Qr)PR. ?ERO COLIJYNS 
C ARE INSERTED I N  A 1  CORRESPONDIYG TO THE NEWLY b F ~ I F F 0  NAuFS. 
C 
C A t i ~ e L A l  INPuTRECTANGIJLAPYATRIX 
C I A ROW DIMENSION OF A *  IRILFIIA 
c I R  NO. OF ROWS OF A THAT LRF TO RE PEARRANGFD 
C L A  NO. COLUMNS I N  A e  ALSO THE 
C NO. OF PARAMETER NAMES ASSOCfATFfl WITH A 
C NAMA~LA)  PARAMFTER NAVES ASSOCJATFD WITH A 
C A l ( 1 R e L A 1 )  0UTPl)T RECTANGULAR M A T R I ~  
C A AND L 1  CANNOT SHARE COWON STORAGE 
c I A l  ROW I7IMENSION OF A l e  I R o ~ E o f A 1  
C LA1 NO. COLUMNS I N  A l e  ALSO THE 
C NO. OF PARAMETER NAMFS ASSOCTATFD WITH A 1  
C NAMhl(LA1) INPUT L IST  OF PPRAMETER rdPMr5 TO BE ASSOCIATFn 
C WITH THE OUTPUT VATRIX A )  
C 
C COGNIZANT PEPSONS: GaJ.BfER~AN/Y*WaPtFAD (JPLt SPPT* 1976) 
C 
DIMENSION A ( I A e 1 ) t  P I A M A ( I ) ~  A l ( f ~ 1 e l ) e N d ~ A 1 ( 1 )  
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A0H*O-7) 
C 
zERO=O. 
00 I 0 0  J = l t L A l  
DO 60 I = l @ L A  
I F  ( N A M A ( I ) ~ E Q ~ N A M P ~ ( J I )  GO TO RO 
6 0 CONTINUE 
DO 70 K=le IR 
70 A l (K*J)=tER0 0 ZERO COLa CORRESo TO NFW YAME 
GO TO 100 
80 DO 90 K=leIR 
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FIJBRO~~TINE COVRHO (COV e N, RHO, V 
C 
C To CoMpuTE THE CORRPLATION MATRIX RHO, FROM AN TNPUT COVARIAMCF 
C MATRIX COVI BOTH MATRICES ARE UPPER TRIANGULAR VECTnP STOPEn, 
C THE CORRELATION MATRIX RESULT CAN OVFRWRITF THF INPUT COVA*TAPICF 
C COV(N*(N+1)/2) INPIIT VECTOR STORED POSTTIVF SFMI-OFFTYTTF 
C COVARIANCE MPTRIX 
C N NUMBER OF PARAMFTFRS? N.GE.1 
C R H O ( N ( N + ~ ) / ~ )  OUTPUT VFCTOR STOPCP CORRELATT~~I  MATPIXI 
C ~HO(~J)=COV(~J)/(SIG~A(T)*SIGMA(J)) 
C V(N) WORK VECTOR 
C 
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: G.J.RTERVAN/M*W.FIEAD (JPLIFEP~I~~~) 
C 
C 
IMPLIC IT DOlJBLE PRECIS1 ON ( A-H~O-2)  






DO 10 ~ = 1 t N  
JJ=Jj+J 
V (J )=Z  
I F  (cOV(JJ).GT*L) V(J)=ONE/ SQRT(COV(JJ;) 
C 
C **+* SOME MACHINES RFQUIRE DSQRT FOR DOIJRLF PRcCfSfnN 
C 
10  CONTINUE 
C 
13=0 
;:o 20 j = l r N  
SZ'.' ( J) 
DO 20 I = l e J  
I J = I J + I  
20  RHO(IJ)=COV(IJ)*S*V(T) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE COV2R 1 (U r CI! 
t 
r o v w n i  n 
C r 0 ~ 2 w n 2 n  TO cONS~RUCT THE [IPPEP TRIANGIJLAR CHIILESKY CACTea OF A 
~ s v ? ~ n 3 n  
C POSITIVE SEMI-OEFINItF MATRIX. BOTH THE IPJPl~Y COVAPTAPICF cnv2wnrcn 
C AND THE OUTPllf CWOLESKY FACTOR (SQIJAPF ROOT) AqF WFCTm 
c STORED. THE OUTPUT OVFRWRTTES THF INPIIT. 
C COVARIANCE ( INPUT) =u*u**T (11 IS OIlTPlrT). ::',p: c n v m n 7 n  
C 
C CoV2RnF\q I F  THE INPUT COVARIANCE 1 5  STNGfJLAP THE OUTPlJT FACTOR I lAz Ct?V?Rrrqr! 
- 
b ZERO COLCIMNS C ~ V P R  1 on 
e C O V ~ R  t I ? 
C U IN* (N+ 1) 1 2  1 CONTAINS T?'F INPlrT ~'FcTOR qTnPFD COVAR 1 ANCF' rc1i1;9 120  
C MkTRIX (ASSIIMFn POS~TIVF OFFIrJ lTFl  AND Oh1 OUTollT C P V ? P l 7 P  
€ I T  CONTAINS THE IlPPER TRIANGIjLAR SQUARE ROnt C ~ V ~ R ~ U R  
C FACTOR* Cfl\r?QlFin 
C hc DIMENSION OF MATRICES INVDLVED COV2R 160 
c C ~ V ; ~ R  170 
C COCb,IzANT PERSONS: 6. J,RIFWMAFI/M~ W .PIEAD (JPL r FFR* 19771 CaVZR1 A n  
C c n v ; r ~  1 sn 
IMPCIC f f  DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HrO-2) C O V ? R ? ~ ~  
DIMENSI3N U ( 1 )  C ~ V ~ W P I ~  
@! COV2R72Q 




DO 5 J=Ne2oo1 
~ n ~ 2 ~ 9 . n  
I F  (U(JJ) . tT*ZERn)  U(JJ)=ZFRO CnV2R?An 
! U(JJ)= ~QRT(U(JJ ) )  cn\ !2~?9n 
ALpHA=ZERO <r)V?R309 






JJN=JJWJ O NEXT 0 I b G 3 N d ~  COV?RfQn 
i JM~=J-I c n v , - ~ t ~ n  
L on 4 K=l ,JYl  Cn~2RYbn 
% u(JJN*K)=ALPHL*U(J~N+K) O JJN+K=(K P J) c n v 2 ~ f  70 
i S=U(JJN+K) ~ ~ V ~ R T R O  
-1 DO s 1 = l r K  c n v ? ~ t s n  
3 U(KK+I )=u(KK+I) 'S*lr(JJN+I) Q K K + I : ( i r l o  c ' n v ? ~ u o n  
i 4 KK=KK+K C C ' J ~ P Q ~ ~  I 5 J J= J*:N CnV?RU?O If i u ( 1 ) . L l e t E R o )  U ( l ) = I E R O  ,: 3 v y r r 3 1 1  
'1 lJ(1;: sQRT( l J (1 ) )  .?nV2R,4n C CCIV?';USC) 
RETIJRN tP.\lpRLt:,~l 
END L ~ * ! - D *  -;I 
I 
SUBROUTINE COV2llO ( l l rN) COV2l JP 1 0 
, C CflV21JC120 
C TO OBTAIN THE U-0 FACTORS OF A POSITTVE SEMI-DEFINITF MATRIX* CbV?UnSC1 
C THE INPUT VECTOR STORED MATRIX IS OVFRWR?TT€N RY THE: fii:TPlJT COVPUftQO 
c 11-r 'ACTORS WHICH ARE A L ~ O  VECTOP STORED. cnv2unsn 
c cnv2~rn60 
C U(h~*(N+1)/2) COFITAINS INPUT VECTOR STORED COVaRIANCF MATPIX. CnV2UO7n 
C ON OUTPUT I T  CONTAINS ?HE VECWiR STORED IJ-0 CflV2U08Q 
C COVARIANCE FACTORS* COV21Jn90 
C N MATRIX DIMENSIOND N.6E.2 COV21J100 
C COV211110 
C SINGULAR INPlJT COVARIANCES PESIJLT I N  0~lTP;JT MATRICFS WITH ZERO CbV2U120 
C COLUMNS CoV211Y 30 
C cnv2u140 
I c C ~ V ~ ~ J I  TO 
C COGpjIZANT PERSONS: 6, J.qTERwAhl/RmA* JACORSO~J (JPL r FFR*  1977) COV2l1160 
C COV2U170 
IMPLrC1T DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HrO-2) COV2U1 80 
C COV21l190 
DIMENSION U(1) CbV2U20n 
C COV2U2 10 
Z=O *DO COV21J320 
ONE= 1 00 COV211230 
NONE=l COV2U790 
c C ~ V ~ U ? S O  
J J = N * ( N + ~ ) / ~  COV2U360 
NP2=N+2 COV2UP70 
00 50 ~ = 2 r N  COV2U78n 
J=NP2-L COV2U39b 
ALPHA=Z COV2UfOn 
IF (U(JJ).GE.Z) GO TO 10 ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ 5 1 0  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 0 0 )  JrU(JJ1 CeV2U320 
U(JJ)=Z COV2U~30 




w J M l = J 0 l  COV2U580 
DO 40 K = l r J M l  C O V ~ U ~ ~ Q  
K J=K J+I C ~ V ~ V Q O ~  
REfA=U(KJ) CoV2UY 10 
IJ(KJ)=ALPHA*U(KJ) cov2ulr3n 
. IJ=JJ COV2U430 
IK=KK COV2IJo40 
DO 30 I = I t K  COV2U450 
IK= IK+ l  COV211460 
1 J = I J + l  COV2U97n 
30 U(IK)=U(IK)-BFTA*U(IJ) Cr)V2u4RO 
40 KK=KK+K Cnv21J490 
50 CONTINUE COV2UtiOn 
I F  (U( l ) *GEaZ)  GO TO 60 COV2UI;Io 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 0 0 )  NONE, U(1) CnV2lJ52O 
r ~ (  i)=z C ~ V ~ U ~ S O  
60 RETURN ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ 5 4 0  
C COV2U550 
< : I  
. , 100 FORMAT (1110~20X~'  AT SttP'~10r*DtAr,ntI IL FNTDY =@DF~P.QI 
END 
t 
SUBROUTINE C2C I C ~ I ~ # L ~ # N A Y ~ ~ L ~ @ N I W )  ~ 3 c f i n n n o  
c c z c o n n i  n 
c SUBROUTINE TO REARPANGF POWS AIJO COLIIYNS OF W ~ T R T X  c ~ c o o n 2 n  
I c C(LI#LI) IN N A M ~  ORDER  AN^ PUT THE RrquLT TPI t ~ c n n n 3 n  
c C ( L 2 r L 2 )  I N  PIAM2 ORDER* ZFRO C(BLIIMNS AND ROY< ARC C ~ C O O ~ Q ~  
C ASSoCIATFD WITH OItTPUf OFFI*!FD WMFS THAT AQF NOT CONTAIF~FD C9C001150 
c IN NAMI* c ~ n n n 6 n  
. 8  c c ~ c o n n 7 0  
C C I L l r L 1 )  INPUT PATRIX C2COOnRn 
C I C ROW DIPENSION OF 5 ,  ~ C . G F . L = U A X ~ L ~ ~ L ? )  ~ P C O O ~ ~ O  
C L 1 NO. OF PARAYETEP NAYFS 42SOCTATFD WITH THF INPIII C C3C0f~lnQ 
C NAM1 ( L )  PARAMETER YAPFS ASSOCIATFT, YTTH c ON INPI~T. ( ~ N L Y  ~ 9 ~ 0 n l l O  
C THE FIRST L 1  FNfPIFS fiPP(.Y TO THF INPUT C) C2C0013n 
C 12 NO. OF PARAMETFR NAMFS ACSOCIATFD WITH T M  OltTPtJT CCPCO013n 
f 
c NAMz(L2) PARAMFTER P~AYFS ASSOCIATFO WITH THE OUTPUT C CPCOO? 40 
C C?CFOlSn 
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: G.J.RTFQYAF.~/M.W.F!EAD (JPLr  SFPT. 1976)  C3C0016n 
!% C C7C0017n 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREcTSION (A-HIO-~) C3COO160 
DIMENSION C ( 1 C r l ) r  N A Y l ( 1 ) r  Nau2(1)  C ~ C C I C ~ ~ Q ~  
C C?CFO?nn 
ZERO=O. C?COO?lO 
L=MAX(L l rL2)  ~ 7 ~ 0 0 ~ 2 0  
IF (L.LF.L~) GO TO 5 c ~ c o n ? 3 0  
NM=L 1 + 1 c?cnn2uo 
DO 1 K=NY?L C?C002~0  
1 ~ 5 ~ 1  ( K ) =  ZERO O ZFRP RFYATFIING NAMl LOCNS C?CO0?60 
5 00 9 0  ~ = l r L 2  C?COr)?7f' 
00 l o  I = l r L  C?C00?8n 
I F  (NAYI ( I ) .EQ*NAY~(J) )  6 0  TO 3n  C3COF290 
1 0  CONTINUE C ~ C O ~ ~ O O  
GO To 90 C7CO0310 
3 0 I F  ( I .EQ*J)  GO TO QO C3COO320 
00 40 K = l ? L  C3CO0330 
H=C(KIJ) Q INTFP~H~PIGE COLItMNf 1 AND J C7C00340 
c(KIJ)=C(KII) C?CQ055n 
4 0 C ( K V I ) = H  C3CO036n 
DO 8n K = l r L  C?COO3?0 
H=c(JPK) O INTFRCt14VGF ROWS 1 APIn J C?COO3bO 
c ( J ~ K ) = C ( I ~ K )  c?co0>90 
8 0  C(IOK)=H c ~ c o n ~ n n  
NM=HAM~(I )  Q lrlTFRCPAt16F LARELS f 4NT, J C?COOblO 
NAV~( I )=NAMI(J )  c~cn0112o 
NI\MI(J)=NM ~ 3 ~ 0 0 4 ~ 0  
9 0  CO~ITINUE C?C0044n 
C C?CO045n 
C FIplO NAM2 NAMES NOT I N  NAM~ A?ln SET CORWSPONDThlG ROWS AND C?CQOQ60 
C COLUMNS TO 7ERO C3CoO07n 
C CPC004RO 
DO 120 J = l r L 2  C3C0049O 
Dd 100 I = l r L  C?COC)SOfl 
IF (NAM~(I).EQ.NAMz(J)) GO TO 120 C3COOciin 
100 CONTINUE C3COO52n 
DO 110 K = l ? L 2  C?CO(leiSO 







































































































































































































































































































































C TO CHOLFSKY FACTOR AN I ~ l F O Q M A T I n ~ l  MATRIX 
C 
C 1FlF?Rn5n COMPUTFS A LOWER TRIANGUL4R VFCTnR STORFP CHOLFSKY FACTORIZbTfnhl I r l F 3 ~ n 6 O  C OF A POSITIVE SFMI-f lFFINIT€ WATPIY* R=R(**T)RP IJPPFR T R T A F ~ ~ I J L A P ~ ~ W F ~ R ~ ~ ~  
C ROTH MATRICFS A* VFCTOR S T O R F ~  ah10 THE RFSIJLT OVFRWRATFS 
C IhlF2RnRn THE INPUT 
C tplF3Rf'iQn lhlF3R1 On 
C R ( N * ( N + ~ ) / ~ )  OF1 1NPlJT THIS TS 4 P O T ~ T I V F  SFMI-Dt:FTrtTTF IFIF2R 1 1 0 
C (INFORVATIOV) FrATPfY* Atln n~ OIJT~~IT IT IS THF T ~ l F 9 R ~ E O  
C T RANSP~SEO LOWTR ANGUL~R CHOLFSKY FACTOR. If THF TFlF?R130 
C IFlPUT MATRTY I c  SlWlJLAR THE nUTPllT MATRIX WTlL TNF2R14n 
C HAVE 7FRO n1btnNnL FNTRTFc IP!F?R15n 
C N DIMENSTON OF MFTQICFS IFIVOLVF~~ Y.GE.? INF3R16n 
c T ~ ~ F P R I  7n 
C COGNIZANT PFRSOY: G,J*RIEQMAF'/V~W.NF~~@ ( J P L D F F R ~ ~ Q ~ ? )  IVF?RlRO 
C IhlF?P 1 Qn 
IMPLICIT DolraLE PRECISIOY ( A - ~ ~ P O - ~ )  T ~ J F ? R ? ~ ~  
C Th'F?R?10 
DIMENSION R (1 1 I*IF?R93n 
C 1 MF?R?30 
Z=O *DO IhIF2R940 
ONE=1 00 TVF2RlfiO 
JJ=O I t lF2R36n 
NN=N*(N+1)/2 IPlF2R37n 
NM 1 =N- 1 TWF2R3RO 
00 10 ~ = l , N l J l  T~lF2R7QO 
JJ=J j+J  Q J.J=(JIJ) IYF2R100 
I F  (R(JJ).GE.~) Gn TO 5 I h)F?RIlO 
WRITE (6820)  J * R ( j J )  INF2RY2n 
R ( J J ) = Z  1 YF3R330 
5 R ( J J ) =  SQRT(R(JJ1) 1~1F2R34n 
c I ~ I F ~ R Y S ~  
C **** SOMF MACHINES REQUIRE DSORT FQR OOllRLE PRECISTON IFIF2RIAn 
C 1htF2R17n 
ALPHA=Z TFIF~RWO 
IF ( R ( J J ) ~ G T * ~ )  ALPHA=ONE/P(JJ) IPIFPPTQ~ 
JK = ~ J N + J  O JK=(JPK) TrlF?Runfl 
J P l = j + l  1hlF2R4 1 n 
J1 S=JK D JIS=(J,T) START TFlF3R420 
NPJPl=N+JPI TFIF2RbSn 
DO 10 L Z J P l r N  1hlF2P44n 
KzNPJP1-L IhIF2R45n 
JK = JK-K 1FIF2R46n 
R(JK)=ALPHA*R(JK) IrlF?R470 
REfA=R(JK) IFIF2R480 1 
K I=NN+K I vF2Ru90 
JIZJIS 1 r 1 ~ 2 ~ c ; n n  
FIPK=N+K I h l F 2 R S I ~  
DO 10 M=KtN 1 r l ~ ? ~ s ? n  i 
I =NPK-M lVFZRT30 
K I = K I - I  INF?R~ ;~~  
JI=JI-I IFlF3R550 
I F  (R(NN).CE.Z) GO TO 15 
WRITE (6,201 N ~ R ( N N )  
R(NN)=;2 
15 R(NN)= SBRTfRtNN)) 
RETURN 
20  FORMAT (1H0*20Xt '  AT S T E P ' ~ I ~ ~ ' D I ~ ~ @ N L L  ENTRY =*,E1?.4r 
1 ' e  I T  IS RESET TO ZERO') 
EN0 
'~IIOROUTINE PERMIIT ( A ~ I A ~ ~ Q ~ L ~ V ~ I A M I O L ~ , N A M ~ )  PrRMI I0 10 
C. DFRMl ln?n 
w C SUBROUTINE TO REARRANCF PAPAMFTE~S OF A ( t R , L O r  h l C M l  OROrO PFPVI 1n30 
C 1'0 A ( I R ~ L ~ ) *  NAM? ORDER* ?FRO COLUMFJS ARF ThlSFPTFT) P F R M I I ~ ~ ~  [ 
c CORI?ESPOFIPINB TO THE NEWLY ~EFTNFD NpMFS I PcRMllnSn 
c PFRFlttfl6n : 
I C A ( I H ~ L )  INPUT PFCTAbJGULAR VATRIxr I..=MAX(LI r L 2 )  PFRVIJR?~ 
C 1 A ROW DIMFFISIO~I OF A ?  1AeGF.IR PrRMIJflHn ! 
c 1 R NUMBER OF ROWS OF A THAT ARE Tn PC PEARRbFIGFO PFRMlJO90 
C L 1 NUMBER OF PARAMFTEP N B ~ F S  ASSOCIPTFD WITH THF TMPltT PFRMlJlnn , 
c A MATRIX PFRMIJI 1 n 
c N4M1 ( L )  PARAMETFR NbMES ASSOCIATFD WITH A ON TNPIJT PFRMI I1 20 
C (ONLY THE FIRST L l  EFJTQTFS APPLY Tn TtiF INpIJT 4 ,  PFPMI 11 30 
C NAMl I S  DESTHOYFD R Y  PFRU~JT PFRMIJ140 
C L 2 NUMBER OF PARAYFTFP YAwfS ASSOCIATFO wTTH t H F  OIJTP~IT P~RMII~SO 
C A @JATRIX PFRMtllbn 
C NAM2 PARAMETFR NAMES ASSOCIATED WITP THF OUTPIIT A PFPVlJ17n 
c PFRVI I1 Rn 
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: G.J.RTFQ~AFI/F~.W,FIFAF (JPLV SFPT. 1076)  PFRMIII 90 
c. PFRY(J70 fl 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECTSION (P-Hr0-7) PFRM I? 1 0 
DIMENSION A(IA,I)V v A V l ( 1 ) ~  NAM?(1) PFRVI ~ 2 3 n  
C PFRVll?3n 
ZERO=O, PFRMlJ94n 
L = M A X ( L ~ P L ~ )  PFRMI 1350 
IF (L.LE.L~) GO TO 5n PFRMI ~ ? h n  
N M = L ~ + ~  PFPMU??~ 
no 40 K=NM~L PFPYIJ9RO 
40 NAMI(K)=O Q ZFRO RFMAINING N9ul LOCS PFRMU79n 
50 DO 100 J = l r L 2  P=RMI l ~ n n  
DO 60 I = l @ L  PFRCIJq 1 f.3 
I F  (NAMl(I).EQehlAIU2(J)) GO TO 65 PFRVUTLC) 
6 0 CONTINUE PrRYIl~?iO 
GO TO 100 PFRMI 1 ~ 4 n  
65 CONTINUE PFRMUTSO 
I F  (I.EQ*J) GO TO 100 PFRMI136') 
e DO 70 K=IP IR a INTERCYANGE COLC t ANP J P F R V U ? ~ ~  
W=A (K  I J )  PFRMIJTAO 
A ( K D J ) = A ( K ~ I )  PFRMIJ1Q0 
7 0 A ( K ~ I ) = W  PFRMU4OO 
NMzNAMl I I )  D INTFRCHAFIGF 1 AND J COLe LARELS PFRMlJ4 10 
* NAM~(I)=NAMI(J) PFRMU4PP 
N A y l  (J)=NM PFRMlJ43n 
100 CONTINUE PFRMI 1440 
C REPFAT TO F I L L  bJFY COLS PFRVl145f.3 
DO 200 J Z l r L 2  PFRMU4hn 
DO 160 I = i r L  PFRMU470 
IF (NAM~(T ) .EO*NAM?(J ) )  ~n TO 200 PFRhf(l4An I 
160 CoNTINIJE P F P M L ~ ~ Q ~  
00 170 K = l r I R  PFRMlJ50 0 
170 A(KPJ)=ZEPO PFPMI J5 10 
206 CONTINUE PFRVU52n 
c PFRVI tssn 
RETURN PFRMI 1s4n 
END PFRMI ~ 5 5 n  
SUBROUTINE P H I U ( P H I ~ ~ A X P H I ~ ~ R P H I D ~ C P ~ T ~ U D N ~ P H ~ ~ ~ D M P H T ~ ~ )  ~ ~ l l l n n l n  
c PHI rnngn 
c THIS SbBROUTINE COMPUTES W=pHI*II WHERE DHI I S  A RECTANGlIt.AR uATRIXPYIll0nSn 
C WITH IMPLICITLY DEFxNfD COLlJuNS OF TRAILNG ZEPCIS A ~ F  IJ TC 4 ~ c c ~ r ~ n n u n  
C VECTOR STORED UPPER TRIANGuLbR MATRTX P ~ I I J ~ ~ S ~  
C PHt lJ(ln6n 
C P H I ( ~ R P H I ~ I C P H I )  NPI.11 RECTANGIJLAR MATRIX, TRPHTrLErMAXPHI PHIUOn7n 
c MAXPHI ROW DIMENSION OF PYI PHIUO~B~ 
c IRPHI NO. ROWS OF PHI P H I U ~ ~ ~ O  
c ICPHI NO. COLS OF PHI p w ~ ~ r n ~ n n  
c U ( N * ( N t I ) / L )  UPPEP TRIANGULAR VFCTOQ ST0REfI MATRIX ~ ~ l l l n t  10 
c N DIUFNSION OF 11 M~TQIX fICPHI*LF.N) PWT( IOI~O 
. t 
C P H I I I ( I R P H I ~ N )  OUTPlJTt R E S I J L T ~ ) F P ~ ~ T * ~ I ~  PHI l lCAN PHTl 10 130 
C OVERWRITE PHI PHII.1014n 
C MPHItJ ROW DIMENSION OF P H I I ~  PHIIIOlSr) 
c PHI ~ 0 1 6 0  
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: G.J~BIFPMAN/Y.w*FJE&D (JPLe FFRm197R) p ~ f l l n l  7n 
c PHIlJO 180 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRFCISION (A-H~o-z)  p ~ l t l ( l l s n  
DIMENSION PHI(MAXPH~rl)~ll(l)@PH~1~fYPHIUel) PH1lI0300 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM PHIU~PI~ 
c PHIU092n 
DO 10 1=lr lRPH1 PYlllP330 
L O  P H I U ( I e 1 ) = P ~ f ( I r l )  ~wruo~ccn 
c PHI~I~?S~ 
8 YP2=N+2 PHIll(IP61) 
KJS=N*(N+1)/2 P W U O ? ~ ~  
no 40 ~ = 2 e N  PHIUO?AO 
JZNP2-L PHIU0390 
K JS=K JS-J PI-ITI~O~IO 
J M l = J - 1  PHTllCI~lO 
DO 30 l = l r I R P H I  P H T ~ I ~ T ~ ~  
SUM=PH1(I@J) PHXUOtJn 
f F  (J*LE* ICPHI)  60 TO 15 PHIlIC)74(I 
SUM=O I DO P H I U O ~ ~ ~  
JMl=ICpHI PuT110760 
1s 06 20 K = I D J M I  PHIIIO.370 
20 SUM=SUM+PHI(I~K)*U(KJS+K) PHI 110~80 
30 PHIU(I~JI=SUM PHIII~W~ 
. - 40 CONTINUE ~ ~ r u o s n n  
C P~1110410 
RETURN PI-ITUfI920 
END P H I I J ~ ~ ~  
SURROUTINE PA ( F # N P ~ P M A Y R P I A * J A * R A I Y A X R A , N R P )  P F O O ~ V  10 
c ~ a n o n n ~ o  
c TO COMPUTE R A = ~ * A  snoon03n 
C R A ~ O O ~ , ~  '1 
C WHERE R I S  UPPER TRTANGIILAR VECTOR SURSCRIPTF~ ANn OF n1MF~lSlOr1 N ~ ~ ~ n ( l n t ? S n  
C A HAS J4 COLUMNS AND I A  ROWq* I F  IA*LT*JA THEN THF ROTTOM Jh-IA RAOOnn6n 
C ROWS OF A ARE ASSUMED TO RE TMPLICITLY nFFfNEP AS TYF ~ n n n n n 7 0  
C ROTTOM J A - I A  ROWS OF THE JA PIMENSION tPENTTTY WATRTX* ~ b n n o n ~ n  
C ONLY PJRA ROWS OF THE PRdOUCT R*b ARF COMpllTFO, ~ f i n n n n 9 n  
C R A O O O I  0" 
C R (N* (N+ 1) 12 \JPPER TRI ANGlILAP VFCTOR STORFn TNPIJT "ATPYX ~ h n n n l  l n  
C N DIMENSTON o r  R ~mnon12n 
c A(IAIJA) INPUT RECTANGULAP MATRIY RAn0013n 
c MAXA ROW OIMENSInN OF b ~ ~ 0 0 n l 4 n  
C I A NI!MSER OF R YS I N  THE MATRIX (TA*LF*MAXA) RAnOn150 
C J A NUMREP OF COLllMNS I Y  TVF: A MATRIX QAn0016n 
C RA(NRA,N) OlJTPUf RESIILT thl6 RFCT 4NC1t.1 .AR PATRTX P ~&00(117n 
c RA=A IS ALLOWFD Ranno1 R n  
c MAXRA ROW DIMENSION OF P A  ~ n o n n r 9 n  
C NR A NIJMBER OF ROWS OF THF PPO~~ICT R * A  THAT ARF COWCI~FR ~bno(13nn 
c (NRA.LF.MAXRA~ ~ n n n o ? ~ ~  
c RA00O93o 
C COGNIZANT PFRSONS: G. J e R I € f ? ~ A F l / Y . ~  *blEAD (JPL P F€R* J 9 7 R )  RAOfin73n 
c RAn0074n 
IMPLICIT D O ~ ~ R L E  PRECISION (A-HPO-I) R A ~ O O ? ~ ~  
DIMENSION R ( ~ ) D A ( M A X A ~ ~ ) P R A ( M A X P I I ~ )  RAn00360 
~ O U R L E  PRECISION SUM R A O O ~ ? ~ ~  
C RPnOO?R(l 
I J = I A * ( I A + 1 ) / 2  IJ IJ=JJ(IA) RAOOr1290 
C RAOOnfnn 
DO 30 J = ~ P J A  R400n310 
1 1 = O  I;r TO RE REMOVED XF J J ( I )  1 '  tJSFn RAn0032n 
DU 20 I= l*NRA RA00073n 
I=I I +I o II=(IOI)=JJ(I) ~ h n n n w n  
c 11 I S  MORF EFFTCIENT To 1JSE A PPE~ToRFD VFCTOR nF nlAC.nN&LS RA00035n 
C WITH J J ( I ) = I * ( I + l ) / 2 e  AND TO SET tI=JJ(I) AND XJ=J~' (  J) RA00016n 
c RbOO(1370 
SUM=O .DO RAoonTnn 
I F  ( I * G T * l A )  60 TO I5 RA00039n 
XK=l I  RAOO040n 
DO 10 K = I t I A  ~ 4 n n 0 4 1 n  
SUM=SUM+R(IK)*A(K#J) RA000420 
1 (I IK=IK+K ~ n n n r ) r r ~ n  
15 IF ( J I G ~ ~ I A * A N I ~ * ~ ~ L E I J )  S~lM=SUM+R(IJ+T) RA00044n 
C RAn0045fl 
20 RA(IoJ)=SUM RAnOOk6n 





i S~JBROUTINE RANKI (U I?~~ IJOUTON*CPV)  
STASLE U-D FACTOR RANK 1 uPPATF 
(UOUT)*DOUT*(UOUT)**T=(~~IN)*~~~I * (UIN)+*T+C+V*V**T  
U I N ( N * ( N + ~ ) / ~ )  INPUT I. 'CTOR SfORFO POSTTIVF SEMI-DFFTN1TF 11-O 
ARRAY, WITH 0 ELEUFNTS STOPFn ON THC OIAGONAL 
UOUT(N*(N+I)/2) OUTPllT VFCTOP STOREn PO<ITIV€ fPOSSTRLY) SEMT- 
DEFINITE U-0 RESllLTe IlOllT=tlTN ?5 PFRMITTFP 
N HATRTX DIMENSIONO NeGE.3 
C f NPllT SCALAR l SHOI lLD PE hlOFl-NF~~T1VF 
c IS DESTPOYFD ~LIPING THF PROCESS 
V(N) IFlPUT VECTOR FOR RANK ON€ ~ODIFTCATTON. 
v IS DESTROYFO WRING THF PROCFSS 
COGNIZANT PERSONS: G~J~RIEPMAN/M.W.EJE~D . (JPL,SEPTe1977) 
i IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREcTSION (A-HtO-Z) 
! DIMENSION U IN(1 )v  ~ l O ~ t ( l ) r  V (1 )  
1 DOUBLE PRECISION ALPHA, RFTAO 5 ,  ne EPS, TST 
f c  
DATA EpS/QeDO/e TST/e062500/ 
I C I N  SINGLE PREC~SIOIJ EPSILON 1 5  MACHINE ACCllRAtY 
; C 
c T S T = I / ~ ~  IS usEn FOR PANKI AL~~PITHM FWITCHTN~~ 
C 
z=o *DO 
JJ=bd* (~+1) /2  
I F  (C*GT*Z)  GO TO 4 










I F  (OeGTeEPS) GO TO 36 
I F  (0aGEeZ) GO TO 10 
5 WRITE (6,lFO) 
RETURN 
10 JJ=JJ-J 
WRITE ( 6 r l l b )  
0 0  20  K=l ,J  
20  UOIJT (JJ+K ) =Z 
GO To 70  
30  BETA=BE.tA/D 
ALPHA=uIN(JJ)/O 
C=ALPHA*C 
UOUT ( JJ 1 =D 
JJ=JJ0J 
J M  1 =J-1 
RAN~ l f l l n  
~ n h l ~ i n 2 n  
RrNKinSn 
RANK 1040 
RAFly 1 n5n 
R a m  inan 




R4P IK l l l n  
PANlK 1120 
R L ? l ~ l l S n  
RANK 11 4Q 
RANK! 150 
RANK 1160 
R A ~ l r l  l7n 





















R 4Nk 1 1Q0 













R A N ~ l 5 3 n  
Rh,.)(1540 
RANK lc;5Q 
I F  (ALPHA.LT.TST) 60 TO 50 
DO 4 0  I Z l r J M l  
V ( I ) = V ( I ) - S * U I N ( J J + I )  
4 0 U O U T ( J J + I ) = R E T A + V ( I ) + ~ J ~ N ( J J + T )  
GO TO 7 0  
5 0  DO 6 0  I = l , J M l  
D=V(I)-S*UIN(JJ+~) 
UOUT(JJ+I)=ALPHA*UIN(JJ+T)+RFTA*V(I) 
6 0  V(;):D 





i o n  FORMAT ( l H 0 1 1 0 X ~ ' *  FRROR RFTtJRN W E  TO A COfUPIITFi) NEGATTVF 
1PUTED DIAGOFIAL TN R4VKl * *') 
110  FORMAT ( l H o o l O X ~ @ *  + NOTF: U-0 RESULT I S  SINP.!ILAR * 
END 
QANK 1 c R n  
RAPIK i c;9n 
R , \ M K I ~ ~  7 
9 4 F . I ~ 1 6 1 f i  4 I 
R A F 1 K l h ? n  
R A N K 1 6 3 0  
RANK l 6 b "  
RANK 1 6 S n  
R 4 h l K 1 6 h n  
R 4 h l ~  167n 




R A N ~ 1 7 2 n  
R A k j K l l t n  
SUBROUTINE PCOLRD~SIM~XS* I R S ~ J ( ~ ~ V N P ~ T P T ~ N P * F M , R W , L W  ~V*SGSTRT) R ~ O L P ~ I  0 
~ r n ~ ~ n 2 n  
TO ADD I N  PQOCESS NOISE FffFCTS INT~ THF SOIJARE POOT R C O L R ~ ~ ~  
INFORMATION FILTFR* AND TO GFNERATE WEICTHTTNG CI)€FFlrIFPlTS SrC)LRnSn 
FOR S;10OTHINGe I T  I S  ASSUMFO THAT VARIAPLES XtNPST8T)r RCCILRnS0 
X ( N P S T R T + ~ ) * * ~ ~ ~ X ( N P S T R T + N P ~ ~ )  ARE COLOREn NOISF bNn TliAt RCOLRn6n 
FACH COMPONENT SATISFIES A MOnFL EQIIATION OF THF FWM R ~ O L R ~ ~ O  
X ( S U B ) ~ J + ~ ) = E M * X ( S U R I ( J ) + W ~ S W ) ( J ) ~  FOR DETAILS* SEF RCOLRnRn 
*FACTORIZATION MFTHO~S FOR ~ T ~ C R E T E  S QIENTIAL F5TfMATIW'r  RcOCRtt9n 
C.J.BIERMANI ACADEMIC PRFSS ( 1 ~ 7 7 )  R C Q L R ~  nn 
FOR SMOOTHINGe RFMOVE THF COMMFNT STAfFMFNTq ON TliF 3 LyNFS R. OLR l ln  
OF 'SMOOTHIN6 ONLY* CODE* THF STGFIIFICA~JC~ OF THF SMOOTHTYG RpOLR12fl 
MATRIX I C  EXPLAIHF~ I N  THE Ft!NCTIONAL DFSCRIPTIONe RCOLR13n 
RCOLRlVn 
S(IRS+JCS) INPUT SOVARE ROOT INFORMATION ARRAY. OUTPUT COLnR€P RCOLRlSO 
NOISE ARRAY HOUSFn HERE 700. I F  THEPE I< ~WOOTHTN~P RCOLR160 
NR ADDITIONAL ROWS ARE TfICLtMED I N  S PCOLR 170 
'IAXS ROW D I # p l S 1 6 ~  OF Se I F  THFRF ARF SP'OOfHTNG COWP~~T RCOLR1R0 
TIoNS I T  I S  NECESSARY THAT MAXSeGF* IRS+NP RECAlJFF R ~ O L R  I QO 
THE ROTTOW NP POVS OF S HOU5E THF SMOOTHING RCOLR9On 
INFORMATION RCdLR2ln 
I RS NUMPER OF ROWS OF 5 t e L F *  NUMREP OF FILTFR vARI~WLFS) RCOLR720 
(IRSeGE.2) RCOI.R?30 
JC S NUMRER OF COL~~YNS OF S (EQUALS NUMRFR OF FILTFQ RCCL9740 
VARIABLc5 + POSSIBLY A RIGHT S1nE)e WHICH CONTATNS RCOLR?SO 
THE DATA EQUATION NORYALIZEII ESTIMATE (JCSe6F.1) RCOLR360 
NPST R f  LOCA~ION OF THE FIRST COLORFO NOISE VARTAPLE RCOLR370 
(~.LE.NPSTRT~LE.JCS) RCOLR280 
NP NUMBER OF CONTIGllOllS COLORE!~ NOT SE VARI APLES (NP*GE l 1 1 RCOLR390 
EM(NP! C3LORED NOISE MAPPTNG COFFF~CIFF~TS RrOLRTOn 
(OF EXPONENTIAL FORM* EM=EXP~-DTITAI~)) RCOLR~IO 
RW (NP) RECIPROCAL PROCESS NOTSF STANDARD nEV1AtTOMS RCOLR32n 
(MUST BE POSITIVE) RCOLRt30 
zW(NP) ZW=RW*W-FSTIMATE (PROCESS NOISE ESTTMATFS ARF RCOLR340 
GENFRALLY ZERO MEAN). WHEN 7W=O ONC CAY OMIT THC RCOLa3SO 
RIGHT HAND SIDE COLItMNe RCOLR360 
V(1RS) WORK VECTOR RCOLR370 
SCSTAR(NP) VECTOR OF SMOOTHING COEFFICIENTS~ WHEN THE SMOOTHIN6 R C O L R ~ ~ ~ J  
CODE I S  COMMENTFD OUT SGSTAR I S  NOT USEOe RCOLR39n 
RCOLRUOn 
COGNIZANT PFRSONS: G~J.B~ERWAN/P.W~NEAD (JpL, FEf3.1978) RCOLR410 
RcOLR92n 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HeO-Z) RCOLR430 
DIMENSION S(MAXS*JCS)~EM~NP)~RW(NP)~ZW(NP)~ V ~ T R S ) D S G S T A R ( ~ )  RCOLRSU~ 
OOURLE PRECISION ALPHAPSIGMATBETA~G~MMA RCOLR450 
RCOLR460 
ZERO=O, DO RCOLR970 
ONE=1 eD0 QCOLRSBO 
NPCOL=NPSTRT Q COL NO OF COLORFD NOISE TEPM 7 0  RE OPFRATE@ ON R c o L R ~ Q ~  
RCOLRSOO 
0 0  70 JCOLRD=~PNP R C O L R S ~ ~  
ALPHA=~RW(JCOLRD)*FM(JCOLP"~ RCOLRVO 
SICM&=ALPHA**? RCOLPS3n 
DO 10 K = l r I R S  RCOLRTOO 
V(K)=S(K~NPCOL) I3 FIRST IPS FLEYEP~TS OF )4OUSEHOLDER RCOLRSS~ 
104 
c TRAWSFPRWAT~OF~ VFCTOR g r o t  p w n  
10 S I G M A = S ~ C M A + V ( K ) * * ~  RCOL R q 7 n  
S I G M A = D S Q R T ~ S I G M A )  arOLR*Rf '  
ALpHA=ALPHA-SICPA O L A S T  E L F W N T  OF ~ n t l S F I u O ~ n f p  RCOL Re;9n 
C 1 RLNSFORMAT TOP.! VFFTf lR  RCOLPCIO~ 
C + * * * * *  P C B L R 6 l n  
C SCsTAR(JCOLRO)=S lGMA O U S F n  FOR SMOOTHING ONLY R C n L R 6 2 0  
C * * * * * *  R C O L R 6 3 n  
BETA=ONE/(SIGMA*ALPHA) HOUSFHC)LWR=~+RFTA*V*V**T R r O L  R 6 4 n  
C HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORWATIOY PPFIWno FlOW APPLY T T  T O  S o  T D F * ~ ~  LOOPRf'Ol.R650 
DO 60 KOL= loJCS R C O L R 6 6 n  
I F  ( K O L D N E ~ N P C O L )  GO T o  30 RfOLR67r )  
GAMMA= R W [ X O L R ~ ) * A L P H A * A E T A  RCOLRfrAn 
c * * * * * *  R P O L R ~ Q ~  
C S(IRS+JCOLRD~tJPCOL)=RW(JCOLRD)+CI~MMA*ALPHA B SMOCITHIP l~  ONLY R C O L R ~ O ~  
C * * + * * *  R C O L R 7 1 0  
DO 20 K = 1 o I P S  P C O L R ~ ~ ~  
20 s(KeNPCOL)=GAYMA*V(K)  RCOLR731) 
GO TO 60 R r O L R 7 4 0  
30 GAMMA=ZERO R C O L R 7 5 n  
IF ( K O L * E Q * J C S )  G A M ~ A = ? W ( J C O L R D ) * ~ L P H ~  R C O L R v 6 0  
C R f O L R 7 7 0  
C I F  ZW ALWAYS ZERO@ COMCFNT OUT THF AROVF I F  T E S T  PCOLR7An 
c R C O L P v P n  
DO 4 0  K = l o I R S  R C O L R A O ~  
4 0 GAMMA=GAMMA+s(K@KOL)~V(K)  R ~ O L R A ~  n 
GAMMA= GAMMA*RFTA RCOLRP30 
DO 50 K = l r I R S  R r O L R A 3 0  
50 S ( K I K O L ) Z S ( K , K O L ) + G A M M A * V ~ K ~  RCOLRn41, 
C * * * * * *  RCOLQPSO 
C S(IRS+JCOLRDOKOL)=GACY~*~LPHA Q F O P S ~ r ) O T H T ? I G O t l L Y  R C O L R P ~ ~  
C * + * * * S  RCOLRP7'I 
60 C O N T I N U E  RCOLRP80 
C * * * + r *  RCOLRR90 
C S(~RS+JCOLR~~JCS)=S(IRS+JCOLR~OJCS)+ZW(JCOLRD) ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 0  
C THE APOVE I S  FOR SMOOTHING ~ N L Y  R c O L R O l n  
C IF ZW I S  ALWAYS ZERO0 C O ~ * ~ ~ N T  OUT THE AROVE sTATEMFNT R C O L R 9 2 n  
C * * * * * *  RCOLRQ30 
70 N P C ~ L = N P C O L + I  RCOLROY n 
C RCOLRO50 
RETURN R C O L R o 6 n  































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































W R C ; 4 T I N E  R f 2 C P V  ( Q I ~ ~ V I F ~ * S T ~ I C O Y ~ O T D K R ~ W I K ~ O L )  a12cnnin 
~ ~ 3 c c ) n m  
'f'i COMPUTE THE COVARIARCE M A T R I X  AND/OR THF 5 T A N n A P n  n F V f A T 1 0 M S R T P C O n S n  
0: A VECTOR S ~ O P E ~  UPPER TRTbNGULAR SQUADE ROOT C O V A R f A N r F  RT2Cc)nUO 
V ~ T R I X .  THE OUTPl lT  C O V ~ R I A N C F  M A T R I v  I S  ALSO VECTOR <TnRFr), R T Z c O n S n  
R T ?confin 
I t l N v  ( N *  (N+  1) 1 2 )  I N P U T  vFCTOR STORED UPPEP T R I A N G l J L A R  ~ 1 2 ~ 0 n 7 n  
COVARIAF!CE 5 6 l J A R E  ROOT*  ( Q I N V = P T  YVFRSF R I ~ C O ~ B ~  
IS THE INVERSE OF THE SRIF MATRIX) ~ ~ 2 c o n 9 n  
N D I M F r l S I O N  OF THE RTNV MATRYXI t,I.GF.? Q T 3 C 0 1 n O  
S t G ( N )  OUTP l lT  VECTOR OF STANDART, P E V I A T I O N S  R f 2 C O 1 1 0  
C a V ~ l J T ( N * ( N + l ) / 2 )  OUTPI IT VECTOP < T ~ R F ~  COVAPTANCF M A T R I X  R T 3 C 0 1 2 0  
(COVOUT = R I Y V  I S  bLLOWEP) R T 2 C 0 1 3 n  
K OW e G T * O  COMPIITES T H F  C ~ V A R T A N C F  ANT, SIGMA5 R T 2 C 0 1 4 n  
C O P S F S P ~ N P I N G  TO T p F  F I R S T  KROW V A R T A B L F S  R t 2 C O ! S n  
OF THE R I N V  ~ATRIX. R 1 2 C O l h 0  
*Lf * O  COMPIITFS ONLY T H F  S I G M A S  OF T H F  F I R S T  vnOW R T 3 C O 1 7 n  
vARIARLFS OF TWF RIF IV  M A T R I X .  R T 2 C O l R n  
R I N V *  R T 2 C O 1 9 0  
* E Q - 0  @I0 COVARIANCFI  P lJT A L L  S I G M A S  f F * G .  U S F  RT?CO?On 
N ROWS OF R 1 N V ) *  R T Z C O 9 l n  
I:COL NO. O F  COLl lMNS O F  CoVOt tT  THAT APF COPPl lTFD RT2CC1930 
I F  KCOL.LE*O THEN KCOL=KPnW. I F  KR0WmLF.O R 1 2 C 0 3 3 P  
THIS INPUT 15 IGNORED. R 1 ? C 0 7 4 n  
QT2CO?Sn 
COGt j IZANT PERSONS: G.J.RIEQMAN/M*W.NEAD (JDLr  VARCH f 9 T c \ )  R 1 2 C O 7 6 0  
R T 2 C 0 9 7 0  
I I P L I C l T  DOUBLE P R E C I S T O N  (A-WeO-Z) R T 2 C 0 3 R l l  
DC JRLE: P R E C I S I O N  SUM R t ?c0?90  
01 IE~SION RINV(I) D S T G ( ~ )  I C ~ V ~ I I T ( I )  RTLCO~IIP 
R T 2 C O ~ l ~  
ZERO=3, DO Q T 2 C O 7 2 0  
L I W = R  RT?C0710 
KKOL=C:C'~L R T ? C O 5 4 n  
I F  ( K K o L * L E * O )  KKOL'KPOY R T 2 C O f S n  
I F  (u; '~w.NE.o) L I M = I A B S ( K R O W )  R t P C O f 6 O  
* c *  COYPUTE S I G M l r S  R T 2 C 0 3 7 0  
I K S = 0  R T 2 C O f R n  
DO 2 J - l e L I M  R T 2 C 0 5 9 0  
IKS=IK':+J R 1 2 C 0 4 n 0  
SUM=;'E;lO R T 2 C 0 4 l n  
I I C = I K S  R 1 2 C 0 4 2 n  
00 1 KZJIN R T 2 C 0 4 3 0  
!;u~=Sur ?INV(IK)**P RT?COQ4n 
~ K = T K + K  ~ ~ ~ c o s c j n  
SIB( . ' i 'DSBRT (SUM) R 1 2 C 0 4 6 n  
R T 3 C 0 4 7 n  
IF (; .IOW.LE.O) RETURFI R T  P C O Y B ~  
**@ COMPUTE COVPRIANCE R t  2 C 0 4 9 n  
.. -0 R I ~ C O ~ O O  
N M I = L I M  R T ? C O q l O  
IF (KRO~.EQ*N!  NMI=N- I  R 1 3 C O 5 2 n  
00 1 0  J = l r N U :  RT3COqSO 
JJ=J;+J R I 2 C O S 4 n  
COVO('r  I JJ )=S IG(  J)**2  R T ? C 0 5 5 n  
IJS=JJ+J 
3Pl=J+l 




DO 5 K=IoN 
IJK=IK+ILJ 
sUM=SIJM+R I NV f TK 1 *P 1rlv ( 1 Jlf 
5 tK=IK+K 
COVOUT(IJS)=SUH 
10 1 Js=IJS+I 




SUBROUTINE R Z A ( P ~ L R I N A M R ~ A D I A D L A D N A M P )  
C 
c TO PLACE THE TRIAPIGULAR VFCTOF, STORET, MATRIY R INTO THE 
C MATRIX A AND TO 4PRANGE THE COLtJMtlC TO MATCH THE nFSIRFn 
c NAMA PARAMEfFR LTqT. VAYFS I N  THF NAMA L I S T  THAT DO NOT 
C CORRFSPOND TO ANY NAME IN NF"R HAVF 7ERO FNTPIES I N  THE 
C CORRESPONDING A c ~ L U ~ N I  
C 
C R ( L R * ( L R + ~ ) / P )  INPUT IIPPFR TRYANGULAR VFCTOQ STORE6 bRRAV 
C L R DTMENSION OF R 
C NAMR ( L )  PARAMETER FIfiMFS ASSOCTATFD YTTH R 
C P(LRILA) MATRIX TO HWqF THF PFAPPANGFD R MATRIX 
C I A ROW ~ IMENSION OF A t  TAeCFeLR 
C LA NO. OF PARAUFTFR NAMFS ASCOCTATEn WITH THF 
C ollTPUT A MATRIX 
C NAMA (LA 1 PAPAMFTEQ NAMFS FOR THE OIJTPllT 4 MATRTX 
C 
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: G.J.RTEPMAN/Y*W.NFAD (JPLe SFPT. 1976) 
C 
IMPLICIT OOlJBLE PREcTS~OFJ (A-He@-?) 
DIMENSION R ( ~ ) D N A M R ( ~ ) ~ A ( I A ~ I ) D ~ I A ~ A ( ~ )  
C 
ZERO=O 
DO 5 J=leLA 
DO 5 K=IDLR 
5 A(K*J)=ZERO Q ZERO ~ ( L P D L A )  
no Y O  j = l e L A  
DO 10 I = l * L R  
IF (NAMR(I).EQ.NAMA(J)) GO TO 2n 
1 C COrjT INUE 
GO To 40 
20 JJ= I * (1 -1 ) / 2  
DO 30 K=1# I 





,. C .  
7 
SUBROUTINE RZRA (RPNRPNAM~RAINPA~NAMA) R ? P A ~ ~ I ~  
C R7Pbfln2n 
C TO COPY THE IJPPER LEFT (LOWFP PICVT) PORTION OF A VFCTOR R9PAOn3n 
C STORED UPPER TRIaNGlrlAR MPTRIx R fYTn THF LnWER RIGHT RDRAnOUn 
C (UPPER LEFT) PORTION OF A VFCTnR STORED TRIPhlGlJLAP R?RA(lnSO 
C MATRIX RA* R71&006n 
C R?RAnr)?n 
C R(NR*(NR+~ ) 1 2 )  INPUT VFCTnR STOREtr UPPER TRIANGlJLAR MATRIX R9PAftnRO C NR DIMENSION OF R R?RAnfl9n 
C NAMtNR) NAMES ACSOCIATFn WITH R R7PAOll)n 
C THIS INPOT NAM@-fST I S  nETTROYFD R3RA0110 
c RA (NRA* ( N R A + ~  1 1 2 )  OUTP~JT V F C T O ~  S T ~ R F ~  ~ P P F P  T~IAPIG~ILAP R~Atu~x  RPRAo12n 1 
C NRA I F  NRA=n ON INPUT* THFN NAMA(1) SHOIJLD WAVF R3RAn150 1 
C THE FIP~T NAMF OF THE OlJTPllT NPMFL1STo R2RAOlOn 
C 
j 
I N  THIS CASF THE NIIMBFR OF NAMFS IF! F I A u A  ANn R?PAr)15n f 
C NRA WILL flF Couf'UT~n* THF LOWER P I G M  FLOCK R?PAnlhn 
C OF R ~ 1 1 - L  Qc THE UPPER LEFT RLnCK OF PA. R?PA017fl Z 
C I F  NRA=LAST VAYE OF THF IIPPFR LFFT RLnW P3RAO1 Arl 
C THAT I S  TO RE MOVEnr THEN THIS IJPPFR R2PAOlsn $ 
c BLOCK 1s R F  M~VFD TO THF LOWFP RIGHT R3RA02n0 '3 
C CORNER OF RA. WHFN USEn I N  THIS MOOF NRA=NR R?PA0?1fl a 
C ON OUTPUT. R?PA0?2n 
C FIAMA (NRA NAMES ASSOCIATEn WITH PA R?RA0?30 
C R?RAn?4fl 
c I F  NRA=O ON INPll fe THEN N A M A ~ I )  SHOIILD HAVE THF F IRqT NAME fiF THF R ~ R A O P S ~  P 
C OUTPUT NAMELIST AND THE NtJMRfR OF NAMES I N  hIAMA I S  COMPIITED. R3PA0360 
c THE LOWER RIGHT RLOCK OF R WfLL BE THE IIPPER LFFT BLOCK nF Rb. RpQAO?7n B 
C RLRAO?BC) 
C I F  NRAzLAST NAMF OF THE IJPPER LEFT RLOCK THAT TO BF MOVFne RPRA0990 
C THEN THE UPPER RLOCK I S  TO RF MOVFD TO THE LOWFP QIGHT POSITION* R2RAnlnn 
c WHEN USED I N  THIS MOO€ NRA=FJR OF1 O~JTPIJT, RPPAO310 
C R3RAOt2n 
c THE NAMES OF THF RELOCATED RLOCV ARF ALSO MOVFP. THE RESI~LT P ? P A Q W  
C CAN COINCIDE WITH R AND NAMA WITH NAMI R ? P ~ 0 3 4 n  
c R7RAO*5n 
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: G.JIRIERMAN/M*W.NFAD (JPL? SFPI. 1976)  R2RA0.760 
C R2RAO370 
t 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HPO-f) R3RAnfRO 
DIMENSION R ( l ) * f ? A ( I ) *  N A V ( ~ ) *  N A M & ( ~ )  R ? R A C ) ~ ~ ~  
LOGICAL I S  R2RA0400 
C R?RAO41n 
IS=.FALSE* R?RAO420 
r LOCNZNAMA ( 1 R2RP043n 
C IS=FALSE CORRESPONDS TO tfOV1hlG ~IPPFR LFT 0 CORNER OF R TO R3RA044n 
C LOWER RT. CORNER OF RA R3RA0950 
I F  ( N R A o E Q * ~ )  GO TO 1 R3RA0460 
LOCN=NRA RPQA097fl 
IS=.TRUE* R P R A O ~ B O  I 
C IS=TRUE CORRESPON~S TO MOVING LOWER I F T O  CORFlER OF R TO R2PA049n 
C UPPER RT* CORNER OF RA R3RAOSOn 
1 no 3 I = ~ ~ N R  R3RA041n 
I F  (NAM(I)*EQ.LOCN) GO TO 4 RgPA0520 
3 CONTINUE R2RA0530 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 0 0 )  R?RAO540 





+ . .  '7. . .  . " " - I - ,  . , . , - - . . ,  . . .  
Z 
' f *  
ti i RETURN 
C 
4 K = I  
K M l = K - 1  
I F  ( I S )  GO TO 15 
C 
I J S = K * ( K + 1 ) / 2 - 1  
N R A ~ N R - K + 1  
I JA=O 
KOLA=O 
DO 10 K O L Z K ~ N R  
KOLA=KOLA+ l  
i NAMA(K0L-KMl)=NAM(C@L) DO 5 I R = l * K O L A  
j 
, . 
I J A = I J A + ~  
5 RA(IJA)=R(IJS+IR) 




I 15 f J = K * ( K + 1 ) / 2  
I I J A = N R * ( N R + 1 ) / 2  1 L = N R - K M ~  KOLZK [ 00 25 K O L A = N R * L e - l  
1 J S = I  J A  
NAMA(KOLA)=NAM(KOL) 
DO 20 I R = K O L A e L e - 1  
R A ( I J S ) = R ( I j )  
I JS=IJS-I 
2 0 I J=I J-1 
1 JA=I JA-KOLA 
25 KOLZKOL-1 




SUBROUTINE R U O R ( R I N ~ N ~ R O ~ ~ T ~ I ~ ~ )  
C 
C FOR NeGTtO THIS SURFOIJTINF TRPNSFORMS AN IJPPFR TRIANtlJLAR VFtTnP 
C STORED SRIF MATRIX TO (1-n FOPMI AND WIIFN NnLTtlr  THE IJ-n VFCTOR 
C STORED ARRAY I S  TRANSFORMED 10 A VFCTOR STOPED SRIF PPPAY 
C 
C R I N ( ( N + l ) * ( Y + 2 ) / 2 )  INPIJT VFCTOR STORE0 SRTF nR IJ-r) ARRAY 
c R o u T ( ( N + ~ ) * ( N + ~ ) / ~ )  OUTpIlT I S  THE c~RRFSPONDIFIG u-n OR SRTC 
c ARRAY fPlhl=RnllT I S  PEPWITTFD) 
C N ABS(N)= YATRTX DIMFNSIOM mGE.2 
c N.GT*O THE (INPIIT) ~;RTF ARRAY I S  (OIJTPUT) 
C I N  U-D FORM 
C N.LT * O  THE (INPUT) (1-n ARQAY I S  tnlJTPllT) 
C I N  SRIF FORM 
c IS = 0 THERE ~q NO RT. S I n F  OR E~TIMATF S T ~ R E ~  IN 
C COL~JMN W+l# 4N!l RIhl NFFn HAVE ONLY 
C N COLUMNS, 1.E. R I N ~ N * ( N + ~ ) / ~ )  
C I S  = 1 THERF f q  A RT. SIDF INPIIT 7 0  TUF SRlF hND 
C AN FSTIMATF FOR THC U-n ARRAY* THFSF RCqInF 
C I N  COLII~N N+ ln  
c 
C THIS S\)RROUTf NF USES SURROIJTI MF RT NCON 
C 
C COGIZANT PERSONS C~J~BIERMAN/M*W~~IEAD (JPL, FF~e197R) 
C 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECTSION (A-HoO-7) 
DIMENSION R I N ( 1 ) r  RotIT(1) 
C 
ONE= 1 Da 
NP1= 1s + I A R S ~ N )  
JJ=1 C, T N I T T A L I ~ F :  nTAGOhlAL INDFY 
IDIMR= NPI*(NP~ + I ) / ?  




5 I F  (FI~LTIO) GO TO 30 
CALL R I N C O N ( R I N ~ ~ P I ~ R O ~ J ~ ~ C N R )  
ROUT(l )= ROUT(1)**2 




DO 10 1=1rJMl 
10 ROUT(J j+ I )=  ROUT(JJ+T)*S 
20  JJ=JJ+ J 
GO TO 70 
C 
30 NN=-N n PJN=~IF~ATIVF: N 
ROUT( l )= SQRT(RIN(1))  
C 
C *** SOME MACHIYFS REBUIRF DSQRT FOR D6URLE PRFCfSTON 
C 
DO 50 J = ~ ~ N M  




00 40  1 = l r J M 1  
YO ROUT(JJ+I)= R I N ( J J + T ) * S  
50 J S = J J + j  
60 CALL RINCON(ROUT@NP~~ROUT~C~I@) 
C 
















































































































































































































































































































































































SUBPO~ITINE T O H H ~ ( S ~ ~ A X S ~ I ~ S ~ J C S ~ J ~ T A R T ~ , ~ ~ T C ) P , V )  
9 
C 
C TDHHT TRANSFORMS A RECTANG~~LAP ~ ~ I I ~ L F  SIIRSrRIPTrD VATRIY q 
9, 
, . 
t C TO 414 UPPER TRIA?IC,~LAQ OF PARTI ALLY I IPP~R T n I  ANGllLAR F O ~ M  
L f.. C RY THE APPLTCATTOF: CIF PoI ISFWL~FR bafH060NAL T R A N ~ F O R Y ~ T ~ ~ ~ I ? .  
4: ;; . c I T  I S  ASSIIMFD T H ~ T  THF F I P q f  ( J 5 f A ~ t ' - 1  COLIIMNS OF S ARC 
;. C ALRFADY TRI  ANC-ULARIZF~O T W  bl.GORlT~54 I S  DCqCRrRFD l b l  t C ~FACTORTZATTON v F T H O ~ S  FOR @ l W Q F T E  SEQIfFFlTTAL FSTIlu4TIPN' C AY  erJ*RIERuAK,  ACADEMIC PRFS5, 1977 
2" : C 
b c 5 :RS#jCS)  INPIIT (pOSStSLY P A 9 T l f i ~ l . Y )  TRfAhtGilLflR MATRIX* luF  
.& C OUT PUT (POSSIPLY P 4 P T l  ALLY)  TRf ANGlfl AR RFSU(-T 
L 
.:;. 
$2 c OVFRWRITEI; THF 1P'Pl IT F C MAXS ROW OIMEPI~!~V 01: s 
5- C I R S  NUMBER OF ROWS IF1 S (I ' ISmLF.MAXSrAFlDm1PSrG~r2) 
c .JCS NUPPER c > f  COLCIMNS fPI 5 
C JSTART INDFX OF THE F1nCT COI.ULdq TO AF T R T R N G l I l P R l ~ F ~ ~  tF  
C JSTART.l.T.1 I T  I S  ASSt1Mr@ THAT JSTAQT=l, 1 .~ .  
c ST ART T ~ I A N G ~ I L A R T Z A T  1 ON AT COLUMN 1. 
c JSTOP INDFX OF LAST C O l . l f u N  T n  R F  T R I A P J C I J L A R I ~ ~ D .  
c I F  J S T O P . L T . J S T ~ ~ T . O R . J ~ ~ O P . G T . J C S  THEN 
C I F  IRseLFeJCS JSfOP T <  SET EQIlAL TO IRC-1 
I C I F  IR5rGTo JCS JqTOP 1 5  CET EOtlAl. TO JCS 
,n' 
: 5, c I eE THF TRIA~IGIJI APT  ATT TON I S  COYPI FTED AS FAR 
'2 
, % 
C AS POSSIRLE 




C COGNIZANT PFRSOrjS: G, J.n1FR~~4Ft/u.W .rlFAD ( JPLe FFB. 1 9 7 8 )  
C 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-Hen-') 
DIMENSION S(MAXS@JC<)e V ( I P S )  
DOUBLE PRECISIohr SLIM r n r L r ~  
C 




TF ( J S f T o L T e l )  JSTT=l  
IF ( J S T P ~ G E . J S T T . A N ~ . J S T P O L F . J C ~ )  GO TO 5 
I F  (1Ns.LE.JCS) JSTP=IRS-I 
t' I F  (IHs.GT.JCS) JSTP=JCS 
C 
5 PO 4 0  J=JSTT*JSTP 
SUIM=7FRO 
DO 10 I=J,IRS 
v ( I ) = S ( I ~ J )  
S ( l r J ) = Z E R O  
1 0 SUM=SUM+V(I)**? 
I F  ISUM~LFOZERO) Go TO 40 
C I F  StJM=ZEROe COLUMN J I S  ?FRO A @  THTS CTFD OF THF 
C ALGORITHM 1 q  OMITTFD 
Sllu=gSoRT (SUM 
I F  ( V  ( J )  .GT.ZFRC SIlM=-StIM 
S(J~J)=SUW 
v(J)=v(J) -SUM 
IF  ( 3 P i e 6 ~ e J C ~ )  60 TO 40 
00 30 K=3eleJCS 
DELTA=ZERO 
ba 20 I=JeIRS 
20 DELT A=DELTA+S ( I @ K 1 *V t 1 t 
M L T  A*OELT A*SW 
DO 30 I=JeFRS 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IF(R(K#O.6T.ZERct) S r e - S W  
DfLT A=R (KK)"SW 
R(UK)=sUn 
.Wl=J+l  
I F  (JQ1.6T.NPl) GO TO $65 
BETAtStM*DELT A 
I F  (REfAo61,EPS) 60 TO 100 
fKTA=WE/BETA 
J3-=UK 
L a  
C ** REAOr TO RPPLr J-TH W F H M b F R  TPANS. 
n6 40 ~ = 3 P l r N e 1  
J~=JJ+L I L=L+l 
S~R=OELTA*R(JJ) 
00 50 f= l rM 
30  S ~ W + A ( I ~ J ) * A ( I , K )  
fF(SUM.€Q*ZFRO) 60 TO QO 
SlJM=SuM*BETb 
C BETA O I V f M  USED Y R E  TO bVOI0 OHRFLOY I N  
c mba~ens WITH NBR c a m  C~CL~WAPITY. ru THAT PAS€ 
c COMMENT OUT LINE 630 ANO CHIW TO IN L I ~  7ro
R(JJ)=R(JJ)+SUW*OELTA 




10s IF(SOS.LT.ZEROI RETURN 
C 
C CALCULATE SOS 
C 
SUM=ZERO 
b0  110 I = l r M  






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I F  (MOD(NCHAR,~)~NE.O) NC=NC+~ 
I F  (NCHAR.GE.O) WRITF (60200)  (TFXT(T)~T:~,NC) 
I F  (NCHAR.LT.O) WRITF (6,2051 (TFYT(I),~=~,FIC) 
10 I F  (M2.6T.N) M2=N 
I F  (rN0TaNAMES) GO TO 20 
I F  ( L E N ~ E Q o ~ )  WRITE (6,210) ( C A R ( T ) ~ I = N ~ P M ~ )  
I F  (LENrEb.12) WRITE (6*211) ( C A R ( I ) * I = N ~ ~ V ? )  
GO TO 40 
20 M=Nl 
L Z = M ~ - N ~ + ~  
DO 30 1=1eL2 
LIST(! )=M 
30 WM+l  
I F  ( L E N ~ E Q * ~ )  WRITE (6,220) ( L I S T ( I ) * I = l t L 2 )  
I F  (LENeEQrl2) wRITF (6,221) ( L ~ S T ( ~ ) , I = ~ ~ L Z )  
90 CONTINUE 
C * * * * * *  
DO 190 1C=M1eM2 
K = l  
I F  (ICILEO(KT*JO)) GO TO 60 
JJ=O 
00 50 J = l r I C  
50 JJ=JJ+J 
L ( K ) = J J  
Il=IC-KT*JO 
I F  (11.EQ.JO) 6 0  TO 90 






DO 80 I = I l t J O M l  
K = K + ~  
TI=I+KT*JO 
80 L(KI=LIK-I)+II Q OBTAIN COL INDEX FOR ROW 
90 CONTINUE 
C 
I ~ = M I N O ( J O P I V ( M ~ + ~ - K ~ * J O ) ) ~ I ~  
V(S)=VFMT(Il) 
I F  (.NOT*NAMES) GO TO 1RO 
WRITE (6eV) C A R ( I C ) P ( A ( L ( I ) ) ~ I = ~ D T ~ ~  
GO To 190 
180 WRITE ( 6 ~ V 1  1 C e ( A ( L ( I ) ) r I = l , f 2 1  
190 CONTINUE 




I F  (NCHAR.GE,O) WRITE (6,201) ( ~ E x T ( ~ ) ~ I = ~ ~ N C )  
I F  (NCHAR.LT.O) WRITS (6,206) (TFYT(I) ,Y=IPNC) 
GO TO 10 
C 
200 FORMAT ( lH I r2X t21A6)  B TITLE 
205 FORMAT ( lH0~2Xe21A6)  B TITLE 
201  FORMAT ( I H ~ D P x D ~ ~ C O N T I N U F )  '~19116) T ITLF 
206 FORMAT (lHOr2X,'(CO~lTINUF) ' r1QA6) a TI+LF 
210 FORMAT ( ~ H O D S X I ~ ( I ~ X D A ~ ) )  Q HORItONTAL FlbMES 
220 FORMAT ( 1 ~ 0 ~ 3 X r 7 ( l l ~ r I 6 ) )  
2 1 1  FORMAT ( 1 ~ 0 , 5 X r 1 2 ( 4 ~ ? 1 6 ) )  Q HOPI~ONTAL NAMES 
2 2 1  FORMAT ( 1 ~ 6 ~ 3 X ? 1 2 ( 4 ~ ~ 1 6 ) )  
230 FORMAT ( ~ H O ~ L O X ~ ' T W O Y A T  CALLED WITH LFNGTH = ' r 1 3 )  
C 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE TZERO (RINIISIIF) 
C 
C TO ZERO OUT ROWS IS ( ISTAPf) TO IF (TFINAL) OF A VFCTfiR 
C STORED UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX 
C 
C R (N* (N+1)12 INPUT VECTOR STORFD UPPER TRI ANGIJLbR MATR IY 
C N DIM~?NSION OF R 
C I S  FIQST ROW OF R THAT I S  TO PE 4FT TO ZERO 
C f R  LAST ROW OF R THAT I S  TO RF SFT TO ZERO 
C 
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: C I J ~ ~ I E ~ ~ A N / C * F I P S T ~ R S  (JPLI NOV. 1979) 
C 
IMPLfCfT DOUBLE PRECISfON (A-HIO-2) 
DIMENSION R ( 1 )  
C 
ZERO=U .DO 
I JS=fS*( IS-1) /2  
00 10 I = I S # I F  
I JS=I JS+1 
I J= IJS  
DO 10 J = I * N  
R(IJ)=ZERO 






10 U(IJ)=U(IJ)*EM(IO f2 UPDATING ROW KPL TNTRIFS 
C 
20 I F  (JJIEQI~) GO TO 50 P (WYEN K S = ~ ,  h t= t )  
If (s*LE*OIOO) GO TO 30 
TMP=TMP/S O T M P = E ~ ( K ) * ~ ( K O L ) - O L D / D ( Y ~ ~ - N € W  
C=C/s 0 C=Q(K)*D(KOL)'@LP/D(KOL)-NFW 
30 DO 90 I=ivKOLM1 
V(I)=U(JJOLD+I) 
U(JJOLO+I)=TMP*V(I) 
'O I F ( K O L M l * b T . I ) b O T O 4 5  
U ( ~ ) = U ~ l ) + c * V ( 1 ) * * 2  
60 TO 50 
US CALL RANK1(UtU,uOLMltCtv) 




fUBR0UTINE IJDMEAS ( I I~N,P,A,F~G~ALW~A)  t J~MFAD 10 
c U ~ C E A ~ P O  
c COMPI ITES FST IMATE AI~D 11-0 ME n51 IP?WE?IT UPDATFO I I ~ V F A ~ S O  
C COVARI ANCF, P:U*D*II**T IJnMFAn4n 
c I J ~ M F A ~ S O  
c *** INPUTS *** r rnvp ~ n d n  
C u n ~ p ~ n l n  
C U UPPER TRIAFICULAR MATRIY* W I T H  p ELFMENTS STOREn AS THE IlnMEAO8O 
C DIAGONAL* IJ I S  VfCTOR  TORE^ Ahto CORRESPONnS TO THF I J P M F ~ ~ ~ ~  
C A PPIORI COVARIANCF* If S T ~ T E  FSTIMATFS ARC COWPOTFh, \JnMFAlOn 
C THF LAST COLUMN OF I 1  CONTAINS r e  ~ J ~ M E A ~  10  
C N DIWNSION OF THE STATE E5T1MATFr N16T*1 IIT\ME:412n 
c R MEASUREMENT VARIANCE U~MFAI  30 
C A VECTOR OF MEASUREMFNT COFFF~CIFNTS, I F  OAT4 THEN A(N+ l )=ZUnM~414n 
C ALPHA I F  ALPHA LESS THAN ZERO NO FSTTMATES APE COMPUTFD IlnMEAl50 
C (AND X AND 7 NEED NOT PF INCLU~ED)  IlnMFAl6n 
c llnMF417n 
C *** OUTPUTS *** 1lnMFA 1 80 
C UnMEA 190 
C U UPDATFD, VECTOR STORED FACTOR5 AND ESTIMATE AND CJnMEA?CIO 
c U ( ( N + l ) ( ~ + 2 ) / 2 )  CnNTATNS ~Z-A**T*X) IFMEA210 
C IlnMFA?2n 
C ALPHA INNOVATIO~IS VARIANCE OF THE MFASUPEMENT RFSTIIllAL IJnMFAF3n 
c G VFCTOR OF IINWEIGHT€fl KALMAN GAINS* THF KALMAFI IJnVFA34O 
C GAIN K I S  FQUAL TO GIALPHA l~MFA95( !  
C F CONTAINS tI**T*A  AN^ (2-A**T*X)/ALPHA I lnMFA260 
c ONE CAN HAVE F OVFQWRTTF A TO SAVF STnRAGF I J ~ M E : A ~ ~ ~  
C 1.FMf 4360 
C COGNIZANT PERSONS: G a  J* BIER?~A~I/M~wI NFAfl ( JPL t  FF~.19'1\) tJnMFA29n 
C IJWF A 30  0 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ( A - H , ~ - Z )  IJnMFAlln 
OIMFNSlON U ( l ) ,  A ( i ) t  F (11 ,  G(1)  lJnMFA320 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMP~ETAIGAMVA UnMFA33n 
LOGICAL IEST UDMEA340 
c UnMFAlTin 
ZERO=O DO lInMEA366 
IEST=.FALSE. UnMEAl7o 
ONE= 1.00 llfWEA380 
NPl=N+l  t JnVEA 390 
NP2=N+2 IJnMEAlOO 
NTOT:N*NP1/2 I InPFAl 1 n 
I F  (ALPHA~LT~ZEPO)  GO TO f IJnMFA42n 
SUM=A(NP~) IJnMEAb30 
DO 1 J z l t N  UnMFAWO 
1 SUM=SUM-A(J)*u(NToT+J) UfWFAQ50 
U(NTOT+NPl)=SUM UnMF A M 0  
TEST=rTRUEr UnMFA4f 0 
C lJnMEA4l)n 
3 JJN=NToT unu~4u9: .  
00 11, ~ = 2 v N  IJDMFA50n 
J=NP~-L II~MFASI~I 
JJzJJN-J  UnMFA520 
SUGA (J: ClnMFA53n 
JMl=J- l  IJnMFA54f 
00 5 K=ltJM1 I  MEA ASS^ 
5 g l r ~ = S l l ~ * u  ( J J ~ K  * I :K 1 
F ( J) =SUM 
6(J)=SuM*U(JJN) 
10 JJNZJJ 
P ( l ) s A ( l )  
G ( l ) t U ( I ) * F ( l )  
c F=U**T*A ANF G = ~ * ( u * * T * A )  
C 
SUM=R+G(l)*F(l I  13 S I J M ~ ~ )  
GAMMAro 0 FOR Rrn CASE 
1 F (SUM. GT ZERO 1 GAMMA=ONE/SIIM fJ FOR R=O CASE 
I F  (F(I).NE.ZERO) U( l )=U( l ) *R*GAWA D D ( 1 )  
C 
K3=2 
DO 20 ~ = 2 e N  
RET A=SUM n @ET~:SUW~J-~) 
TEMP=G( J) 
S~M=SUM+TEMP*F(J) 0 SVMtJ) 
P=-F(J)*GAMMA r5 P = - F ( J ) * ( ~ ~ s u M ( J - ~ ) )  F Q ~ I ( ~ I )  
JMl=J-1 
0 0  15 K=le J M 1  
s=U(KJ) 
~J(KJ)=s*P*C(K) Q EBN(22) 
G(K)=G(K)+TEMP*S 13 EQN(231 
1 5  K J=K J* 1 
I F  (TEMP~EQ~ZERO) GO TO 20 fd FOR R=O CASE 
GAwMA:ONE/SUM Q GAMWA=I/SUM(J) 
U(KJ)=U(KJ)*OETA*GAMYA ra DcJ) EON( 19) 
20 KJ=KJ+l  
ALPHA=sUM 
C 
C EON. NOS. RFFfR TO AICRMANQC t975 cnc PIPEP, PP. 157-396, 
C 
I F  ( ~ N o T ~ I E S T )  RETURN 
F(NPI)=U(NTOT+NP~)*GAMMA 
DO 30 ~ = l e N  




SUBROUTINE IJD2COV (IJTN,PO~JT ,hl) 
C 
c TO ORTAIN A COVARIAbjCE FROY TTS 11-f') F A C T O R ~ ~ A T T ~ N .  aOTH M A T n f C F q  
c VECTOH STORFD AND THE o~JTPIJT COVARIANCF CAFI  OVFaWPTTF T t l r  
C INPUT U-D ARRAY. UIN=IJ-D I S  PELATFn TO DOUT V I A  POtrt=lJnll(**T) 
C 
C UIN(FJ*(N+1)/2) INPIJT U-0 FACTORS, VFCTOP STORFn WITH THF I7 
c ENTRIES ~ T o R F D  OW THF DYAGOFIA! OF ~ I JN  
c POUT(N* (N+L 1 /01 OUTplJT COVARY A ~ J ~ F P  \ / F c T ~ P  StORFn. 
C (POIJT=UIY I S  PF dM1TTED) 
C DIMENSION OF THF ~ATRICFS TVVOLVED, hl.Ct.1 
C 
C COGFIIZANT PERSOFIS: 6 ,  J.SIERMAN/V.W .FIEAD ( JPLp FFR. 1977) 
C 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREcTSIOF~ (A-Ht0-7) 
C 
DIMENSION I!IIJ( 1) r PO117 ( 1 ) 
C 
P O U T ( l ) = U I N ( l )  
J3= 1 
DO 20  ~ = 2 0 N  
JJL= JJ 
JJ=Jj+J 




00 20  I = l r J M l  
I I = I I + I  
ALPHA=S*UIU(JJL+I) JJL+I=( I ,J )  
I K = I I  
no 10 K=IvJMl  
P O U T ( ~ K ) = P O ~ ; T ~ T K ) + I L P F ( ~ * ~ I I N ( J J L + K )  QJJL+K=(KPJ)  
10 fK=? K+K 






C COMPUTE STAmARP M v I A T I W S  ( 5 1 6 ~ b ~ )  F R W  Ud f'OVAR1ANCE FArTnQS 
C 
C lJ(N+(N+1)/2) INPUT VECTOR STORFD ARRAY COFJtAIFIING WF W 
C FACTORS. THF n (DIAGWILI  FLEITNTC ARC STORED 
C ON TW OPAGONAL 
C N u WITRIX OIM€NSIONO N.GT.I 
C SI6(N) VECTOR OF OWPUT STAN~IRD MVIATIOeJS 
C TEXT ( ) ' ARRAY OF FIELnATh CHIRACTFRS TO R r  PRTNTEn 
C PRECEnfNG THE VECTOR ST6WAS 
c NC f N m E R  Of CHAR~CTFRS I N  TcYT, O.LFeNCTeLE.120 
C I F  NCT=Oe NO S16YfiF ARE PPTNTFD 
C 
C CO~N~ZANT PERSONS: G*J*BIERMIN/M~Y~NEAD (JPL, FER. 1977) 
C 
r m r C 1 T  M W ~ L E  PRECISION (A-HPO-Z) 
INTE6ER TEXT ( 9.) 








S I6 (  J)=s 
&1=~-1 
DO l o  I = l r J M l  
10 sIG~~)=SI~(I)+S*I~(J~L+I)**? 
C 
C WE NOW HAVE VARTANCES 
C 
00 20 J=lrN 
20 sIG(J)=SQRT(SIC(J)) 
I F  (NCT.EQ.O) GO TO 30 
NC=NCT/6 
I F  (MOD(NC,~)~NE.O) NC=NC+l 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 4 0 )    TEXT(^) PI=I,NC) 
WRITE (6,501 ( S I G ( I ) o I = l ~ N )  
30 PETURN 
C 
40 FORMAT (1~0,2X,21A6) 
53 FORMAT ( lH0*(6018*10))  
ENO 
SUBROCJTINE I~TINV(RINPNIROUT) 
C Ilt INVII 10 
C I ITINV~?~ TO INVERT AN UPPFP TRIANGaAP VFCTQR STORED MATRIX AND UTINVn30 C THE RESdLT I N  VECTOR FORM* THE AL6ORTTHM I S  20 APPANGFP THAT tJt INvn4n 
C TbE RESULT CPN OVFRWRTTE THE TNPUT. 
C i l r l ~ v n s n  I N  ADO.TION TO 5OLVE RX=z@ SFT f ? I N ( ~ * t ~ + l ) f 7 + l ) t Z ( r ) r  FT(5rn~ I J ~ I N V ~ ~ ~  
C AND SEI ~ 1 ~ l ( t N + l ) * ( ~ * 2 ) / 2 ) = - 1 ~  CBLL THE SURPOUT~~JF USING N+I I I T ~ N V ~ ~ ~  
C INSTEAD OF Nm ON RETURN THE FIRST N FNTRTES nF C o L l l u ~  p1+1 
C I J t 1  ~lVnRn WILL CONTAIN XI 
C tJtlNV1190 
C tITINVlO0 R I N ( ~ J * ( N + ~ ) / ? )  I Y P U T V E C ~ O R S T O P E I ! ~ ~ P P F R T ~ T A N G I ~ L A R Y A T P T X  t l t f p t v j l n  
c N MbTRIY D I ~ ~ N ~ I O r l  
C IJTTNVIZ~ ROUT (N* (N+1) / 2 )  OlJTPUT VECTOP ST ORFD UPPFR TPIANQJLAR VAtC)f r( I J T I F I V I  30 
C 1 'JVERSF UTINV140 
C 
C UTIFIVI 50 COGNIZANT PERSONS: ~ ~ J * R I € R ~ A N / M ~ W ~ N E A D  (JPLt JANm1s71)) 
C UTIFIVI 60 lITIFlV170 
D W L E  PRECISION R1LJ l l ) r  ROIJT(l)r ZFROt DZFfVe StJM 
C I 171 NVlftO UTINVI 90  
i?ERO=O l DO CjTINV20n 
OM=1 moo IJTIPIVPlQ 
C UtINV72n 
IF (RIN(~).NE.ZFRO) 60 TO 5 l I t f ~ V 3 3 r ) ;  
J=l UTTNV?@@ 
WRITE (6r100)  J P J  UT TNV25n 
RETURN llt 1 ~ ~ 3 6 0  
c IJ t INVl f  0 
5 ROUT(~)=ONE/RIN(I) UTTPIV3PO 
c l IT TNV990 
.JJ=1 llf INVtOn 
00 20 J=2eN I!TINVtlO 
JJOLDZJJ lJTIFIV120 
J J = J j + J  IjTINV33n 
IF (RXN(JJ).NF.ZERO) GO TO i n  I J T T N V ~ ~ ~  
WRITE (6*100)  JtJ IJ+TNV1Sll 
RETURN I tTT~V36n 
C IJTINV? 70 
10 DINV=ONE/RIN(JJ) OTTNVtRn 
ROUT(JJ)=OINV UTINV3qn 
I I = O  UTIFIV40n 
I K = l  UTINV410 
JMl= J-1 IJTINV42n 
00 20 I = l r J V l  llTINV43n 
f I=II*I lltf NV440 
XK=II UTfNV4Sn 
SUM=ZERO I l tT~IV46n 
DO 15 K=IIJMI r IT 1r~vu7n 
SIJM=SUM+ROlJT ( 1K  *R TFI (JJOLn+K 1 UTINV48O 
15 IK=IK*K UTINV4Qn 
20 ROUT ( JJOLD* I) =-<I ~ M * O  f f IV IfTfNV5On 
C IJTINVqlO 
RETURN UTINV'i2n 
c I ITINVci3o 
100 FORMAT ( l ~ C t l O x ~ ~ *  * MATRIX INVERSE CeYPuTEn ONLY UP TO BllT NOT u T I N V C ; ~ ~  

















































































































































































































































































2 0 1K=IK+u 
C 
30 ROuT(KJS)=-SUM*DINV 
35 1 RLST=IROW 
40 XI=Iy-IROW 
RETURN 
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